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Introduction

When I +rst heard about superconductivity, the theory of superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUIDs) had long been established and well understood. At
this time, also the theoretical concepts of unconventional superconductivity had been
analyzed for years and the consequences of di,erent pairing symmetries had been
well known. !e fabrication of SQUIDs from high-temperature superconductors with
unconventional pairing symmetries was certainly important for applications, but did
not arouse huge interest from the theory side. Nevertheless, high-temperature SQUIDs
proved to be more challenging than expected, when experiments with YBa"Cu*O-!x
(YBCO) SQUIDs, conducted mostly by Christof Schneider in "##* – "##& in Augsburg,
revealed magnetic .ux oscillations with a number of periods di,erent from the expected
value hc!"e.

Flux oscillations in multiply connected geometries are generally highly interesting,
because they are a purely quantum mechanical e,ect and reveal much of the nature
of the quantum state of the system. Not only are they characteristic for the fermionic
or bosonic nature of the charge carriers, but they contain valuable information about
quantum mechanical many-body states of the system, which results from the complex
interactions between the charge carriers and the crystal lattice, and between the carriers
themselves.
In the case of superconductivity, the observation of .ux oscillations with a period of

hc!"e was a major proof of the existence of an attractive pairing interaction between
electrons in the superconducting state, and thus of the validity of the Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrie,er (BCS) theory. !e absence of oscillations with other periodicities in con-
ventional superconductors further proved that interactions between the pairs must be
negligible in conventional superconductors, which is reasonable for a weakly interacting
system. Consequently, the observation of di,erent .ux periodicities, as observed in the
YBCO SQUIDs, is a sign for correlations between Cooper pairs.

!e search for a theoretical description of such correlations, and for the origin of
the unconventional .ux oscillations, was active when I came to Augsburg for my PhD
thesis in "##( and joined the fascinating research in this +eld. Because of the complexity
in the description of a SQUID, the focus of my attention moved to the analysis of the
.ux periodicity of simple superconducting loops without Josephson junctions and it
soon turned out that the standard theory of such systems is not adequate for loops with
unconventional pairing symmetries. Working out the proper extension of the theory

&



became therefore the main topic of this thesis. It explains why the .ux periodicity of
loops of nodal superconductors is truly hc!e and not hc!"e, as it is in su/ciently large
loops of conventional superconductors, and thereby provides an answer to a part of the
periodicity problem of the SQUIDs.
A mathematical tool, which turned out to be especially suitable for the description

of superconducting loops, is the Green’s function formalism and, in particular, the
Gor’kov equations describing the superconducting state. In the course of the investigation
of .ux periodicities, I realized that the Gor’kov equations in their general form can
have solutions which are clearly distinct from those of the conventional BCS theory.
!ese solutions are more of the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchnnikov type, but exist in
zero magnetic +eld. Later, I realized that such solutions are currently widely analyzed
in connection with charge ordered superconducting states, referred to as “pair density
wave” states, which might be realized in some high-temperature superconductors.!is
connection was quite exciting, and in the following we established a solid microscopic
model for the “pair density wave” state on the basis of the Gor’kov equations, which
became the second large topic of my thesis and is an on-going project.
!is thesis is organized in three parts. Part I and part II are concerned with the .ux

periodicity of superconducting loops. A general introduction with a historic overview
of the development of this +eld follows in the next two sections of this chapter. Part III
contains the model for the “pair density wave” state with a separate introduction at the
beginning. Finally, at the end of part III, I give a summary of the complete thesis with
an outlook to future projects on the topics of this thesis. In parts I – III, calculations
are given as detailed as necessary to follow the discussion. For some most chapters, the
methods used and the calculations performed are described more detail in the appendix.
At the end of the appendix a collection of the most aesthetic wave functions of free
particles in a square frame is assembled, which have been calculated during my thesis.
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Introduction

#.$ A Short History of Flux Periodicities in Conventional
Superconductors

!e quantum mechanical wave function of particles moving in a multiply connected
geometry has to be unique at all positions. !is boundary condition leads to a discrete
energy spectrum, because the phase di,erence of the wave function accumulated on a
closed path has to be "!k for some integer k. For a circular geometry, this phase winding
number k represents the angular momentum "hk of the particle. In the presence of a
magnetic +eld B(r), an additional phase e!hc ! r

r# dr" ! A(r") adds to the phase of the
wave function, where A(r) is the vector potential generating B(r), e the electron charge,
c the velocity of light, and h is Planck’s constant. !is leads to a phase di,erence of
"!(k " e0!hc) on a closed path C, where 0 = !C dr !A(r) is the magnetic .ux inclosed
by the path C. Because physical quantities in this system are obtained by summing over
all possible k in a thermal average, they are periodic in 0 with a basic period of 0#,
where

0# = hc!e (#.%)

is the .ux quantum in the normal state. In particular, a persistent current J(0) induced
by the magnetic .ux is zero whenever 0!0# is an integer.
!e e,ect described above is present in any system with su/ciently strong phase co-

herence, and best known in the periodic modulations of the resistance of a microscopic
metal loop, predicted +rst by Ehrenberg and Siday in %$'1 [%] and in %$($ by Aharonov
and Bohm ["]. Already ten years earlier, London predicted the manifestation of a similar
e,ect in superconducting loops, where the phase coherence is naturally macroscopic [*]:
the magnetic .ux threading the loop is quantized in multiples of0#, because the interior
of a superconductor has to be current free. Although London did not know the existence
of 0#!" .ux quanta in superconductors, he already speculated that, because the super-
current might be carried by pairs of electrons with charge "e, the superconducting .ux
quantum, and with it the .ux periodicity of the supercurrent, is rather0#!". !is point
of view became generally accepted with the publication of the ‘!eory of Superconduc-
tivity’ by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrie,er (BCS) in %$(- [']. Direct measurements of
magnetic .ux quanta0#!" trapped in superconducting rings followed in %$&% by Doll
and Näbauer [(] and by Deaver and Fairbank [&], corroborated later by the detection of
.ux lines of 0#!" in the vortex phase of type II superconductors [-,1].
For thin superconducting loops with walls thinner than the penetration depth ",

+nite currents are .owing throughout the whole superconductor. !e magnetic .ux
is consequently not quantized, but only the quantity 0" = 0 + 2!c !! dr ! J(r) called
.uxoid, introduced by London for this purpose by counting the .ux induced.!e .ux
0 is the total .ux threading the loop, which contains the current induced .ux already.
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!." A Short History of Flux Periodicities in Conventional Superconductors

(a) (b)

Figure 0.1: Scheme of the pairing of angular-momentum eigenstates in a one-dimensional metal loop
for (a) ! = 0 and (b) ! = hc/2e, as used by Schrieffer in [9] to illustrate the origin of the
!0/2 periodicity in superconductors. Paired are states with equal eigenenergies !k , which
leads to pairs with a center-of-mass angular momentum q = 0 in (a) and q = 1 in (b).

2 is a phenomenological constant parametrizing the strength of the current response
of the superconductor to a magnetic +eld and related to the penetration depth " as
2 = '!""!c" through the London equation [*]. !in loops react periodically to the
continuous variable 0, and this .ux periodicity is the main topic of this work.
It is tempting to explain the 0#!" .ux periodicity of superconducting loops by the

charge-"e Cooper pairs carrying the supercurrent, but pairing of electrons alone is not
su/cient. A theoretical description of the true origin of the half-integer .ux quanta was
found independently in %$&% by Byers and Yang [%#], by Onsager [%%], and by Brenig [%"]
on the basis of the BCS theory. !ey realized that there are two distinct types of electron
pairing, which lead to two classes of superconducting wave functions that are not related
by a gauge transformation. An intuitive picture illustrating these two types can be
found in Schrie,er’s book on superconductivity [$], using the energy spectrum of a
one dimensional metal ring: !e +rst class of superconducting wave functions, which
London had in mind in his considerations about .ux quantization, is related to pairing of
electrons with angular momenta "hk and ""hk, which have equal energies in a metal loop
without magnetic .ux, as schematically shown in +gure #.% (a). !e Cooper pairs in this
state have a center-of-mass angular momentum (pair momentum) q = #. !e pairing
wave functions of the superconducting state for all .ux values 0, which are integer
multiples of 0# and correspond to even pair momenta "hq = ""h0!0#, are related to the
wave function for0 = # by a gauge transformation. !e second class of superconducting
wave functions occurs for a .ux value 0#!" (or odd multiples of this value), where
electron states with angular momentum "hk and ""h(k + %) are paired, which have in this
case equal energy [+gure #.% (b)], and lead to a pair momentum q = %. !e corresponding
pairing wave function is again related by a gauge transformation to those for .ux values

$



Introduction

(a) (b)

Figure 0.2: (a) Energy E(!) and (b) supercurrent J(!) as a function of flux ! for a conventional
superconducting loop at T = 0. The minima in E(!) correspond to superconducting states
with different pair momenta q. The screening currents in the superconductor drive the
system to the closest minimum for each flux value (black points), if the walls of the loop
are thicker than ".

0 which are half-integer multiples of 0# and correspond to the odd pair momenta"hq = ""h0!0#.
!e two types of pairing described above are generally di,erent. For the system to

be 0#!" periodic, it is further required that the two pairing types are degenerate, which
means that they have the same free energy. Byers and Yang [%#], Onsager [%%] as well as
Brenig [%"] showed that this is the case in the thermodynamic limit, which is obtained for
a continuous density of states. In this case, the energy E(0) as a function of 0 consists
of a series of parabolae with minima at integer multiples of0# (corresponding to even
pair momenta q) and half integer multiples of 0# (corresponding to odd pair momenta
q) [+gure #." (a)]. If the loop is thicker than " and the .ux is quantized, then the system
is in the minimum closest to the value of the external .ux (black points). In microscopic
systems the degeneracy of the even and odd qminima is li!ed, but their position is +xed
by the pairing interaction and gauge invariance.!e .ux periodicity in thin loops is then
not necessarily 0#!", but the superconducting .ux quantum is always0#!". (!ere are
mechanisms leading to fractional .ux quanta, to which we refer later.)!e circulating
supercurrent J(0) at temperature T = # is proportional to !E(")!!0 and forms a0#!"
periodic saw-tooth pattern in the thermodynamic limit, which is shown in +gure #." (b).

From the .ux periodicity of E(0), it is straightforward to derive the same .ux period-
icity for all other physical quantities [%*]. For T > #, E(0) has to be replaced by the free
energy F(0). A clear and unambiguous observation of .ux oscillations is possible in
the .ux dependence of the critical temperature Tc of small superconducting cylinders.
Such experiments have been done +rst by Little and Parks in %$&" [%'–%&]. !ey actually
measured the resistance R of the cylinder at a +xed temperature T within the +nite width

%#



!." A Short History of Flux Periodicities in Conventional Superconductors

(a) (b)

Figure 0.3: (a) Periodic variations of the resistance of a cylinder of indium. (b) Periodic variations
for a sample of indium close to the temperature at which it becomes completely
superconducting. W. A. Little, Rev. Mod. Phys. 36 264 (1964).

of the superconducting transition and deduced the oscillation of Tc from the variation
of R. Figure #.* (a) shows a typical result of R versus 0 for an indium cylinder at a
temperature T where the slope of R(T) is steepest. It produced perfect 0#!" periodic
oscillations on a parabolic background (for an extended account see [%(]).
!e discussion of the results by Little and Parks is highly interesting for this work in

several points. !e simplest theoretical model to predict the amplitude of the oscillations
of Tc is the following: For all non-integer or non-half-integer values of 0, there are
screening currents J(0) circulating in the cylinder, as shown in +gure #." (b). !e
kinetic energy Ekin(0) associated with this current is proportional to J"(0), as is the
energy E(0) in +gure #." (a). It is therefore suggestive to subtract Ekin(0) from the
condensation energy of the superconducting state and deduce the oscillations of Tc
from those of E(0). !is was done in a +rst approach by Little and Parks [%'] and by
Tinkham [%*] and Douglass [%-] in a Ginzburg-Landau ansatz, although it was shown
not to be correct. Parks and Little wrote in a follow-up article [%(] that “the microscopic
theory [i.e. the BCS theory] shows that it is not the kinetic energy of the pairswhich raises
the free energy of the superconducting phase [...], but rather it is due to the di#erence in
the energy of the two members of the pairs”. !is energy di,erence arises in the form
of a Doppler shi! in our analyses and will prove to be the crucial e,ect which leads to
0# periodicity in unconventional superconductors. It is remarkable that the results of
Tinkham and Douglass are nevertheless identical to the microscopic one [%1].!e notion
whether it is kinetic energy of the screening current that causes the oscillations, or rather
an internal cost in energy to form a superconducting state in the presence of a +nite
.ux, is important insofar as it provides an explanation for another problem: In the same
way as the pairing of electrons leads to a division of the fundamental .ux period 0#
into the half-period 0#!", the pairing of pairs to quartets would lead the quarter-period
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Introduction

0#!'. !en the saw-tooth pattern of the supercurrent becomes0#!' periodic and the
maximum current is only half the value for unpaired Cooper pairs. If the oscillation
in E(0) came from the current, then the formation of quartets and 0#!' periodicity
would be energetically favorable. !e fact that it is not so is illustrated by the remark of
Little and Parks [%(].

!ere is a second point of particular interest in the results of Little and Parks. A!er the
question of the .ux periodicity in superconductors seemed to be settled, they showed
that the problem can nevertheless be more complicated. In reference [%&] they present
results for cylinders of tantalum, for which they cannot detect any .ux oscillations in
R at all. Even more peculiar are the oscillations observed in an indium cylinder close
to the temperature, where R +nally vanishes, shown in +gure #.* (b). !ere are clearly
visible signs of an additional 0#!1 periodicity, which is even more surprising because
indium is an absolutely conventional superconductor otherwise.!ese results remained
unexplained and drew attention onlymuch later, when .ux oscillations of unconventional
superconductors were studied.
Finally, there is an interesting remark by Little in [%&] concerning the concept of “o,-

diagonal long-range order” (ODLRO), introduced by Yang as an elegant explanation of
.ux quantization in a Fermi system [%$]. ODLRO occurs if a single o,-diagonal element
of the reduced density matrix of n-th order, #n, is macroscopically occupied, which for
fermions is possible only in the second order density matrix #", associated with pairs of
fermions, or for higher orders. From the existence of ODLRO in #n emerges directly the
Meissner e,ect and .ux quantization in units of0#!n, independent of the presence of
an energy gap (which is important in our analysis). !e crucial part in understanding
the long-range order in the superconducting state is therefore, according to Little, why
the pairs have the same momentum. Indeed, in BCS theory, it is assumed that the pairs
have the same momentum, and a more general formulation is necessary to describe the
process of condensation in more than one pair momentum. Such a generalized theory
was introduced by Gor’kov already in %$(1 using the Green’s function technique ["#],
although it is rarely used in its full version. In part III of this work I present solutions
of the Gor’kov equations and show that they are closely connected to the emergence of
fractional .ux oscillations.
!e theoretical description of the Little-Parks e,ect was extended by Bogadchek et

al. ["%] in %$-( to account for the di,erent energies of the even and odd q states in
microscopic loops of conventional suerconductors. As a function of0, Tc shows then
a sequence of longer and shorter oscillations, with an overall periodicity of 0#. !e
di,erence of long and short oscillations however disappears exponentially for cylinder
diameters larger than the superconducting coherence length $#. Subsequently, this was
not discussed further and the +eld of .ux oscillations dropped out of focus for a long
time.
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!.$ Unconventional Flux Periodicities in Unconventional Superconductors

(a) (b)

Figure 0.4: Dc SQUIDs fabricated by Ch. Schneider from YBaCuO films with grain-boundary (GB)
Josephson junctions. The grain-boundary angle is 90!in (a) and 45!in (b).

#.! Unconventional Flux Periodicities in
Unconventional Superconductors

In the meantime a new type of .ux sensitive systems became popular: SQUIDs. !e
mechanism leading to .ux oscillations in SQUIDs is quite similar to that of the Little-
Parks experiment, but a +nite resistance R is here induced into a superconducting loop
not by choosing T close enough to Tc, but by inserting Josephson junctions into the loop.
!is has the advantage that .ux oscillations can be observed at any temperature T < Tc,
and they are measured most clearly in the .ux dependence of the critical current Jc
through the SQUID.!e oscillations originating from the .ux though the SQUID loop
are typically overlaid with a Fraunhofer type of oscillations [c.f. +gure #.( (a)] caused
by the magnetic +eld penetrating the non-superconducting junction area.!e e,ects
of the junctions are rather complex and di/cult to describe theoretically, but the fast
oscillations are a characteristic of the superconducting state in the ring, independent of
the nature of the junctions.

SQUIDs fabricated from conventional superconductors have been used in experiments
and applications for decades and proved to oscillate perfectly with the expected .ux
period 0#!". It was therefore a surprise that .ux oscillations with di,erent periodicities
were found by Lindström et al. [""] and Schneider et al. ["*,"'] in "##* in SDQUIDs
made of +lms of the unconventional high-Tc superconductor YBCO with Josephson
junctions consisting of grain boundaries (+gure #.'). Flux trapping experiments in loops
showed that .ux quantization in the cuprate class of high-Tc superconductors occurs in
units of 0#!" ["(], identically to conventional superconductors. Nevertheless Schneider
observed a variety of oscillation periods, depending on the geometry of the SQUID loop,
the grain-boundary angle, the temperature, and the range of the magnetic +eld threading
the SQUID.
Two distinct types of unconventional oscillations in YBCO SQUIDs have to be dis-
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 0.5: (a) Measurement of the critical current Jc(H) done by Ch. Schneider on (a), (b) a 24!grain
boundary SQUID at T = 77 K as a function of the appliedmagnetic fieldwhere!0/2 = 6.7 µT.
(b) Fourier transform " of (a). (c) Critical current Jc(H) over a 24!grain boundary SQUID
at T = 4.2 K, where !0/2 = 2.7 µT. Clearly visible is the abrupt change of periodicity at
µ0H ! ±5 µT.

cerned. !e +rst type consists of oscillations which have a basic period of 0#!", but
are slightly deformed, such that in the Fourier transform peaks appear which do not
correspond to the period 0#!" ["']. Such a measurement is shown in +gure #.( (a)
and (b). !e peaks in (b) at integer values of 3 (see +gure #.() are explained as higher
harmonics of 0#!" and they are not unusual. But there are clear peaks at 3 = %!" and
3 = (!", which correspond to 0# periodicity and higher harmonics belonging to 0#.
We will not give a solid explanation for these Fouier peaks, but the idea that the 0#
periodicity is an e,ect of the di,erence of the even and odd q states in microscopic
systems will turn out reasonable in the course of this work, even with a good quantitative

%'



!.$ Unconventional Flux Periodicities in Unconventional Superconductors

agreement with the experimental result in +gure #.( (a) and (b).
!e second type of unconventional oscillations is more intriguing. In a number of

di,erent YBCO SQUIDs made by Schneider, the periodicity of sinusoidal oscillations
changes abruptly for increasing magnetic .ux. For certain .ux ranges, the period is
0#!', as shown in +gure #.( (c). !is was explained by an unusually pronounced
second harmonic in the critical current Jc of transparent Josephson junctions, or more
fundamentally by interactions between Cooper pairs, leading to the formation of electron
quartets, which might be stable in certain .ux regimes ["*]. !e observation of similar
abrupt changes to other fractional periodicities like0#!& and 0#!1make this possibility
even more fascinating because it would be a sign of absolutely new, non-BCS types of
superconducting states. An experimental way to decide whether all these unconventional
oscillations are real characteristics of the superconducting state, or just artifacts of
the Josephson junctions, would be Little-Parks experiments with YBCO loops. So far
however, such experiments have not been successful, because of technical di/culties in
fabricating such loops and the very small amplitude of the .ux oscillations in YBCO.

!e SQUID experiments described above have caused a revival of theoretical interest
in .ux oscillations and quantization, this time in connection with unconventional paring
symmetries, and was the initial motivation of this work as a direct attempt to +nd the
mechanisms behind the unconventional oscillations. No thorough investigation of the
mechanisms determining the .ux periodicity in superconductors with gap nodes has
existed so far. In particular, no general criterium was known to decide if and when the
even and odd q states are equal or not. We give such an analysis for conventional s-wave
pairing and for d-wave pairing as an example for unconventional pairing in parts I and II
of this work.
We began with the description of a superconducting loop using the Bogoliubov - de

Gennes equations on a square frame in real space, which quickly showed that even and
odd q states are unequal for d-wave pairing. !e di,erence comes from the Doppler shi!
of the nodal states, which react paramagnetic to an applied .ux and do not appear in the
old models. It follows that the supercurrent J(0) is generally 0# periodic. !is result,
published in reference ["&], is described in detail in part II. !ere we use numerical
real-space calculations to further analyze the .ux dependence of more complex systems
like Josephson junctions and the self-consistent distribution of the screening currents,
which generate .ux quantization in loops thicker than ".

Since in a normal metal loop, persistent currents induced by a magnetic .ux are
typically0# periodic [","-], whereas in the superconducting state, they are0#!" periodic,
the question arises how one switches from one regime into the other. Is it a sharp
transition at Tc, or a continuous crossover, which is just much broader in a d-wave
superconductor? It turns out that it is indeed a crossover, which is rather sharp in
conventional superconductors when the coherence length $# becomes larger than the
diameter of the loop [%-,"1–*"], but extends over the whole parameter range of pairing
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interaction strength and loop size for unconventional pairing symmetries. In particular,
for d-wave pairing, the 0# periodic part of the supercurrent decreases like %!R, where
R is the radius of the loop. An intuitive explanation of these e,ects is much easier in
momentum space, whichwas published in [*"] for conventional s-wave pairing symmetry
and in [**] for d-wave symmetry. In the latter reference, an analytical approximation is
introduced to show that a Fourier component of J(0) corresponding to 0# periodicity
persists for all sizes of d-wave loops. In the following, similar results using a quasi
one-dimensional model were published by Barash [*'], Jurčić et al. [*(], and Zhu [*&].

In this work we describe superconducting loops in a number of di,erent geometries,
all of which are especially suitable for demonstrating di,erent aspects of the problem of
.ux periodicities. Here follows a summary of these models and references for what each
of them is used for:

$. A discrete one-dimensional ring is used to illustrate
the special properties of the .ux induced persistent
current in the normal state of a rotational symmetric
system and to introduce the physical concepts of the
periodicity crossover while entering the superconduct-
ing state for increasing order parameter.

[Part I, chapter % and "]

!. For the discussion of the periodicity crossover of
a conventional s-wave superconductor within a fully
self-consistent multi-channel calculation, we use a two
dimensional annulus discretized in radial direction for
numerical purpose.

[Part I, chapter "]

%. For the description of an unconventional d-wave su-
perconductor, a discrete square lattice is needed. Bend-
ing this lattice into a thinwalled cylinder is a convenient
way to obtain a multiply connected geometry for the
discussion of the .ux periodicity of nodal supercon-
ductors. For this geometry, we develop an analytical
model for the supercurrent in large cylinders.

[Part I, chapter *]
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!.$ Unconventional Flux Periodicities in Unconventional Superconductors

&. To use the powerful method of the Bogoliubov - de
Gennes equations in real space, we choose a square
frame geometry with a square hole at the center and
open boundary conditions. In this geometry, the nor-
mal state spectrum is remarkably stable against addi-
tion of impurities or small changes of the number of
lattice sites, which makes it convenient to study their
e,ects.

[Part II, chapter ( and -]

'.Weuse a square latticewith periodic boundary condi-
tions to model Josephson junctions consisting of rows
of impurities, and study the e,ect of nodal states on
the current-phase relation of the junction and on the
critical current of .ux threaded junctions.

[Part II, chapter -]

Developing models for the fractional .ux periodicities observed in YBaCuO SQUIDs
is problematic. !e idea of quartet formation is simple, but its mathematical realization
is not. Firstly there is no source of a quartet interaction between electrons known, and
interactions between Cooper pairs are mathematically extremely complicated [*-,*1].
Some starting points have been developed in particle physics for the description of atomic
nuclei [*$] and as a variational approach analogous to BCS theory, but with a four particle
interaction ['#–'*]. !is variational model is solvable under certain circumstances, but
since it is a real four-paricle problem, the complexity is overwhelming and solid results
are rare. We abandoned the search for fractional .ux periods therefore in favor of the0#
periodicity. But unexpectedly, the model used for this purpose, in particular its extended
version introduced by Gor’kov, led in the end to a new concept to generate fractional
.ux periods, and even .ux quanta, in a really unconventional superconducting state.
!is state is called “pair density wave” (PDW) state and has been under investigation for
a while in the connection of superconducting stripe phases in some high-Tc cuprates. It
emerges naturally from a generalization of the pairing Hamiltonian we used in part I,
which allows for the +rst time to investigate the PDW state in a microscopic theory. In
part III we solve and discuss this theory and come +nally back to the problem of .ux
periodicities with a description of how the PDW state leads to a number of fractional
.ux periods in superconducting loops.
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Part I

hc!e Periodicity in Loops of Nodal
Superconductors
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Introduction to Part I:
In this part, we formulate and solve the BCS theory for conventional and unconventional
superconducting loops threaded by a magnetic .ux.!is is what Byers and Yang [%#],
Onsager [%%] and Brenig [%"] have done for conventional superconductors, but here we
formulate the theory to capture the di,erences between the even and odd q states. To
derive an analytical expression for the supercurrent in any geometry, one usually takes
the limit of large systems and replaces the sum over the eigenstates by a continuous
integration over the energy. !is was done by BCS in calculating the Meissner e,ect
of the superconducting state, and analogously one obtains the supercurrent induced
by the .ux through a ring. However, if energy levels exist in close vicinity of the Fermi
energy EF, the discrete nature of the energy spectrum is essential for the description of
the current. And that is where the real di,erence in the behavior of conventional and
unconventional nodal superconducting states comes from.
!e physical concept of .ux induced persistent currents is essentially the same in a

normal metal and in a superconducting loop, and it is most clearly presented in a one
dimensional ring. In chapter % we introduce this concept therefore for the example of a
one dimensional ring, analyzing +rst the normal state, which shows some peculiar charac-
teristics of the persistent current. (For a review on persistent currents see reference ['']).
On this basis, we investigate the crossover into a conventional superconducting state con-
trolled by the superconducting order parameter. An elegant formulation of this crossover
is possible using Gor’kov equations for the Green’s function of the superconducting state.

It is well known that a real long-range ordered superconducting state does not exist in
one dimension. However, whereas thermal phase slips might suppress a transition into
the superconducting state at +nite temperature, quantum phase slips at zero temperature
are rare events. Even if phase coherence is broken at certain instants in time and space,
the supercurrent does not decay in the ring ['(]. We therefore investigate only the zero
temperature transition for the one dimensional ring. In chapter " we extend the model
to self consistent calculations of a conventional s-wave superconducting state in a multi-
channel system, presented here in the form of a two dimensional annulus.!is system
also allows also to study the periodicity crossover controlled by temperature while cooling
throughTc.!e presence of additional channels and the self-consistency condition for the
order parameter complicate the numerical calculations, but the mechanisms controlling
the .ux periodicity of the supercurrent is the same as in one dimension.
Because d-wave pairing is not possible in one dimension, we start the discussion of

nodal superconducting loops in chapter * in a two dimensional cylinder model, which is
a “simple” extension of a one dimensional ring. To analyze the qualitative behavior of
large cylinders we introduce an analytical approximation for the supercurrent at T = #
similar to the derivation of the Meissner e,ect in BCS theory, but re+ne it to capture the
di,erences of even and odd q states responsible for the0# periodicity of the supercurrent.
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Introduction

In comparison to a numeric evaluation of the cylinder model we show the excellent
agreement with the analytical model for a large cylinder radius.
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$ hc!e or hc!!e -!e Phenomenon

$.$ Normal State of a One Dimensional Ring
$.$.$ Free Electron in a One Dimensional Ring
!e basis for a theoretical understanding of the behavior of a superconducting loop
is the knowledge of its normal state. For a many-body system, this can be extremely
complex, as the numerous works on the Aharonov-Bohm e,ect [%, ", "-, '&] and on
normal persistent currents ['-–("] prove. A single free electron in a one dimensional
ring, represented in the Schrödinger picture, is a simple, but nevertheless instructive,
basic example for the normal state in a multiply connected geometry.
Let us consider a single free electron con+ned on a ring of radius R threaded by a

magnetic .ux 0 = !! dl ! A(R, %), where A(R, %) is the vector potential generating a
magnetic +eld concentrated through, but not touching the ring.!e time independent
Schrödinger equation describing the wave function &(%) of the electron as a function of
the angle % has the form

" "h"
"m # !

R!% " e
hcA(R, %)$

"

&(%) = E&(%). (%.%)

We solve equation (%.%) by applying the gauge transformation &(%)! &̃(%)ei'(%) on the
wave function, where '(%) = e!hc ! %

# dl !A(R, %) is the integral over a segment of the
ring with angle %. !e Schrödinger equation for &̃(%) becomes +eld free and is easily
solvable. For a rotational symmetric +eld distribution, the transformation simpli+es to
'(%) = e0%!hc = "%, where " = e0!hc is the dimensionless magnetic .ux. !us the
solutions of equation (%.%) are

&̃k(%) = %%
"!R

ei%(k!")!R (%.")

with the eigenenergies

Ek = "h"
"mR"(k " ")". (%.*)

!e quantum number k ! Z represents the angular momentum "hk!R of the state &̃k(%).
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" hc!e or hc!"e -#e Phenomenon

!e crucial observation on the solutions (%."), (%.*) of the Schrödinger equation is
that they depend on the magnetic .ux 0 only in the combination k " ", from which
follows directly that the groundstate energy E#("), given by the minimum of Ek over all
k, is a periodic function of 0 with a period of the normal .ux quantum 0# = hc!e. !e
energy of the electron is minimal if 0 is a multiple of 0# (or " an integer) and grows
quadratically for increasing 0 until k switches to the next integer at half-integer values
of ".
For non-integer values of ", the wave function (%.") has a +nite phase gradient, indi-

cating a current circulating in the ring, which is called a persistent current. It is obtained
from the continuity equation [(*] as:

J(") = ie"h
"m &# !

R!%&
#
k(%)$&k(%) " &#

k(%)# !
R!%&k(%)$' " &#

k(%) e"
mcA(R, %)&k(%)

= ie"h
"m &# !

R!%&̃
#
k(%)$ &̃k(%) " &̃#

k(%)# !
R!%&̃k(%)$' (%.')

= e"h
"!mR

k " "
R = " e

h
!E#(")
!" , (%.()

where k is the quantum number of the ground state for each value of ". !e persistent
current J(") is therefore given by the derivative of the groundstate energy with respect
to the magnetic .ux, which forms a 0# periodic, piecewise linear function of ": the
so-called “saw-tooth pattern”, depicted in +gure %.* (b) and %.& (c).

$.$.! Tight Binding Model
!e extension of the single-electron model presented above to a fermionic many-body
system is straightforward in the second quantization formalism. For the +nite systems
we consider here, the tight binding model on a discrete lattice is most convenient for
calculations. In this formulation the Hamiltonian is written using the discrete +eld
operators cis and c†is for the annihilation and creation of an electron with spin s on the
lattice site i:

!# = t !"i j#,s e
% i j c†isc js " µ!

i ,s
c†iscis , (%.&)

where (i j) stands for nearest-neighbor sites i and j, s =", # and t is the nearest neighbor
hopping amplitude. In analogy to the gauge transformation applied on equations (%.%),
the magnetic +eld enters the Hamiltonian (%.&) through the Peierls phase factor %i j =
e!hc ! j

i dl !A. We further introduce the chemical potential µ, which controls the number
of particles in the system. In the following, we describe the particle-hole symmetric
situation with µ = #, for which the Fermi energy is EF = #.
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"." Normal State of a One Dimensional Ring

Figure 1.1: To find the most simple description of the many-particle state in a flux threaded loop, we
use a tight-binding model on a discrete, one dimensional ring with N lattice sites, lattice
constant a and radius aR = Na/2#. The magnetic flux! is concentrated in the interior of
the ring and does not touch the ring itself.

In the following, we use a one dimensional ring of radius aR, on which N lattice
sites are equally distributed (+gure %.() at a distance of the lattice constant a. It follows
that R = N!"! is the dimensionless radius and the Peierls phase factor simpli+es to
%i j = "!"!N , which allows to write the Hamiltonian (%.&) in momentum space

!# =!
k,s

(k(")c†kscks (%.-)

where c†ks creates an electron described by the wave function &̃k(%) with angular mo-
mentum "hk!aR, and the energy dispersion is

(k(") = ""t cos*k " "
R + " µ. (%.1)

Physical quantities can now be expressed by the thermal average ns(k) of the num-
ber of electrons with angular momentum k and spin s: ns(k) = (c†kscks) = f ((k(")),
with the Fermi distribution function f (() = %!(% + e(!T) for the temperature T . Most
characteristically, the total energy E of the system is

E(") = (!#) =!
k,s

(k(")ns(k), (%.$)

which is a piecewise quadratic function of themagnetic .ux.!emomentumdistribution
function ns(k) depends on the magnetic .ux, again only in the combination k"". From
the sum over k in equation (%.$) follows directly the 0# .ux periodicity of E("). !e
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" hc!e or hc!"e -#e Phenomenon

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: Energy spectrum of a discrete one dimensional ring with N lattice sites, µ = 0 and (a) N/4 is
an integer, (b) N/4 a half integer and (c) N an odd number. In (a) and (b), levels cross EF = 0
at integer (a) or half-integer (b) values of $, whereas for odd N, two different spectra are
possible [N = 4n+ 1 (left) andN = 4n! 1 (right)], and for both two levels cross EF in one flux
period (red points). l1 denotes the maximum value of the Doppler shift (see section 3.1).

situation is however much more complicated than for the groundstate energy E#(") of
one single electron; the position of the minima of E(") depends on the total number of
electrons, "k,s ns(k) = N for µ = #, in the ring! !is is a consequence of the di,erent
structures of the energy spectra for di,erent N , which are shown in +gure %.". Close to
EF, (k(") shi!s linearly with ", which is called Doppler shi!, because it is controlled
by the angular velocity of the state k. !e energy E(") is maximal for those values of
" where an energy level reaches EF (red points) and has minima in between. If N is a
multiple of four, then the minima of E(") are at half-integer values of " (light blue curve
in +gure %.*), whereas if N is even, but not a multiple of four, the minima are at integer
values of ", analogous to the case of one spinless electron in section %.%.% (dark blue curve
in +gure %.*). More special is an odd number of electrons. In this case two di,erent (but
physically equivalent) spectra for N = 'n ± % are possible, and for both, two levels cross
EF in one .ux period. !is results in a superposition of the two previous cases and there
are minima of E(") for both integer and half-integer values of " and E(") is therefore
0#!" periodic. !e persistent current J(") jumps whenever an energy level crosses
EF, because the population of le! and right circulating states changes abruptly. In the
limit of a continuous density of states, le! and right circulating states are always equally
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".$ Superconducting State

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Total energy E($) as a function of the magnetic flux $. If the number of electrons on the
ring N is a multiple of four, then E($) has minima at integer values of $ (turquoise). If N is
even but not a multiple of four, then the minima are at half-integer values of $ (blue). If
N is odd, the system energy switches between the blue and turquoise curves. The gray
lines above the crossing points of the parabolae correspond to possible excited states. (b)
Persistent current J($) corresponding to the systems described in (a). The purple curve
shows the current obtained for odd N.

populated and, consequently, J(") vanishes. !e occupied state closest to EF contributes
dominantly to the current, because all other contributions tend to almost cancel in pairs.
!e Doppler shi! decreases with the ring radius like %!R [c.f. equation (%.1)] and the
persistent current has the same dependence on the radius. Figure %.* (b) shows J(") for
the di,erent electron numbers discussed above.
!is number dependence is typical for many-body systems with discrete energy lev-

els ['1, '$] and not restricted to one dimension. It has no deep physical origin, but
cannot be avoided and complicates the characterization of normal metal loops. Because
the superconducting state bases on the normal-state spectrum, the number dependence
will accompany all the following discussion of .ux periodicities.

$.! Superconducting State

Here we extend the theory of the one dimensional ring to the superconducting state.!is
system is ideal for studying the crossover from0# in the normal state to0#!" periodicity
in a conventional superconductor, because it contains all the essential physical concepts,
yet remaining simple enough to introduce them clearly. On a +rst approach, even a
non-self-consistent model with +xed superconducting order parameter turns out to
contain the periodicity crossover fully. In this section we solve the non-self consistent
model using the Gor’kov equations for the superconducting state.
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" hc!e or hc!"e -#e Phenomenon

$.!.$ Gor’kov Equations for Finite Momentum Pairing
In conventional BCS theory, Cooper pairs are formed by pairing an electron with its
time reversed partner. Applied to a one dimensional ring, this signi+es that pairing
occurs between the states ,k, ") and , " k, #) with wave functions as in (%."), and spin", #. In the presence of a magnetic +eld, or a .ux threading the superconductor, the
superconducting state is typically not time inversion symmetric. !en the formation of
electron pairs with a +nite center-of-mass momentum (or angular momentum) can be
energetically favorable and it is even necessary for the0# .ux periodicity demanded by
gauge invariance.
To account for a +nite center-of-mass angular momentum (pair momentum) of a

Cooper pair in the ring, we use the BCS type mean-+eld Hamiltonian

! =!# +!
k
-)#c!k+q!ck" + )c†k"c†!k+q!. (%.%#)

with a +xed order parameter ) for pairing with pair momentum "hq!aR, q ! Z. !e
quantum number q of the groundstate has to be determined by minimizing the energy
E(") over all q. For T > #, one has to minimize the free energy F("), or grand potential
4("), to obtain the proper value of q, see appendix A.*. !e Hamiltonian (%.%#) can
readily be diagonalized by a Bogoliubov transformation, leading to a BCS like energy
spectrum. !is technique is widely discussed in the literature [('–(&] and described
closer in section %#.". Here we will introduce the Green’s function method for describing
a superconducting state, introduced by Gor’kov, which o,ers a natural and simple
treatment of the supercurrent and its .ux periodicity.

For spin single pairing, the superconducting state is represented by the spin indepen-
dent imaginary time Green’s function

"(k, k", )) = "(T)cks())c†k!s(#)), (%.%%)

and the anomalous Green’s functions

#(k, k", )) = (T)cks())c!k!s!(#)), (%.%")
##(k, k", )) = (T)c†!ks())c†k!s!(#)) (%.%*)

for s " s", where ) is the imaginary time and T) the time ordering operator with respect
to ). Using Heisenberg’s equations of motion, Gor’kov derived a self-consistent set of
equations which links "(k, k", )), #(k, k", )) and ##(k, k", )) to the superconducting
order parameter ) and is known as the “Gor’kov equations”. A detailed treatment of
these equations is given in appendix D and in [(-,(1].

For the purpose of actual calculations, it is advantageous to write the Green’s functions
in frequency space as functions of the fermionic Matsubara frequency *n = ("n " %)!T .
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".$ Superconducting State

Figure 1.4: Energy dispersion of a ring with an order parameter # = 0.22t for $ = 0 (dashed line) and
$ = $c ! 0.24 (solid line), where the indirect energy gap closes. The filled (empty) circles
represent occupied (unoccupied) k-states for a ring with N = 18. The asymmetry for ±k
scales with 1/R.

Because of the isotropy of the ring, the Green’s function corresponding to the Hamil-
tonian (%.%#) is diagonal in momentum space, i.e. "(k, k",*n) # "(k,*n)'kk! . !en
Gor’kov equations take the form

"(k,*n) = /"!%
# (k,*n) + )""#("k + q,"*n)0!% , (%.%')

#(k, k " q,*n) = "#(k,*n))"("k + q,"*n), (%.%()
##(k " q, k,*n) = "#("k + q,"*n))"("k,"*n), (%.%&)

where "#(k,*n) = [i*n " (k(")]!% is the Green’s function in the normal state.
!e pair momentum q of the superconducting groundstate is a function of the .ux

". To ensure the gauge invariance of the Gor’kov equations, they have to be invariant
under the replacement " ! " ± % and q ! ±". !e simplest ansatz for the " dependence
of q ful+lling this condition is

q(") = .oor("" + %!"), (%.%-)

where .oor(x) is the largest integer smaller or equal than x. Exact calculations will show
later that this ansatz is essentially correct, but there are small deviations in the value of "
where q changes to the next integer.

Factorizing the denominator in (%.%'), the Green’s function becomes

G(k,*n) = "i*n " (!k+q(")[i*n " E+(k, ")][i"h*n " E!(k, ")] , (%.%1)
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" hc!e or hc!"e -#e Phenomenon

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: Eigenenergies E±(k,$) (1.19) as a function of flux for N = 26 for a fixed order parameter: (a)
“large gap” regime with # = 0.3t, (b) “small gap” regime with # = 0.08t. Blue lines: occupied
states, grey lines: unoccupied states. The bold line marks the highest occupied state for all
$.

where the two energy branches E±(k, ") are given by

E±(k, ") = (k(") " (!k+q(")
" ±1

)" + ("(k, ") (%.%$)

with ((k, ") = [(k(") + (!k+q(")]!". !e +rst term in equation (%.%$) in front of the
square root describes the shi! of the energy levels as a function of the .ux. Close to EF,
it is typically (piecewise) linear in ", as shown in +gure %." for the normal state and in
+gure %.( for the superconducting state. For " = #, and consequently q = #, the Doppler
shi! vanishes and (%.%$) reduces to the usual BCS energy dispersion. For non-zero integer
values of ", the quantum numbers k are redistributed among the energy levels, thus
ensuring the invariance of the spectrum as a whole.

$.!.! Crossover from hc!e to hc!!e Periodicity
To discuss the .ux periodicity in a superconducting ring, we choose a number of lattice
sites N which is even but not a multiple of four, which gives a unique groundstate for
" = # and µ = #. If N is a multiple of four, the same discussion is valid if " is shi!ed by
%!". !e case of an odd N will not be discussed here.
!e energies E±(k, ") are plotted in +gure %.' as a function of k. For non-integer

.ux values the dispersion is asymmetric with respect to an inversion in the angular
momentum k ! "k. !is causes an asymmetric population of le! and right circulating
states and thus leads to a +nite supercurrent even in the limit of a continuous density
of states, in contrast to the normal state. !e asymmetry scales with %!R, as does the
supercurrent [c.f. equation (%."#)]. !e energy gap which separates the upper (E+)
and the lower branch (E!) is indirect and closes at a critical .ux value "c, if the order
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".$ Superconducting State

parameter ) is smaller than a critical value )c. !is is illustrated in more detail in
+gure %.( showing a part the spectrum E±(k, ") for (a) a “small gap” ) < )c and (b) a
“large gap” ) > )c for N = "& and µ = #. As discussed in section %.%.", there are energy
levels crossing EF at half-integer .ux values in the normal state. !ese levels split up into
two states with weight %!" in the superconducting state. If ) < )c, the split levels are
still crossing EF and the crossing points depend on ). In this regime, both E+(k, ") and
E!(k, ") can be positive or negative. If ) > )c, no levels cross EF and a direct energy
gap emerges, i.e. E+(k, ") > # and E!(k, ") < # for all k and " and the spectrum is
qualitatively independent of ). Close to EF, E±(k, ") simpli+es to

E±(±k, ") $ # t
R("" " q) ±1

)" + l(t!R)" (%."#)

where k > # and l = % for even q and l = # for odd q. !e maximum direct energy gap
in the even-q sectors is therefore )# =1

)" + (t!R)", whereas in the odd-q sectors it is
)% = ).
!e physical distinction of between the “small gap” and the “large gap” regime is best

visible in the supercurrent in the ring, which we obtain from the Green’s function as

J(") = " e
h !

k

!(k(")
!" n(k) = e

h !
k

!(k(")
!k n(k), (%."%)

as shown in appendix A, where n(k) = T"s"n G(k,*n) is the momentum distribution
function. !e sum over the Matsubara frequency *n can be computed analytically by
conversion into an integration in the complex plane, leading to

n(k) = "T!
n
G(k,*n) = /u"(k) f (E+(k, ")) + v"(k) f (E!(k, "))0 # n+(k) + n!(k),

(%."")

with the coherence factors

u"(k) = #% + ((k, ")
E(k, ")$ and v"(k) = #% " ((k, ")

E(k, ")$ (%."*)

and E(k, ") =1
)" + ("(k, ").

It is instructive to split the supercurrent J(") into a contribution J+(") from the upper
branch of the spectrum and a contribution J!(") from the lower branch, given by

J±(") = e
h !

k

!(k(")
!k n±(k). (%."')

Both contributions, as well as the total supercurrent J(") = J!(") + J+("), are plotted
in +gure %.&. !e contribution J!(") forms a 0#!" periodic saw-tooth pattern, both in
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1.6: (a) The!0 periodic persistent current J($) as obtained from the Green’s function formalism
in the normal state. (b) The contribution J"($) is !0/2 periodic and identical in the normal
and superconducting state. (c) The !0 periodicity in the “small gap” regime comes
exclusively from J"($), which vanishes in the “large gap” regime.

the normal state and in the superconducting state. !e 0# periodic part in the normal
state is contained exclusively in J+("). For increasing ), the .ux regime where E+(k, ")
is partially occupied decreases, until J+(") vanishes for ) > )c. In the “large gap”
regime, the supercurrent is carried entirely by J!(") and is therefore 0#!" periodic and
essentially independent of ). !e discontinuities in J(") are not caused by energy levels
crossing EF, but by the reconstruction of the condensate when the pair momentum q
changes to the next integer at the .ux values " = ("n " %)!'. A more detailed analysis of
the periodicity crossover is given in section ".% together with the self consistency of the
order parameter.

We obtain further insight into the mechanisms, which determine the current periodic-
ity, by analyzing )c. According to equation (%."#), close to EF, the maximum energy shi!
is t!("R), and the condition for a direct energy gap [or E+(k, ") > # for all k, "] and a
0#!"-periodic current pattern is therefore ) > )c = t!("R). !e corresponding critical
ring radius is Rc = t!(")). It is instructive to compare Rc with the BCS coherence length
$# = "hvF!(!)), where vF is the Fermi velocity and ) the BCS order parameter at T = #.
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".$ Superconducting State

On the lattice we identify vF = "hkF!m with kF = ±!!"a and m = "h"!("a"t). Setting the
length unit a = % we obtain $# = t!) and thus "Rc = $#. !is signi+es that the current
response of a superconducting ring whose diameter is smaller than the coherence length
is generally0#-periodic ["&]. In these rings the Cooper pair wave function is delocalized
around the ring.

We have now identi+ed the basicmechanism driving the crossover from0# periodicity
in the normal state to 0#!" periodicity in the superconducting state. It is the crossing of
the Fermi energy of energy levels as a function of the magnetic .ux that leads to kinks
in the energy and to discontinuities in the supercurrent (or normal persistent current
in the normal state). If the superconducting gap is large enough to prevent all energy
levels from crossing the Fermi energy, the kinks and jumps occur only where the pair
momentum of the groundstate changes.!e latter is the case if the ring diameter is larger
than the coherence length of the superconductor.
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! Crossover from hc!e to hc!!e Flux
Periodicity in s-Wave Loops

In this chapter we extend the analysis above to fully self consistent calculations of the
order parameter ) in section ".% and to a multi-channel ring (annulus) in section ".". We
discuss deviations in the .ux value where the pair momentum changes, and we analyze
the periodicity crossover at +nite temperatures.

!.$ One-Dimensional Ring
!e self-consistency equation for the s-wave order parameter derives directly from the
de+nition of the anomalous Green’s function#(k, k " q,*n):

)(") = TV#!
k
!
n
#(k, k " q,*n), (".%)

whereV# is the s-wave interaction strength and)(") acquires an explicit .ux dependence,
but is invariant under the replacement " ! ±% and q ! ±". !e pair momentum q
corresponds to a phase gradient)(")e"!iq% in real space (c.f. section () and can therefore
be interpreted as the phase winding number of the condensate.!e states with q " # are
closely similar to the +nite momentum pairing state introduced by Fulde and Ferrell [($]
in a +eld threaded bulk superconductor. In this section, we take the same ansatz for the

Figure 2.1: Solution of the self-consistency equation (2.3) for different values of the pairing energy V0
at T = 0. From top to bottom: V0 = 1.9t, 1.6t, 1.35t, 1.1t.
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$." One-Dimensional Ring

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Same evaluation of the energy spectrum as in figure 1.5 but for self-consistently calculated
order parameter. (a): “large gap” regime (V0 = 1.9t, #1 ! 0.30t); (b): “small gap” regime
(V0 = 1.1t, #1 ! 0.08t). Superconductivity occurs only in the odd-q sectors for V0 = 1.1t (see
figure 2.1). The bold line marks the highest occupied state for all $. For the definition of #1
see text after equation (1.20).

.ux dependence of the groundstate pair momentum number q as in (%.%-) in section %.".%.
!e deviations of this form will be discussed in the next section for the annulus.
By inserting G(k,*n) into the Gor’kov equation (%.%(), one +nds for the anomalous

Green’s function

F(k, k " q,*n) = )(")[i*n " E+(k, ")][i*n " E!(k, ")] . (".")

Summing over *n and combining equations (".%) and (".") leads to the self-consistency
equation for )("):

%
N !

k

f (E!(k, ")) " f (E+(k, "))
"
1
)(")" + ("(k, ") = %

V#
. (".*)

Instead of lowering the temperature, we explore below the transition into the supercon-
ducting state at zero temperature by increasing the pairing interaction strength V#.
!e .ux " a,ects the solution of the gap equation (".*) for )(") in two ways. For

small-size rings the magnitude of ) is mainly controlled by the energy of the level closest
to EF. If the quantity '" =mink ,((k, ")" EF, > #, a solution of equation (".*) exists only
above a threshold value of the pairing interaction. In the even-q sectors, this is the case
for all values of ", whereas in all odd-q sectors a .ux value " exists, for which '" = #
and equation (".*) has a solution for all V# > # (cf. +gure ".%). !is is a consequence
of the discreteness of the energy levels. In the strong coupling regime V# % t, )(") is
modulated only slightly by the .ux. For weak coupling V# $ t, a solution )% < )c = t!"R
is possible in the “small gap” regime, where)% denotes the order parameter at half-integer
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$ Crossover from hc!e to hc!"e Flux Periodicity in s-Wave Loops

Figure 2.3: Crossover from the!0-periodic normal persistent current to the!0/2-periodic supercurrent
in a ring with N = 26 at T = 0 and J($) in units of t!0. For this ring size #c ! 0.24t. The
discontinuities occur where the $-derivative of the highest occupied state energy changes
sign.

.ux values. In this case the energy gap closes at a critical .ux "c in the odd-q sectors and
E+(k, ") turns negative for the level closest to EF (see +gure "."). !us the dominant
term in the sum of equation (".*) switches sign and the solution for )(") vanishes
discontinuously. !is is equivalent to a breaking of the Cooper pair closest to EF, which
provides the main contribution to the condensation energy [&#,&%].!is feature of the
solution of the self-consistency equation is special for strictly one dimensional rings.
In these rings superconductivity is destroyed for velocities of circulating Cooper pairs
exceeding the Landau critical velocity, which is approached at " = "c (cf. reference [&"]).

!e vanishing of )(") at the .ux values where an energy level reaches EF a,ects the
energy spectrum in the “small gap” regime, as is visible by comparing +gure "." (b) to
+gure %.( (b) showing the same spectrum with a +xed ). In both +gures, the slope of
the highest occupied energy level changes at the same .ux values. In the “large gap”
regime, the small .ux dependence of )(") has no visible in.uence on the spectrum
[+gures "." (a) and %.( (b)]. !e current and its .ux periodicity is therefore qualitatively
the same with and without self consistency.

A self-consistent calculation of the current is shown in +gure ".* for di,erent values of
V#, illustrating the periodicity crossover. ForV# = )(") = # one recovers the0#-periodic
saw-tooth pattern for the normal persistent current as discussed in chapter %. With
increasing )("), new linear sections appear continuously. !ese are the sections where
the order parameter is +nite in the “small-gap” regime (c.f. ["$]). !e discontinuities
of the current occur where the " derivative of the energy of the highest occupied state
switches sign (see +gure "."). !ese linear sections increase with increasing )("); once
they extend to a range 0#!" upon reaching the “large gap” regime, the current becomes
strictly 0#!"-periodic.
A second fundamental e,ect, which manifestly breaks the 0#!"-periodicity, is the

o,set of the transition from even to odd center of mass angular momenta q with respect
to evenly spaced .ux values ("n " %)0#!'. !is small o,set was already observed in our
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Figure 2.4: Annulus with inner radius R1 and outer radius R2. For a magnetic flux threading the
interior of the annulus, the radial part of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations is solved
numerically with a discretized radial coordinate.

previous numerical evaluations for d-wave loops ["&]. Vakaryuk [*%] has traced this shi!
to the dependence of the internal energy of Cooper pairs on the center-of-mass state.
For a BCS-model superconductor, this e,ect is fully incorporated in the Bogoliubov
- de Gennes evaluation of reference ["&] although the quasiparticle-like presentation
introduces a di,erent perspective. In the discussion of this section we disregarded the
o,set for the one dimensional rings in order to focus on the aspects related to the opening
of an indirect gap. In section "." we include the o,set consistently in the Bogoliubov -
de Gennes evaluation of the multi-channel annulus.
It is worthwhile to note that the condition ) > )c (or R > Rc) only refers to the

periodicity of the supercurrent. It does not guarantee a 0#!"-periodicity of the order
parameter ) or the total energy, but only of their derivatives. !ese quantities need a
continuous energy spectrum with degeneracies for .ux values which are multiples of
0#!" in order to be 0#!" periodic (cf. references [$, %"]).
!.! Multichannel Ring: Annulus
In this section we investigate a superconducting loop of +nite width as shown in +gure ".'
with an inner radius R% and an outer radius R". For such an annulus, we choose a
continuum approach on the basis of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations. A detailed
discussion of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations in a lattice formulation is given in
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$ Crossover from hc!e to hc!"e Flux Periodicity in s-Wave Loops

part II. For integer and half-integer .ux values, these equations can be solved analytically,
as we show in section ".".%. For an arbitrary magnetic .ux, we discuss a numerical
solution in section ".".".
Consider the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations for spin singlet pairing

Enun(r) =& %
"m*i"h! + e

cA(r)+
"" µ'un(r)+ )(r)vn(r)

Envn(r) = "& %
"m*i"h! " e

cA(r)+
"" µ'vn(r)+ )#(r)un(r)

, (".')

with the self-consistency condition (gap equation) for the order parameter )(r):
)(r) = V#!

n
un(r)v#n(r) tanh* En

"T + , (".()

where V# is the local pairing potential. For an annulus of +nite width we separate the
angular part of the quasi-particle wave functions un(r), vn(r) using polar coordinates
r = (r, %) and the ansatz

un(r, %) = un(r)e i
" (k+q)%

vn(r, %) = vn(r)e i
" (k!q)% , (".&)

where k and q are either both even or both odd integers. !us "hk is the angular momen-
tum as for the one dimensional ring and n = (k, #) with the radial quantum number #.
!e order parameter factorizes into )(r, %) = )(r)eiq% where the radial component

)(r) = V#!
n
un(r)v#n(r) tanh* En

"T + (".-)

is real. For a magnetic .ux 0 threading the interior of the annulus we choose the vector
potential A(r, %) = e%0!("!r), where e% is the azimuthal unit vector. With

*"i! ± "
r e%+

" = " %r !r(r!r) + %
r"("i!% ± ")" (".1)

the BdG equations therefore reduce to radial di,erential equations for un(r) and vn(r):
En un(r) ="2 "h"

"m
!r
r (r!r)"

"h" l"u
"mr" +µ3un(r)+ )(r)vn(r)

En vn(r) =2 "h"
"m

!r
r (r!r)"

"h" l"v
"mr" +µ3vn(r)+ )(r)un(r)

, (".$)
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with the canonical angular momenta

"hlu = "h
" (k + q " ""), (".%#)

"hlv = "h
" (k " q + ""). (".%%)

!e number q plays the same role as in the previous section. Here we choose q for each
value of the .ux to minimize the total energy of the system. !e .ux for which q changes
to the next integer can therefore deviate from the values ("n " %)!', where we +xed the
switch in q for the one dimensional model.

!.!.$ Hankel-Function Ansatz
A natural choice of an ansatz for the solutions of the coupled di,erential equations (".$)
are linear combinations of the Hankel functionsH(%)

l andH(")
l , since they are individually

solutions of the uncoupled equations (".$) for )(r) = #:

* %r !r(r!r) " l"
r"+H(%,")

l (+r) = +"H(%,")
l (+r). (".%")

We therefore take un(r) and vn(r) of the form:

un(r) = un -H(%)
lu (+unr) + cunH

(")
lu (+unr). , (".%*)

vn(r) = vn -H(%)
lv (+vnr) + cvnH

(")
lv (+vnr). . (".%')

!e equations (".$) then become

En un(r)] = " 2 "h"
"m (+un)" + µ3un(r) + )(r)vn(r)

En vn(r) = 2 "h"
"m (+vn)" + µ3vn(r) + )(r)un(r)

, (".%()

!e coe/cients +,n and c,n with , = u, v are +xed by the open boundary conditions,
for which un(r) and vn(r) vanish on the inner and outer boundaries of the annulus:
un(R%) = un(R") = # and vn(R%) = vn(R") = #. !is generates the de+ning equations for
+,n and c,n

c,n = "H(%)
l, (+,nR%)

H(")
l, (+,nR%) = "H(%)

l, (+,nR")
H(")

l, (+,nR") . (".%&)
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$ Crossover from hc!e to hc!"e Flux Periodicity in s-Wave Loops

For all integer and half-integer values of .ux, q = "" in the groundstate, thus lu = lv = k!".
Assuming a constant order parameter )(r) = ), the r-dependence drops out from
equations (".%() and we +nd the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the usual BCS type

En =
4556* "h"

"m+"n " µ+" + )" (".%-)

with +n = +un = +vn and

un = %
" 2% + * "h"

"m+"n + µ+ !En3 , (".%1)

vn = %
" 2% " * "h"

"m+"n + µ+ !En3 . (".%$)

!ese are the two distinct classes of superconducting states as discussed for the %D loop:
for integer .ux values, ) is given by summing over all even angular momenta k, whereas
for half-integer .ux values, ) is obtained by summing over odd angular momenta.
For general values of magnetic .ux, lu and lv are di,erent and so are +un and +vn. !e

r-dependence of un(r) is therefore di,erent from vn(r) in equations (".%*) and (".%').
In App. A we analyze the solution of the uncoupled equations (".$) for ) = # and +nd
that the eigenfunctions account for the .ux induced Doppler shi! by shi!ing their
nodes closer together or further apart—most importantly, un(r) shi!s its nodes in the
opposite direction than does vn(r). !is implies that un(r) and vn(r) with the ansatz
of equations (".%*) and (".%') cannot be solutions of the coupled equations (".%() for
)(r) " #.
Moreover, we show in appendix B for the limit of a thin annulus (R% % R" " R%) that

both the Doppler shi! and the shi! of the nodes of un(r) and vn(r) are in leading order
linear functions of q " "". It is therefore not possible to +nd an approximate solution of
equations (".$) that contains the e,ects of the Doppler shi! but neglects the shi! of the
nodes. Consequently, we have to resort to a numerical solution of the radial component
of the BdG equations.

!.!.! Self-Consistent Numerical Solution
!e numerical solution of equations (".$) is achieved by discretizing the interval [R%, R"]
for the radial coordinate r intoM radii ri , which de+nes the grid constant a = (R""R%)!M.
In this way we obtain for each angular momentum state k M radial eigenstates (channels),
which correspond to theM eigenstates with the lowest eigenenergies En of the continuum
model. On this set ofM radial coordinates, we use the symmetric discrete di,erential
operators !i f (ri) = [ f (ri+%) " f (ri!%)]!a and !"i f (ri) = [ f (ri+%) + f (ri!%) " " f (ri)]!a".
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Inserting these discrete operators into equations (".$) and using (%!r)!rr!r = (%!r)!r+!"r ,
one obtains the eigenvalue equation

#t̂ + µ̂uk )̂
)̂ "t̂ " µ̂vk

$#unvn$ = En #unvn$ ("."#)

where un and vn are real and the operators t̂, µ̂,k , and )̂ are de+ned through

t̂un(ri) = t[un(ri+%) + un(ri!%)] + t ari
[un(ri+%) " un(ri!%)], ("."%)

and

µ̂,kun(ri) = t &a"r"i l
"
, " "'un(ri), ("."")

)̂un(ri) = )(ri)un(ri), ("."*)

where t = "h"!("ma"). A self-consistent solution of equation ("."#) and the gap equation

)(ri) = V#!
n
un(ri)vn(ri) tanh* En

"T + ("."')

is found iteratively. !e operator t̂ consists of a symmetric and an antisymmetric part
with respect to ri!% and ri+%. In order to ensure that the eigenvalues of equation ("."#) are
real, the prefactor of the second, antisymmetric term in equation ("."%) must be smaller
or equal to the prefactor of the symmetric term, which meansM & (R" " R%)!"R%. !is
condition is ful+lled since M = (R" " R%)!a > (R" " R%)!"R%.

Once the eigenfunctions of equation ("."#) are known, we obtain the current by evalu-
ating the expectation value of the gauge invariant current operator [&#].!e expectation
value J(r) of the circulating current is found using a Bogoliubov transformation and the
ansatz (".&) in polar coordinates:

J(r) = "he
m !

n
[Jun(r) f (En) " Jvn(r) f ("En)] , ("."()

with

J,n(r) = "hem Im 2,#
n(r, %)*" ir !% " "

r + ,n(r, %)3
= "hem l,

r ,
"
n(r)

("."&)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Non-self-consistent calculation of current and energy at T = 0. The circulating current (a)
in an annulus with an inner radius R1 = 100a and an outer radius R2 = 150a is shown for
fixed, $-independent # = 0 (orange), # = 0.002t (green), # = 0.004t (turquoise), # = 0.006t
(blue). (b) shows the difference between the total energy of the annulus as a function of $
and the total energy at zero flux for the same values for # as above.

for , = u, v. !e contribution of each quasi-particle state to the total current is there-
fore determined by its angular velocity l,. !e radial quantum number # and the )-
dependence enter only through the occupation probability which is controlled by the
eigenenergy En. Further, the total energy of the system is given by

E = %
M !

n
En!

i
/u"

n(ri) f (En) + v"n(ri) f ("En)0 , ("."-)

where we neglect a mean-+eld term of the form "i )"(ri)!V#, which is nearly .ux
independent in the “large gap” regime (see appendix C.").

!.!.% Results
!e results of the non-self-consistent calculations for the circulating current and the
total energy at T = # and for +xed values of ) are displayed in +gure ".(. In the normal
state () = #), there are approximatelyM eigenstates su/ciently close to EF to cross EF
as a function of ", unlike in small one dimensional rings where only one state crosses
EF. For each crossing, a small jump appears in the current as a function of ". !ere is a
larger jump at the value of " where the energies of the even-q and odd-q states become
degenerate and q switches to the next integer. !e shape of this function depends on
the distribution of eigenenergies close to EF and therefore on microscopic details of the
geometry of the annulus and the Fermi energy EF. A +nite ) allows for a .ux regime
with direct energy gap and no crossings of EF, thus in this regime the current is linear
and the total energy quadratic in ". For the largest value () = #.##&t) shown, there is a
direct gap for all values of ". Even for this value of ), the current and the energy are not
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: Self-consistent calculations for the same annulus as in figure 2.5. In addition, (a) displays
the self-consistent order parameter # as a function of$. The lines correspond to the pairing
interaction V0 = 0 (orange), V0 = 0.28t (green), V0 = 0.32t (turquoise), V0 = 0.38t (blue). The
black arrows mark the positions of the q-jump for V0 = 0.38t and V0 = 0.32t.

exactly 0#!"-periodic because of the energy di,erence of the even and odd q states in
+nite systems ["&,*%].

!e introduction of self-consistency for the order parameter does not fundamentally
change these basic observations (+gure ".&). One observes that )(R%) < )(R"), but if(R" " R%)!R% $ %, the relative di,erence is small. We denote the average of )(r) over all
r with ) in the following. !e crossover is then controlled by the pairing interaction
strengthV#, forwhichwe chose such values as to reproduce the crossover from the normal
state to a state with direct energy gap for all .ux values. !e order parameter ) is now a
function of ". If )(" = #) % #.##&t (cf. +gure ".(), the gap closes with ", and ) decreases
whenever a state crosses EF. At these .ux values we observe a sharp increase in the total
energy of the annulus. Unlike in one dimensional rings, ) does not drop to zero at the
closing of the energy gap, but decreases stepwise. In two or three dimensions, ) remains
+nite beyond "c because it is stabilized by contributions to the condensation energy
from pairs with relative momenta perpendicular to the direction of the current .ow and
the closing of the indirect energy gap does not destroy superconductivity [&%,&"]. Apart
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: The order parameter #($) and the persistent current J($) for the temperature driven
transition from the normal to the superconducting state in an annulus with inner radius
R1 = 30a and outer radius R2 = 36a. The pairing interaction is V0 = 0.7t, with a critical
temperature of Tc ! 0.0523t for zero flux. For these parameters #(T = 0) ! 0.1t. The lines
(from top to bottom) correspond to the temperatures T = 0.0513t (blue), T = 0.0520t
(turquoise), T = 0.0522t (green). Notice that # is slightly different for the flux values $ = 0
and $ = ±1/2.

from these steps, the current (energy) shows the standard linear (quadratic) behavior.
!e o,set of the q-jump is only relevant for values of V# for which ) is +nite for all ".

In +gure ".&, the o,set is clearly visible for the largest two values ofV# (marked with black
arrows). Its sign depends on the geometry of the annulus and the pairing interaction
V#— the o,set changes sign for increasing V# (cf. Ref. [*%]).
Experimentally more relevant is to control the crossover through temperature. With

the pairing interaction V# su/ciently strong to produce a T = # energy gap much larger
than the maximum Doppler shi!, the crossover regime is reached for temperatures
slightly below Tc. For the annulus of +gure ".-, the crossover proceeds within approx-
imately one percent of Tc. !e crossover regime becomes narrower for larger rings,
proportional to the decrease of the Doppler shi!. In the limit of a quasi one dimensional
ring of radius R we can be more precise: If we de+ne the crossover temperature T# by
)(T#) = )c and assuming )c ' ), we can use the Ginzburg-Landau form of the order
parameter

)(T)
)(#) $ %.-(

7
% " T

Tc
("."1)

and obtain
Tc " T#

Tc
$ )"

c
*.%)"(#) = t"

%".')"(#)R" = E"
F

*.%T"
c R" , ("."$)

For a ring with a radius of "(## lattice constants ($ %# µm) and )(#) = #.#%t ($ *meV)
one +nds the ratio (Tc"T#)!Tc $ %.*& %#!'. !is is in reasonable quantitative agreement
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with the experimental results of Little and Parks [%', %(], discussed also by Tinkham [%*].
!eir theoretical prediction is similar to equation ("."$), up to a factor in which they
include a +nite mean free path. Moreover, they do not include the di,erence introduced
through even and odd q states. !is di,erence was considered in calculations of Tc by
Bogachek et al. ["%] in the one-channel limit. In equation ("."$) the value of )(#) is in
fact di,erent for even and odd q. Although quantitative predictions of Tc " T# of the
theory presented here might be too large compared to the experiment, it serves as an
upper limit because it describes the maximum possible persistent current. Scattering
processes in real systems will further reduce Tc " T#.
For temperatures close to Tc, the di,erence of the eigenenergies of even and odd q

states is less important than at T = #. !us the deviation from the 0#-periodicity of the
current and of the order parameter is smaller. Furthermore, persistent currents in the
normal state are exponentially small compared to the persistent supercurrents below
Tc. !eir respective 0#-periodic behavior is therefore essentially invisible for the .ux
values where ) = #. For the annulus of +gure ".-, the di,erence between )(" = #) and
)(" = %!") is still visible, but the corresponding di,erences in the current are too small.

We have described the crossover from the0#-periodic persistent currents as a function
of magnetic .ux in a metallic loop to the 0#!"-periodic persistent supercurrent in a one
dimensional loop as well as in a multi-channel annulus for conventional s-wave pairing.
While a one dimensional superconducting ring is a rather idealized system, it proves
valuable for discussing the physics of this crossover, even for a +xed order parameter ).
!e physical concepts, which we illustrated in a simpli+ed form in section %.".", remain
thereby valid even in the much more complex context of the self consistent calculations
on the annulus. A ring with a radius smaller than half the superconducting coherence
length, shows a 0#-periodic supercurrent, which reaches the critical current at a critical
.ux value "c, determined by the .ux dependent closing of the gap. Assuming that this
relation remains unchanged on a ring with +nite thickness d ' R, as indeed suggested
by the multi-channel model, Rc would be of the order of % µm for aluminum rings. In two
or three dimensions, ) remains +nite beyond "c. !e temperature controlled crossover,
while cooling through Tc, appears within a temperature window proportional to %!R"

and thus appears hard to detect in experiment.
At this point, let us clarify the connection of what we showed above to the phenomenon

of .ux quantization in thick loops. As shown in +gure ".& (c), the minima of the total
energy are in all cases at integer and half-integer values on ". !is is a fundamental
property of all BCS type superconducting states and the superconducting .ux quantum
0#!" is not a,ected by the Doppler shi! of the energy levels. However, the shi! of the
.ux values, where q switches, a,ects the regimes of external .ux, in which the loop
quantizes the .ux to a certain multiple of the 0#!".
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% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors
For the discussion of the magnetic .ux periodicity of an unconventional superconductor,
a multichannel system is a necessary prerequisite.!e annulus used in the last chapter
is an option, but with some di/culties. !e superconducting state of our focus is the
d-wave state, which has the symmetry of a square lattice. For a description inmomentum
space, we need however a rotationally symmetric system. Deforming the lattice to an
annulus leads to strong deviations in the order parameter from the desired d-wave
symmetry; therefore we choose a second solution: bending a discrete two dimensional
N &M square lattice to a cylinder (+gure *.%) with circumference Na and height Ma.

Figure 3.1: As amodel system to study persistent supercurrentsweuse a thin-wall cylinder constructed
of a two dimensional discrete lattice. The interior of the cylinder is threaded by a magnetic
flux!; we assume that the flux does not penetrate into the cylinder wall. In such a system,
! can be chosen arbitrarily, since quantization applies to the fluxoid and not the flux itself.

''



%." Superconductivity in a Flux-#readed Cylinder

For two reasons we expect nodal rather than nodeless superconductors to support a
0# = hc!e periodicity. !e +rst arises from the discrete nature of the eigenenergies in a
+nite system. !e results of the summation over occupied eigenstates for integer and
half-integer .ux values di,er by an amount proportional to the mean level spacing 'F
in the vicinity of the Fermi energy EF. In the normal state, 'F ' %!V , where V is the
volume of the system. For the thin cylinder shown in +gure *.% with a circumference
Na and a height Ma, the level spacing is 'F ' %!(NM); in s-wave superconductors
with an order parameter ) % 'F , 'F matters little. For superconducting states with gap
nodes, the situation is di,erent. For example, in the d-wave superconductors with an
order parameter )k ' k"% " k"z , the nodal states closest to EF have to ful+ll the condition
kz = k%, thus there are fewer possible eigenstates and 'F ' %!N .
!e second reason is that for gapless superconductorswith a+nite density of states close

to EF, the occupation probabilities of these states change with .ux.!e .ux dependence
of the occupation enhances the di,erence of current matrix elements for integer and
half-integer .ux values ["&,*",*(]. !is e,ect can be understood in terms of the spacial
extension of a Cooper pair. In s-wave superconductors, the occupation probability
remains constant for all 0, if the diameter of the cylinder is larger than $#. If this
condition is ful+lled, the constituents of a Cooper pair cannot circulate separately; the
pair does not “feel” the multiply connected geometry of the cylinder. But for nodal
superconducting states, the length scale which characterizes their coherence, diverges
in the nodal directions and there are always Cooper pairs which extend around the
circumference of the cylinder. !erefore nodal superconductors have no characteristic
length scale above which the superconducting state is una,ected by the geometry of the
system. !ese two combined e,ects are investigated on the basis of an analytical model
in section *." and by numerical calculations in section *.*.

%.$ Superconductivity in a Flux-!readed Cylinder
!e properties of a +nite-size multiply connected superconductor depend sensitively on
the discrete energy spectrum in the normal state, in particular in circular symmetric
geometries. To understand the superconducting spectrum of the discrete N &M lattice,
we therefore have to characterize +rst its normal state spectrum.

!e problem is closely analogous to the one dimensional ring investigated in sec-
tion %.%.". Each energy level of the one dimensional case splits up intoM levels, which
results in a characteristic .ux dependence of the spectral density. For special ratiosN!M,
the .ux values where the levels of the one dimensional ring cross have a high degeneracy;
for N = M, the degree of degeneracy isM. For the latter case, the di,erences between the
spectrum for integer and half-integer .ux values are most pronounced; they are similar
to the one dimensional spectrum of +gure %." (a), if N andM are even, and similar to the
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% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

Figure 3.2: The energy spectrum of a cylinder in the normal state depends on the numbers N andM,
which parametrize the circumference and height of the cylinder. The black lines represent
the energy levels for a one dimensional ring withM = 1 and N/4 an integer, where level
crossings occur for integer values of $ (c.f. figure 1.2). l1 is the maximum Doppler shift
for $ = 1/2 (see section 3.2). ForM " 1, the levels split up and form a quasi continuous
density of states that depends on the ratio N/M (blue patches).

spectrum of +gure %." (b), if N and M are odd. For N = M ± %, the spectrum is almost
0#!"-periodic, which is the extension of the odd N case in the one dimensional ring
[+gure %." (c)]. Away from these special choices of N and M, the degeneracies are li!ed,
indicated by the blue shaded “patches” in +gure *.". !e inclusion of a next-nearest
neighbor hopping term or a change of µ in equation (*.") has a similar e,ect, as shown
by Zhu [*&]. !e size of the normal persistent current circulating around the cylinder is
controlled by the change of the density of states near EF upon increasing ". Since normal
persistent currents in clean metallic rings are typically0# periodic [","-], we will choose
N = M and µ = # for our model study, where the 0# periodicity of the spectrum is
most clearly established. Whenever an energy level crosses EF with increasing .ux, the
current reverses its sign, thus it is0#-periodic for even N and either paramagnetic or
diamagnetic in the vicinity of " = #, and it is 0#!"-periodic for odd N . !is lattice-size
dependence persists also in rings with electron-electron interactions [(#–(",&*] or in
mesoscopic superconducting islands [&'] and in particular in the superconducting state
with small energy gap, as we have shown in chapter " for s-wave pairing.

!e solution of the BCS theory on the cylinder is similar as in section " for a one
dimensional ring. We choose in the following N and M even, which leads to a normal
state spectrum of the type shown in +gure *.", in contrast to section ".%.!is is not an
obvious choice, but we will see in part III that one obtains this type of spectrum for a
square loop, to which we like to compare the results we get for the cylinder geometry.

!e starting point for our investigations is the BCS theory formulated on a .ux
threaded cylinder with circumference Na = "!Ra and height Ma, where R is the
dimensionless radius of the cylinder and a the lattice constant. !e pairing Hamiltonian

'&



%." Superconductivity in a Flux-#readed Cylinder

is given by

! =!
k,s

(k(")c†kscks +!
k
-)#(k, q)ck"c!k+q! + )(k, q)c†!k+q!c†k". , (*.%)

where k = (k% , kz) with k% = n!R and n ! {"N!"+ %, . . . ,N!"}. In the z-direction along
the axis of the cylinder, we choose open boundary conditions, which allow for even-
parity solutions with kz = ("me " %)!!M and odd-parity solutions with kz = "!mo!M,
where me ,mo ! {%, . . . ,M!"}. !e operators c†ks and cks are creation and annihilation
operators for electrons with angular momentum "hk%!a and momentum "hkz!a in z
direction. Note that for convenience, we chose k%, kz ! [#, "!], unlike in chapter % and ".
!e eigenenergies of free electrons moving on a discrete lattice on the surface of the .ux
threaded cylinder have the form

(k(") = ""t 2cos*k% " "
R+ + cos kz3 " µ. (*.")

For R % %, (k(") can be expanded to linear order in "!R and

(k(") " (k(#) $ ""t "R sin k% . (*.*)

is commonly called the Doppler shi!.
!e superconducting order parameter in the pairing Hamiltonian (*.%) is de+ned

through

)(k, q) # )q(")$(k " q!") = %
"!k! V(k, k", q)(c!k!+q!ck!" " c!k!+q"ck!!) (*.')

where V(k, k", q) is the pairing interaction. Here we choose a d-wave interaction in
separable form: V(k, k", q) = V%$(k " q!")$(k" " q!") with the pairing interaction
strength V%. A complete derivation of this type of interaction is given in appendix D.%.
!e order parameter )(k, q) represents spin-singlet Cooper pairs with pair momentum"hq!a. On the cylinder, the coherent motion of the Cooper pairs is possible only in
the azimuthal direction, therefore q = (q!R, #) with q ! {"N!" + %, . . . ,N!"}. !e
quantum number q is chosen to minimize the free energy. !e "-dependence of )q(")
enters through the self-consistency condition and has been discussed extensively in ["$]
and [*"] for s-wave pairing, where $(k) # const. Since )q(") varies only little with ",
we shall postpone the discussion of the .ux-dependence of the d-wave order parameter
to the numerical evaluations of section *.* and start our analytical calculation with
a " and q independent order parameter )(k, q) # )(k) and )q(") # ). As in our
preceding work [*"], we take q = .oor("" + %!") in a +rst step, such that " " q!" is 0#!"

'-



% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

(a)

$= 0,
q = 0

(b)

$= 1!2,
q = 1

Figure 3.3: Scheme for the evolution of the multiply degenerate energy levels in the normal state with
increasing order parameter # for the d-wave superconducting state. For $ = 0 and q = 0
(a), there is a degenerate level E(k, 0, 0) = 0 that splits up for finite # into levels spreading
between !# and #. For $ = 1/2 and q = 1 (b), there is an energy gap around E = 0 of width
2l1, which persists into the superconducting state.

periodic; eventual deviations from this relation will be discussed in section *.*. Since
the Hamiltonian (*.%) is invariant under the simultaneous transformation " ! " ± %
and q ! q ± ", it is su/cient to consider q = # or % and the corresponding .ux sectors"%!' ( " < %!' and %!' ( " < *!', respectively.

!e diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (*.%) leads to the quasi-particle dispersion

E±(k, q, ") = (k(") " (!k+q(")
" ±1

)"(k) + ("(k, q, "), (*.()

with ((k, q, ") = [(k(") + (!k+q(")]!". Expanding E±(k, q, ") to linear order in both
"!R and q!R gives

E±(k, q, ") $ "eq(k) ±
8

)"(k) + /(k(#) " lq(k)0", (*.&)

where

eq(k) = " " q!"
R "t sin k% and lq(k) = tq

R sin k% . (*.-)

In the normal state ) = #, the additive combination of eq(k) and lq(k) leads to the
q-independent spectrum equation (*."). For ) > #, the spectrum (*.&) di,ers for even
and odd q, except for special ratios of N and M, as discussed above. !is di,erence
is crucial for nodal superconducting states, as shown schematically in +gure *.* (and
especially for d-wave pairing in +gure *.$): !e condition k% $ kz for levels close to EF
causes a level spacing 'F $ "l%(kF) for small ), where kF is the Fermi momentum. For N

'1



%.$ Analytic Solution and Qualitative Discussion

and M even and q = #, the degenerate energy level at E = EF = # splits into M levels for
increasing ), which spread between ") and ). For q = %, the degenerate levels closest
to EF are located at E = ±,l%(kF),, thus a gap of "l%(kF) remains in the superconducting
spectrum. If N andM are odd, the spectra for even and odd q (+gure *.* (a) and (b)) are
exchanged, and if either N or M is odd, the spectrum is a superposition of (a) and (b).

!e gauge invariant circulating supercurrent is given by

J(") = e
h !

k,s
vkns(k), (*.1)

where vk = !(k(")!!(Rk%) is the group velocity of the single-particle state with eigenen-
ergy (k("). !e spin independent occupation probability of this state is

ns(k) = (c†kscks) = u"(k, q, ") f (E+(k, q, ")) + v"(k, q, ") f (E!(k, q, ")). (*.$)
!e Bogoliubov amplitudes are

u"(k, q, ") = %
" & ((k, q, ")E(k, q, ") + %' and v"(k, q, ") = %

" & ((k, q, ")E(k, q, ") " %' . (*.%#)

From equations (*.1) and (*.$), the supercurrent in the cylinder is obtained by evalu-
ating either the sum numerically, as discussed in section *.*, or from the approximative
analytic solution in section *.", which allows insight into the origin of the0#-periodicity
in nodal superconductors.

%.! Analytic Solution and Qualitative Discussion
An analytic evaluation of the supercurrent is possible only in the thermodynamic limit
where the sum over discrete eigenstates is replaced by an integral. For a multiply con-
nected geometry, this limit is not properly de+ned because the supercurrent or the
Doppler shi! vanish in the limit R !(. Care is needed to modify the limiting proce-
dure in a suitable way to access the limit of a large but non-in+nite radius of the cylinder.
In this limit it is mandatory to consider the supercurrent density j(") = J(")!M rather
than the supercurrent J("). In this scheme, we treat the density of states as a continuous
function in any energy range where the level spacing is' %!NM, but we keep the +nite
energy gap of width "lq(kF)' %!R ' %!N around EF in the odd-q sectors.

For a tight binding energy spectrum as de+ned in equation (*."), the density of states
is a complete elliptic integral of the +rst kind. For the purpose of an analytic calculation,
a quadratic spectrum with a constant density of states in two dimensions is a more
appropriate starting point. We use the expanded form of equation (*."):

(k(") = t &*k% " "
R+

" + k"z' " µ", (*.%%)

'$



% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

where µ" = µ + 't. !e quadratic spectrum (*.%%) has no upper bound and the sum in
equation (*.1) correspondingly extends from "( to( for both k% and kz.
Some algebraic steps are needed to rearrange the sum in equation (*.1) suitably to

convert it into an integral. For +nite ", (k(") " (!k("), and consequently the sum has
to be decomposed into a component with k% & # and a second one with k% < #. We
therefore take k% & # and write vk as

v±k = "t
R *±k% " "

R+ = vd(k) ± vp(k), (*.%")

where vd(k) = ""t"!R" is the diamagnetic contribution and vp(k) = "tk%!R, a param-
agnetic contribution, respectively [&(].

In a continuous energy integration, the Doppler shi! is noticeable only in the vicinity
of EF. On the Fermi surface, k% and kz are related by:

k%,F(kz) =
7

µ"
t " k"z . (*.%*)

In this spirit we approximate eq(k) and lq(k) by eq(kz) $ "t(" " q!")k%,F(kz)!R and
lq(kz) $ tqk%,F(kz)!R, respectively.!e eigenenergies (*.&) near EF are thereby rewritten
as

E+(±k% , kz , q, ") = #eq(kz) +
8

)"
k + 9(k(#) # lq(kz):" (*.%')

E!(±k% , kz , q, ") = #eq(kz) "
8

)"
k + 9(k(#) # lq(kz):" (*.%()

For the evaluation of the supercurrent J(") in equation (*.1), the sum over k is now
replaced by an integral over k% and kz, which is then performed by integrating over
the normal state energy ( and an angular variable -. According to our scheme for
replacement of discrete energy levels by a continuous spectrum, the density of states
becomes gapless in the limitM !( for q = #, althoughN is kept +nite. For q = % instead,
a kz-dependent gap ",l%(kz), remains. !us we replace (k(#)# ,lq(kz), by the continuous
quantity ( ± ,lq(EF, -),. In summary, the procedure is de+ned by the following steps:

!
k

R,M#$$$$$! RM
"! ! $

#
dk%dkz = RM

"! ! $
#

dkk ! !!"
!!!" d- = M$ ! µ!

!µ! d( !
!!"

!!!" d- , (*.%&)

where we use the parametrization

# k%
kz

$ = # k cos -
k sin - $ =

7
( + µ"
t # cos -

sin - $ , (*.%-)

(#



%.$ Analytic Solution and Qualitative Discussion

with ( = tk" " µ" and where$ = R!'!t is the constant density of states in the normal
state. !e energy integral runs over the whole tight-binding band width 1t with the
Fermi energy EF = # in the center of the band. Correspondingly, we integrate from "µ"
to µ". Furthermore, the Doppler shi! is parametrized for ( $ EF as

eq(-) = " " q!"
R "t

1
µ"!t cos - and lq(-) = tq

R
1
µ"!t cos - , (*.%1)

where the function lq(-) is positive for all allowed values of -. !e supercurrent thus
becomes

j(") = %
M

e
h

;<<<<= !
k%>#,kz ,s

vknks(q) + !
k%<#,kz ,s

vknks(q)
>????@

$ "$ e
h !

!!"
!!!"d- !

µ!

!µ!d([nq+((, -)v+((, -) + nq!((, -)v!((, -)], (*.%$)

where nq±((, -) = n±k((,-)(q) and v±((, -) = v±k((,-). !e factor " in equation (*.%$)
originates from the spin sum. We collect the terms proportional to vd((, -) = ""t"!R"

into a diamagnetic current contribution jd and the terms proportional to vp((, -) =
"tk%,F((, -)!R into a paramagnetic contribution jp. Using f ("E) = % " f (E), equation
(*.%$) simpli+es to

jd = '$ e
h !

!!"
!!!" d- !

µ!

lq(-) d( vd ((, -)
(%

)" + ("
/ f (E + eq(-)) " f ("E + eq(-))0 ,

(*."#)

jp = '$ e
h !

!!"
!!!" d- !

µ!

lq(-) d( vp ((, -) / f ("E " eq(-)) " f ("E + eq(-))0 , (*."%)

where jd = jd(q, ") and jp = jp(q, "). Here, the integration is over positive values of (
only and the lower boundaries of the integration over ( are controlled by lq(-). Since
lq(k) = # at the minimum of the band (( = "µ"), the upper integral boundary remains
µ". We used the abbreviations ) = )(-) and E = E((, -) =1

)"(-) + (". !e current jd
turns out to be diamagnetic in the even-q .ux sectors and paramagnetic in the odd-q
sectors. For even q, it is equivalent to the diamagnetic current obtained from the London
equations [((,&&]. !e current jp has always the inverse sign of jd and is related to the
quasi-particle current as shown below. As presented in section *.%, E displays distinct
spectra in the even-q and odd-q .ux sectors. To analyze the .ux dependent properties
of the spectra and the current, we distinguish the case of s-wave pairing (or any other
superconducting state with a complete energy gap) and the case of unconventional
pairing with nodes in the gap function. For the latter, we focus on d-wave pairing.

(%



% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

%.!.$ s-Wave Pairing Symmetry
For s-wave pairing, )((, -) # ) is constant. !erefore, if we assume that ) & eq(-) for
all -, the lower energy integration boundaries in equations (*."#) and (*."%) are equal to
). !us j(") is equal in both the even-q and odd-q .ux sectors and the .ux periodicity
is 0#!". However, if ) < max- eq(-), equation (*.1) has to be evaluated exactly, the
procedure and results of which have been presented in [*"].
With ( =%

E" " )", equations (*."#) and (*."%) transform into integrals over E with
d( = Ds(E)dE, where

Ds(E) = !(
!E = A E (E" " )")!%!" for E & )

# for E < ) (*."")

is the superconducting density of states for s-wave pairing. !is leads to

jd = '$ e
h !

!!"
!!!" d- !

µ!

)
dEvd B%E" " )", -C / f (E + eq(-)) " f ("E + eq(-))0 , (*."*)

jp = '$ e
h !

!!"
!!!" d- !

µ!

)
dEDs(E)vp B%E" " )", -C / f ("E " eq(-)) " f ("E + eq(-))0 .

(*."')

At T = #, we +nd

jd = "'$ e
h !

!!"
!!!" d- !

µ!

)
dE "t" " q!"

R" = ""(µ" " )) eh " " q!"
R , (*."()

jp = '$ e
h !

!!"
!!!" d- !

eq(-)
)

dEDs(E)"tR
7

( + µ"
t cos -

= 1t$
R

e
h

7
µ"
t ! !!"

!!!" d- cos - !
eq(-)

)
dEDs(E) +%*(t +

"
. (*."&)

In the integral of jp, the inequality (!t ' % applies, and terms of order %((!t)" are
negligible.

!e current jd becomes independent of the superconducting density of states. Its size
is essentially proportional to EF, as long as µ" % ) holds. !e paramagnetic current jp
depends on the absolute value of the order parameter and on its symmetry.

If ) > eq(-) for all values of -, then jp = # and the supercurrent j(") = jd consists of
the diamagnetic part only. For T > #, jd decreases slightly, but remains of the same order
of magnitude. !e current jp increases with increasing T and reaches its maximum
value at Tc. For +nite temperatures jp is usually denoted as the quasi-particle current.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Scheme for the density of states of a d-wave superconductor for $ = 1/4, where
eq(1/4) = l1/2. The center of mass angular angular momentum !hq"aR of the Cooper pairs is
(a) q = 0 and (b) q = 1. The energies are Doppler shifted to higher (red) or lower energies
(blue). This results in a double-peak structure and for q = 0 in an overlap of the upper and
lower “band“ in the region !e0 < E < e0 [68] and states in the upper band become partially
occupied. For q = 1 there is a gap l1 of the size of the maximum Doppler shift at $ = 1/4.
The black line represents the density of states (a) for $ = 0 and (b) for $ = 1/2.

!e entire supercurrent is always the sum of the diamagnetic current jd and the quasi-
particle current jp, and therefore decreases with temperature and vanishes at Tc [&-].
!e quasi-particle current has the same .ux periodicity as the supercurrent, even though
it is carried by single quasiparticle excitations. In the normal state () = #),

jp = 1t$
R

e
h

7
µ"
t ! !!"

!!!" d- cos - !
eq(-)

#
dE = 'µ" eh

" " q!"
R! ! !!"

!!!" d- cos
" -

= "µ" eh
" " q!"

R , (*."-)

which cancels jd exactly in the limit M !(. 5

%.!.! Unconventional Pairing with Gap Nodes
For a more general order parameter )(-), an analytic solution of equations (*."#) and
(*."%) is hard to obtain. For s-wave symmetry, jd depends only weakly ); jd is indeed
maximal for) = #. Equation (*."() for jd is valid also for unconventional order parameter
symmetries. Physically, jd re.ects the di,erence in the density of states of quasi-particle
states with orbital magnetic moment parallel and anti-parallel to the external magnetic
+eld. !e +rst group of states is Doppler shi!ed to lower energies, whereas the latter

%In this procedure, the normal persistent current vanishes, but this is unproblematic here because the
normal current above Tc is exponentially small for Tc " 'F .

(*



% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

is Doppler shi!ed to higher energies. !is is schematically shown in +gure *.' for d-
wave pairing (c.f. [&1]). In this picture, jd is proportional to the di,erence between
the area beneath the red and and blue curves representing the density of states arising
of bands E!(±,k,, q, ") < # (underlaid red and blue). !erefore we approximate jd for
)(-)' µ" = EF + 't by

jd = ""µ" eh " " q!"
R , (*."1)

as given by equation (*."() with ) = #. On the other hand, jp is represented by the
occupied quasi-particle states in the overlap region of E+(k, q, ") and E!(k, q, ") with
width "eq(kF). It is therefore strongly dependent on the characteristic density of states
in the vicinity of EF. In +gure *.' (a), which refers to even q, the current jp is determined
by the small triangular patch where the upper and lower bands overlap. For odd q, the
two bands do not overlap, therefore jp = #.
We will now analyze such a scenario for d-wave pairing. With an order parameter

)k = )(k"% " k"z) $ ) cos "-. Again, we assume ) > eq(-) for all -; then the integral
in equation (*."%) contains only the nodal states closest to EF, for which the d-wave
symmetry demands k% $ kz. Jointly with equation (*.%*) this condition +xes the Doppler
shi! at EF to the k-independent value eq = (" " q!")1"tµ"!R and lq = (q!R)1tµ"!".
With the density of states in the d-wave superconducting state

Dd(E) = %%
E" " )" cos" "-

, (*."$)

equation (*."%) for the paramagnetic current jp at T = # then takes the form

jp = '$ e
h !

eq

lq
dE ! !!"

!!!" d-Dd(E)"tR
7

( + µ"
t sin - . (*.*#)

In the odd-q .ux sectors, lq & eq for all values of ", therefore jp = #. In the q = # sector,
lq = # and

jp $ "e
h!

7
µ"
t ! eq

#
dE ! !!"

!!!" d- sin -
%%

E" " )" cos" "-
$ "e
!h

7
µ"
t ! eq

#
dE E)

= e
!h)

7
µ"
t e

"
q = "

!)
1
tµ"* eh #" " q!"

R $" , (*.*%)

where the same approximations as in the s-wave case are applied.!e dominant contribu-
tion to the angular integral over - originates from the nodal parts, where the integrand
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: The supercurrent density j($) = jd + jp in a thin d-wave cylinder as a function of flux $
(arbitrary units). Shown is the result of the analytical model [equation (3.34)] for the
characteristic value b = 0.4. For !1/4 < $ < 1/4, where q = 0, the current is reduced by a
contribution proportional to $2, whereas it is linear in $ otherwise. This gives rise to an
overall flux periodicity of!0.

can be linearized in -, such that the integral can be performed approximately (see
e.g. [(1]).

In the even-q sectors, the total current j(") = jd + jp +nally becomes

j(") = ""µ" eh "
R

;<<<<=% "
1
tµ"
!)

"
R

>????@ , (*.*")

which results in the ratio
jp
jd

=
1
tµ"
!)

"
R # b" (*.**)

of the two current components.
In the odd-q .ux sectors, jp = # and the supercurrent is j(") = jd. As a function of ",

j(") is consequently 0# periodic; within one .ux period from "%!" to %!" we represent
it as

j(") = ""µ"R e
h

DEEEFEEEG
" + %!" for "%!" ( " < "%!',
"(% " b") for "%!' ( " < %!',
" " %!" for %!' ( " < %!", (*.*')

(c.f. +gure *.(). !e amount by which the supercurrent di,ers in the even-q and odd-q
.ux sectors is represented best in the form of Fourier components: the n-th Fourier com-
ponent of j(") is jn = ! %!"!%!" d" j(")e"!in". Here, we denote the +rst Fourier component
by j%, and the second Fourier component by j" and obtain

j% = ""µ"R e
hb

1 " !"

%&!* and j" = ""µ"R e
h
'!i " b
%&!" . (*.*()
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To leading order in %!R, the ratio of the0# and the0#!" Fourier component therefore is

H j%j" H =
!" " 1
'!"

1
"tµ"
)R

µ=#$! $ #.#- "t
)R (*.*&)

and scales with the inverse ring diameter. !is %!R law is the direct consequence of the
d-wave density of states Dd(E)' E. For some other unconventional superconducting
states with D(E)' En in the vicinity of EF, the decay of the j% Fourier component results
in a %!Rn law. Using equation (*.*&) to estimate this ratio for a mesoscopic cylinder with
a circumference Ra = "&##a $ % µm and a ratio )!t = #.#%, we obtain j%! j" $ #.#*.

%.% Numerical Solution for d-Wave Pairing at T = #
In this section we evaluate numerically the supercurrent in equation (*.1) together with
the self-consistency condition

%
V%

= %
NM !

k!
$"(k " q!")

"
I

)"
q(")$"(k " q!") + ("(k", q, ") [ f (E!(k", q, ") " f (E+(k", q, ")] ,

(*.*-)

where the d-wave pairing symmetry follows from

$(k) = cos(k% " q!"R) " cos kz (*.*1)

and the order parameter is )(k, q) = )q(")$(k " q!"). Here we take into account the
full q- and "-dependence of )k(q, "). !e q-dependence of $(k " q!") is essential to
ensure the invariance of the gap equation (*.*-) under the replacement " ! " ± % and
q ! q ± " (see appendix D.%). At those .ux values for which the total energies (derived
in appendix D.*)

E(") =!
k,s

(k(")ns(k) + )q(")
V%

. (*.*$)

are equal, q advances to the next integer. !is .ux value may deviate from the values
" = ("n " %)!', for which we +xed the q-sector transitions in section *.%.
Loops of d-wave superconductors can be arranged in two di,erent ways. In a +rst

choice for the geometry the order parameter winds jointly with the lattice around a hole
such that the phase of the order parameter remains constant on the selected path.!e
cylinder geometry described here is an example for this choice.!e second option is to +x
the orientation of the lattice and to cut out a hole.!en the phase of the order parameter

(&
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Energy spectrum and supercurrent J($) in a cylinder with circumference of N = 56 and
height ofM = 28 and # = #q($ = 0) ! 0.1t. The blue lines represent occupied states which
form the condensate, whereas the grey lines represent empty states. The spectrum (a)
is similar to the one obtained in [26] for a square frame geometry. Clearly visible is the
energy gap in the odd-q flux sectors, whereas in the even-q flux sectors states cross the
Fermi energy upon changing the flux. At these crossing points, a jump in the supercurrent
is observed (b). Compare to figures 5.4 and 5.5 showing the spectrum and supercurrent in
a square frame.

rotates by "! on any closed path encircling the hole once. !is will be investigated with
a square frame in part II and was also considered in the one dimensional model in [*'].
!ese two arrangements are in fact physically equivalent.!e square frame geometry
ensures the right number of lattice sites for the maximum di,erence in the spectrum of
the even-q and odd-q .ux sectors, as discussed in section *.%. For a direct comparison to
the cylinder geometry, we chose a cylinder with N = (& andM = "1, which has the same
hole diameter as the square frame in ["&], and the ratio N!M = " produces qualitatively
the same energy spectrum. !e resulting spectrum is shown in +gure *.& (a). It has
indeed the same characteristic features as in the square frame geometry. An energy gap
of the same order of magnitude exists in the odd-q .ux sectors, and the density of states
in the even-q .ux sectors is gapless. !ere are no hybridization e,ects in the spectrum
of the cylinder, since it preserves the full rotational symmetry.!e features mentioned
above are also in agreement with the qualitative discussion of section *.". Clearly visible
in +gure *.& (b) are the jumps in the supercurrent whenever an energy level crosses EF,
and the o,set in the .ux value for which q switches (large jumps). !is o,set depends
in a complex way on the system size and the pairing potential strength, but generally
decreases for larger values of N , M, and V%.
!e spectrum and the supercurrent in +gure *.& display the expected signatures of

discreteness which are not captured by the analytic analysis of section *.".!e important
parameter is obviously the size of the level spacing. Explicitly we take a closer look at
a cylinder with N = M = "&##, and thus a circumference of the order of % µm. !e
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% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: A section of the energy spectrum around EF. (a) and (b) show the spectra of a cylinder
with N = M = 2600. (a) V1 = 0.4t and # ! 0.05t; (b) V1 = 0.2t and # ! 0.02t. The energy gap
l1 # #q($) for these systems and all the states shown have the same Doppler shift (all lines
are parallel / perpendicular). The density of states is quasi continuous in the even-q flux
sectors and grows linearly with decreasing #q($). (c) shows the!0/2-periodic spectrum of
a cylinder with N = 2600 andM = N + 1.

calculated spectra are shown in +gure *.- (a) and (b) for di,erent pairing potentials,
resulting in (a) )q(") $ #.#(t and (b) )q(") $ #.#"t. !e qualitative features ot the
much smaller cylinder remain, but the gap l% in the odd-q .ux sectors is smaller, because
l% decreases with %!N . In the even–q .ux sectors, there are M levels spread out between")q(") and )q("), which leads to an increase in the density of states around EF with
decreasing )q(") for +xed N and M. !e representation with a continuous density of
states is therefore appropriate for )q(") ' t, which is ful+lled well in +gure *.- (b).
Figure *.- (c) shows the spectrum for M " % = N = "&##, which is almost identical in
even-q and odd-q .ux sectors. !ere is still a gap for non-integer (or half-integer) values
of ", but it is equally distributed in the even-q and odd-q sectors. Other choices of N
and M produce mixed features of the spectra in +gure *.- (a) and *.- (c). All the energy
levels shown in each part of +gure *.-, which belong to nodal states, have apparently the
same derivative with respect to ".
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%.% Numerical Solution for d-Wave Pairing at T = #

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.8: (a-c) Self-consistent order parameter #q($), energy E($) and supercurrent J($) plotted as
a function of flux $ for V1 = 0.25t (blue), V1 = 0.2t (turquoise), and V1 = 0.15t (green).
#q($) and E($) are shown in units of t and J($) in units of t/!0. The oscillations of all
quantities are " 1/R and of the order of t for E($). The amplitude of the oscillations
in #q($) are rather small. For V1 = 0.25t, #q($) ! 0.036t with an oscillation amplitude
%# = [#0(0) ! #1(1/2)]/#0(0) ! 10"8, #q($) ! 0.02t and %# ! 5 # 10"6 (V1 = 0.2t), and
#q($) ! 0.009t and %# ! 4 # 10"5 (V1 = 0.15t). (d) Ratio of the first and second Fourier
components of the supercurrent as a function of the cylinder radius R for fixed values of #.
The height M of the cylinder is equal to N = 2#R, which yields the maximum values for
J1. For N larger than some #-dependent number (see main text), the results of the exact
evaluations fit very well to the prediction of equation (3.36) (black line).

!e small level spacing in the µm sized cylinders results in solutions )q(") of the
gap equation (*.*-), which are nearly constant [+gure *.1 (a), note the vertical scale
discussed in the +gure caption]. !e "-dependence of the energy E(") also becomes
small, whereas the small di,erence for even-q and odd-q remains important for the
supercurrent J("). Since J(") ' !E(")!!", the di,erences in E(") imply di,erent
current amplitudes in the even and odd q sectors [see +gure *.1 (b) and (c)]. !is e,ect is
larger for smaller )q("), because the number of energy levels crossing EF increases with
decreasing )q("). For the chosen pairing potentials V%, the di,erence of the amplitudes
of J(") for even and odd q are of the order of a few percent. Per contra, the current
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% Flux Periodicities of Nodal Superconductors

jumps within a q-sector are tiny for the large radius of the µm-size cylinders. However,
the resulting )q(") is considerably larger than in the d-wave cuprate superconductors.6
Consequently, the upper limit for the di,erence of J(") in the even-q and odd-q sectors
would be larger in the cuprate superconductors than in the model system calculated
here. !e o,set in the jump of J(") from the .ux values " = ("n " %)!' is resolved for
the smallest V% in +gure *.1. However, at low temperatures the superconducting state for
each q becomes metastable for those .ux values, for which it is not the groundstate. At
which .ux values such a metastable state decays into the groundstate is not clear and the
position of the jump in the supercurrent can vary in experiments.
We now compare the R-dependence of the ratio of the +rst and second Fourier com-

ponents J%!J" analogous to section *.". !is is shown in +gure *.1 (d) for di,erent values
of V%. !e ratio is in excellent agreement with equation (*.*&) for system sizes larger than
a few hundred lattice constants. For smaller systems, J% becomes larger than predicted
by the %!R size dependence. !e scale which decides about the validity of the approxi-
mations used in section *." is the ratio of the level spacing and )q("). Equation (*.*&)
therefore holds, if the prefactor of " in equation (*.**) is small, that is, if

%
1 t ' !)R,

because t!R is proportional to the level spacing of the nodal states. For a cylinder with
radius Ra = "&##a $ %µm and )q(")!t $ #.#%, we obtain the ratio J%!J" $ #.#', which is
almost identical with the result of section *.".

%.& Periodicity Crossover for small (
So far we always assumed that )q(")% eq(") and concluded that variations in )q(")
are negligible. But if )q(") is of the same order as the Doppler shi! eq("), the situation
changes dramatically. !is is the case, if either the radius R of the cylinder is very small,
or the pairing potential V% is small or the temperature T is close to Tc. Here, we analyze
the .ux periodicity and the crossover from a “small-gap” to a “large gap“ regime by
increasing V% from zero to higher values at T = #, and by lowering T through Tc for
+xed V%. As mentioned above, the amplitude of the oscillations, especially those of
)q("), become very small for increasing R. For very large R, the periodicity crossover
takes place within a tiny range of V% or T , respectively. To observe the crossover more
comfortably in a larger window of V% or T , we use smaller systems here.

!emechanism of the periodicity crossover at T = #, controlled byV%, is best discussed
by analyzing the total energy E(") [+gure *.$ (b)]. It di,ers little from the crossover
in s-wave superconductors, for which it was investigated in [*"]. In the normal state
(V% = #), E(") is q-independent and consists of an0# periodic series of parabolae. For
"Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy on various cuprates suggests a tight-binding t ! "##meV
– '##meV.!e gap at the antinodes, obtained from tunneling spectra, varies between %#meV and
(#meV [&$,-#], therefore ) ! #.##"t – #.#%t.
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%.& Periodicity Crossover for small )

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: Periodicity crossover at T = 0 in a cylinder with N = M = 400 for V1 = 0.40t (blue), V1 = 0.2t
(turquoise), V1 = 0.15t (green), V1 = 0.1t (orange) and V1 = 0.07t (purple). For V = 0.1t
and V = 0.07t, #q($) is smaller than the Doppler shift for all $, thus J($) approaches the
!0-periodic normal persistent current.

increasing V%, a new minimum in E(") forms at the crossing points of two parabolae.
!is minimum moves downward in energy until this new parabolic arc crosses the
neighboring parabolae at the .ux values " = ("n " %)!'. !e energies of the old and
the new minima are generally di,erent for any +nite system, but they approach each
other when )q(") % 'F . In the odd-q .ux sectors, )q(") is nearly constant because
no energy levels cross EF, whereas in the even-q sectors, levels cross EF for all values
of V%. !is causes the wiggles in E(") and the decrease of )q(") with increasing "
[+gure *.$ (a)]. For the smallest two values shown in +gure *.$ (a), )q(") approaches
zero as a function of " for even q; for this reason the odd-q states extend far into the
even-q .ux sectors. With increasing V%, the nearly 0#!" periodic sawtooth pattern of
the supercurrent evolves from the0# periodic normal persistent current [+gure *.$ (c)].
!e temperature controlled crossover at Tc is analogous to the crossover controlled

by V%, but the +nite temperature has quenched all the e,ects of discreteness as well
as the gap in the odd-q .ux sectors. !is means that the deviations from the 0#!"
periodicity are invisible in +gure *.%#. Deviations appear with decreasing temperature as
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Temperature driven periodicity crossover for fixed V1 = 0.4t in a cylinderwithN = M = 100
for T = 0.1863t (blue), T = 0.1870t (turquoise) and T = 0.1873t (green). The amplitude
of the normal persistent current in the sectors with #q($) = 0 is much smaller than for
#q($) > 0 and is invisible on this plot scale.

T approaches l%. !e supercurrent decreases linearly with increasingT until it reaches the
exponentially small value of the normal persistent current at T = Tc [+gure *.%# (b)] [&-].
!is suppression as well as the suppression of )q(") with temperature [+gure *.%# (a)]
di,er only little from those of s-wave superconductors. !e only qualitative di,erence
is, that a characteristic temperature T# exists for s-wave superconductors, below which
)(" = #) is larger than the maximum Doppler shi!.!is is equivalent to a coherence
length $(T#) = "Ra [*"]. Below T#, )(") > # for all " in s-wave superconductors,
and the thermodynamic quantities are therefore not a,ected by the Doppler shi!.!e
relation )(" = #, T = #) $ %.-(Tc leads to the estimate

Tc " T#
Tc

$ E"
F

*.%T"
c R" . (*.'#)

For d-wave pairing, there is no such characteristic temperature because of the nodal states,
but in analogy we can de+ne T# as the crossover temperature below which )q(") > # for
all ". Analogously to the s-wave case, we denote this situation as the “large-gap” regime.
For temperatures T# < T < Tc, )q(") approaches zero for certain values of ", which we
call the “small-gap” regime. Since for a d-wave superconductor with nearest neighbor
hopping )(" = #, T = #) > %.-(Tc [-%], one expects that Tc " T# is also larger and the
crossover broader than for s-wave pairing.

%.' Conclusions
We have shown that in rings of unconventional superconductors with gap nodes, there
is a paramagnetic, quasi-particle-like contribution jp > # to the supercurrent at T = #.
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%.' Conclusions

!is current is generated by the .ux induced “reoccupation” of nodal quasiparticle states
slightly below and above EF. Formally a coherence length "hvF!)(k, q) > "R can be
ascribed to these reoccupied states, which are therefore a,ected by the symmetry of the
system, however large the number of lattice sites is. If the normal state energy spectrum
has a .ux periodicity of 0#, than the superconducting spectrum is 0# periodic, too.
!e normal state spectrum of a cylinder with a discrete lattice strongly depends on the
number of lattice sites on the cylinder. !is problem is characteristic for rotationally
symmetric systems and is much less pronounced in geometries with lower symmetry,
such as the square frame discussed in part II. In such systems, the addition or removal of
a small number of lattice sites or impurities do not change the spectrum qualitatively. For
an experimental arrangement where the di,erence in even and odd .ux values is as large
as possible, a square loop would be preferable. Our results obtained in section *." and
section *.* for the periodicity of the physical quantities )q("), E("), and J(") provide
therefore an upper limit for the 0# periodic components.
!e 0# periodicity is best visible in the current component jp at T = #. For d-wave-

pairing jp ' %!R", and the 0# periodic Fourier component decays like the inverse
radius of the cylinder, relative to the 0#!" periodic Fourier component. !e lack of a
characteristic length scale in nodal superconductors, such as the coherence length for
s-wave pairing, generates this algebraic decay with increasing R. Although jp is larger
for small ), it almost vanishes close to Tc, if ) % 'F , and variations of Tc with .ux, as in
the Little-Parks experiment [%', %(], do not di,er for s- and d-wave superconductors.
A possible set-up for the experimental detection of the 0# periodicity of the super-

current is the insertion of Josephson junctions onto the cylinder, thereby creating a
SQUID.!e oscillations of the SQUID’s critical current have the same .ux periodicity
as the circulating supercurrent. !e relation to the e,ect described here however is not
established yet, because of the unknown in.uence of the Josephson junctions. A step in
this direction is provided in chapter -, where the current-phase relation of Josephson
junctions is analyzed in real space.

A di,erent approach to study the crossover from the normal persistent current to the
supercurrent in a ring was proposed by Büttiker and Klapwijk [-"] and later by Cayssol
et al. [-*]. !ey analyzed a normal metal ring with an s-wave superconducting segment
of variable length l . !e energy spectrum, which they found, depends on l in a similar
way as it does in our analysis on the radius R. In this set-up, 0# periodicity should be
found if l < $#, although the ring diameter is much larger than $#. Analogously, we
expect the ratio j%! j" of the +rst and second Fourier component the supercurrent to be
proportional to %!l for a d-wave superconducting segment. !is might be of advantage
for experimental detection.
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Part II

Real Space: !e Bogoliubov - de
Gennes Equations
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Introduction to Part II:
So far we have presented the principles of the crossover from0# to0#!" .ux periodicity
in conventional and unconventional superconductors and the mechanisms that leads
to the persistence of 0# periodicity in large loops of nodal superconductors. Here we
present an approach to this topic in real space: the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations,
which we introduce in chapter '. !e information we obtain from this technique is
in some sense complementary to that obtained in part I from the momentum space
formulation. !e latter proved useful to understand the physical concepts and the
description of large systems, even the derivation of an analytical model.!e prize paid
was the restriction to highly symmetric systems with their intriguing energy spectra in
the normal state. Is the0# periodicity detectable in realistic system setups, or is it rather
an artifact of the high degeneracy of energy levels in clean and highly symmetric systems?
On the other hand, using the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations in real space, we can
easily determine the spectrum of “natural” system geometries with reduced symmetry
or systems containing lattice defects, impurities, magnetic +elds or further correlations
in real space. Computational power however restricts the system size, and therefore the
particular e,ects introduced by discreteness are strongly present.
!e combination of momentum and real space methods can provide answers to

the questions above. In the following, we +rst discuss the natural multi-channel loop
for a square lattice: a square frame, as shown in +gure (.%, with a square hole at the
center, threaded by a magnetic .ux ". We use this system in chapter ( to study the .ux
periodicity of the total energy or the persistent current in clean symmetric square frames,
analogously to part I. In chapter -, we investigate a slightly di,erent system reacting
periodically to a magnetic +eld: Josephson junctions. !ese can easily be modeled in
real space by inserting potential barriers, e.g. into a square or into a cylinder. In this
context, we further investigate the e,ect of impurities and lattice defects on the energy
spectrum of the square frame.
Another issue, which we neglected in the momentum space calculations in part I,

is the self-consistency of the magnetic +eld. !e persistent current .owing in a .ux
threaded loop generates a magnetic moment parallel or antiparallel to the external
magnetic .ux, which tends to complement the external .ux to the closest multiple of the
superconducting .ux quantum 0#!". In the thin walled cylinder, the self consistency
of the +eld is uninteresting, but in the annulus or the square frame, .ux quantization
should principally be observable for suitable parameters. We investigate this topic in
chapter &.
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& !e Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

As “Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations” one usually denotes a matrix equation de+ning
the Bogoliubov transformation for diagonalizing the BCS Hamiltonian ('.%) in real space,
together with a self-consistency equation for the order parameter. !is chapter is an
introduction to the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations; a detailed derivation of the the
mean-+eld Hamiltonian and the calculation of observables is given in appendix C. !e
Hamiltonian which we use in this part has the form

! = !"i j#,s ti jc
†
isc js +!

i
/)#i ci!ci" + )i c†i"c†i!0 +!"i j# -)

#
ji c j!ci" + )i jc†i"c†j!. +!

i ,s
(Ui " µ)c†iscis ,

('.%)

where c†is, cis are creation and annihilation operators for an electron on lattice site i with
spin s, and µ is the chemical potential. !e sum"i runs over all lattice sites and the sum""i j# runs over all nearest neighbor sites i and j, and ti j = te% i j with the nearest neighbor
hopping amplitude t and a Peierls phase factor

%i j = e"hc !
j

i
dr !A(r). ('.")

Additionally, we can include an impurity term consisting of potential scatterers with
repulsive potentials Ui > #, which we use to model tunnel junctions. A Hamiltonian of
the form ('.%) has been used mainly for the numeric investigation of vortices in d-wave
superconductors and the technique is described in a number of articles [-'–1%].

Two types of spin singlet pairing are used.!e order parameter )i is de+ned on lattice
site i and represents conventional s-wave pairing originating from an on-site interaction.
!e order parameter )i j originating from a nearest-neighbor interaction is de+ned on
the bond between the two nearest neighbor sites i and j. !ey are de+ned through

)i = V#(ci!ci") ('.*)

)i j = V%
" /(c j!ci") " (ci!c j")0 . ('.')

with the interaction strengths V# and V%. !e de+nition ('.') is equivalent to )i j =
V(c j!ci") if! contains only spin-singlet interaction. To diagonalize the Hamiltonian
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('.%) we use the Bogoliubov transformation

ci" =!
n
/unian" " v#nia†n!0 ('.()

ci! =!
n
/unian! + v#nia†n"0 , ('.&)

where the coe/cients uni and vni are obtained from the eigenvalue equation

# t̂ )̂
)̂# "t̂#$#un

vn
$ = En #un

vn
$ ('.-)

and the sum runs over all positive eigenvalues En and their corresponding eigenvectors.
!e action of the operators t̂ and )̂ on the vectors un and vn is given by

t̂uni =!
j
ti jun j + (Ui " µ)uni , ('.1)

)̂vni = )ivni +!
j
)i jvn j, ('.$)

where j labels the nearest neighbor sites of site i. Inserting the transformation ('.&) into
Eq. ('.*) and ('.') leads to the self-consistency equations

)i = V#!
n
univ#ni tanh* En

"T + , ('.%#)

)i j = V%
" !

n
/univ#n j + unjv#ni0 tanh* En

"T + . ('.%%)

Equations ('.%#) and ('.%%) together with Eq. ('.-) are called the Bogoliubov - de Gennes
equations.!e eigenvalue equation ('.-) can be interpreted as a kind of time independent
Schrödinger equation for the superconductingwave functions (un , vn) [1"].!e standard
technique to solve them is to choose suitable initial values for )i or )i j, then calculate un
and vn through solving the eigenvalue equation ('.-) and recalculate the order parameters
until convergence is achieved. !is takes typically around twenty loops, if the order
parameters have a uniform phase. In the presence of a vector potential leading to a
phase gradient in )i or )i j, complete convergence may take hundreds, even thousands
of loops.
!e bond order parameters )i j can be projected onto a d-wave component and an

extended s-wave component de+ned on site i as

)s
i = %

' /)i ,i+x̂ e i% i , i+x̂ + )i ,i!x̂ e i% i , i"x̂ + )i ,i+ ŷ e i% i , i+ ŷ + )i ,i! ŷ e i% i , i" ŷ0 , ('.%")

)d
i = %

' /)i ,i+x̂ e i% i , i+x̂ + )i ,i!x̂ e i% i , i"x̂ " )i ,i+ ŷ e i% i , i+ ŷ " )i ,i! ŷ e i% i , i" ŷ0 . ('.%*)
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& #e Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

In a uniform system with nearest neighbor pairing, the self-consistency equation ('.%%)
selects a pure d-wave superconducting state, i.e. )s

i = #. Impurities, potentials or
boundary conditions breaking the uniformity generate an extended s-wave contribution
)s
i > # [-&]. Further sources of an extended s-wave order parameter can be +nite

momentum pairing leading to a phase gradient in )i j, or the inclusion of a strong
next-nearest neighbor hopping term altering the kinetic energy.

!e expectation value of the current Ji j (cf. reference [&#]) from site i to j is given by

Ji j = " 1t
0#

!
n
Im 9unju#

ine!i% i j: f (En). ('.%')
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Figure 5.1: For the investigationof the fluxperiodicityofd-wave superconductorsusing theBogoliubov
- de Gennes equations in real space, we use a discrete square lattice with open boundary
conditions and a square hole in the center the frame, which is pierced by the magnetic flux
!.

' Flux Periodicity in Superconducting Square
Frames

!e Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations introduced above are now applied to the square
frame geometry shown in +gure (.%, consisting of a discrete N &N lattice with a centered
L & L square hole threaded by a magnetic .ux ", and the edges of which are oriented
in x- and y-direction. Since the .ux threading the hole is supposed not to penetrate
into the frame, we describe it by a magnetic +eld concentrated in the center of the hole,
which is generated by a vector potential of the form A(r) = "!"!,r,"(y,"x , #). !e
corresponding Peierls phase factor %i j measures the angle between the sites i and j and
the center of the lattice. !e phase factors are in this case given by

%i j = " arctan & ixjy " jxiy
ixjx + iyjy

' , ((.%)
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' Flux Periodicity in Superconducting Square Frames

| | | |

Figure 5.2: Real-space representation of a square loop with a typical electronic probability density#$#2 of a single state in the condensate. The figure displays an eigenstate of the d-wave
pairing Hamiltonian, calculated for a square-loop with 80#80 lattice sites with a pairing
interaction V1 = 0.3t. The hole in the center has a size of 28#28 unit cells. To enhance the
contrast of the complicated pattern, the special color code shown on the right is used and
the discrete lattice points are smoothly interpolated.

where we chose the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the lattice (see
appendix C.%).

In the normal state with )i j = #, the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations reduce to the
discrete Laplace equation, the solutions of which are plane “square frame waves”. While
the low-energy states do not di,er much from free plane waves, the high-energy “square
frame waves” near EF develop some peculiar, frame speci+c features.!e wave length of a
state near EF is close to two lattice constants, therefore the probability density divides into
two sublattices. In the square frame, structures on di,erent sublattices can overlap, which
results in the characteristic real space density pro+les, which persist in the nodal states
of a d-wave superconductor. Figure (." shows two such examples, and further +gures for
the normal state are given in appendix E. !e d-wave loop eigenstates are obviously far
more complex than the angular momentum eigenstates of a one-dimensional circular
ring (cf. Ref. [$]), and the current .ow in the frame can only be evaluated numerically.
Nevertheless, a qualitative discussion allows the same insight into the underlying physics
as in part I.

!e characterization of the superconducting solutions of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes
equations in the square frame is analogous to themomentum space.!e absolute value of
the d-wave order parameter ,)d

i , is shown in +gure (.* (a) for " = #. !e open boundary
conditions cause a decrease on the boundaries and are responsible for Friedel oscillations
visible along the diagonal of the frame. For " " #, ,)d

i , is slightly diminished, an e,ect
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(c) (d)

Figure 5.3: (a) Absolute value of the d-wave order parameter #d
i in a 40 # 40 square frame with a

14 # 14 hole at the center for q = 0, $ = 0, and V1 = 0.3t. For this interaction strength, the
suppression of #d

i for $ $ 0 is small and not visible in this kind of plot. The phase of #d
i is

shown for winding numbers q = 1, 2, 3 in (b), (c) and (d), respectively.

qualitatively analogous to the one discussed in section *.* and almost invisible for the
parameters chosen in +gure (.*. In multiply connected geometries, the Bogoliubov -
de Gennes equations generally allow for solutions where )d

i has a phase gradient such
that the phase di,erence on a closed path around the hole is "!q with an integer q. As
in part I, this phase winding number q represents the center-of-mass movement of a
Cooper pair, although it cannot be identi+ed with the angular momentum in the square
geometry. !e di,erent solutions are numerically obtained by choosing appropriate
initial values for the phase of )d

i , and the phases of the self-consistent results are shown in
+gure (.* (b), (c) and (d) for q = %, " and * and .ux values " = %!", % and *!", respectively.
!e winding number q of the groundstate has the same .ux dependence as given in
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' Flux Periodicity in Superconducting Square Frames

Figure 5.4: Energy spectrum of the d-wave BCSmodel. The eigenenergies in the gap region are shown
for a square 40#40 loop with a hole of 14#14 unit cells and pair interaction V1 = 0.3t as a
function of flux $ (in units of!0). The energies are given in units of the superconducting
order parameter # at $ = 0 (# ! 0.22t). The superconducting condensate consists of
the states below EF = 0 (blue lines). Reconstruction of the condensate takes place near
$ = ±(2n + 1)/2, where the eigenenergies jump abruptly. The labels ‘a’ and ‘b’ refer to the
current patterns shown in figure 4.

equation (%.%-) in section %.".% for the one dimensional ring, apart from the small shi! of
the .ux value where the condensate reconstructs (c.f. +gure (.').
To assess the global quantities, viz. energy E(") and current J("), the evolution of

the eigenenergies with magnetic .ux has to be calculated. !e eigenstates with energies
below EF form the ground-state condensate (+gure (.'). Here we discuss only .ux values
" between # and %!", because all quantities are either symmetric or antisymmetric with
respect to .ux reversal " ! "". !e spectrum for a square frame with N = '# and L = %'
is shown in +gure (.' for half +lling, i.e. µ = #. Because the number of lattice sites on
straight paths around the hole is a multiple of four in a square frame, the spectrum is
almost identical to the one calculated in section *.* for a cylinder with an even number
of lattice sites and the same number N " L = "& of transverse channels [+gure *.& (a)].
For the square frame, the energy levels do not actually cross EF, because the lack of a
rotational symmetry leads to hybridization of the levels and level repulsion. Nevertheless,
the same clearly distinct .ux regimes are found: the .ux intervals between # and %!' and
from %!' to %!".
Up to " ) %!' the J(") generates a magnetic +eld which tends to reduce the applied

+eld. !is is achieved by a continuous shi! of the eigenenergies in the condensate. At
" = #, pairs of states with opposite circulation compensate their respective currents, thus
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Figure 5.5: Flux dependence of energy and current. Total energy [E($) ! E(0)]/E(0) (a) and total
circulating current J($) (b) for a square 40#40 loop with a hole of 14#14 unit cells and
pair interaction V1 = 0.3t as a function of flux $ in units of !0. J($) is given in units of
t/!0 = 6 # 10"5A for a typical choice of t = 250 meV. There is a clear distinction between
condensate states with an even and an odd winding number q of the order parameter,
reflected e.g. in the deformation of the q = 0-parabola. The overall $ periodicity for E($)
and J($) is!0.

J = #. !e well separated states at " = # in +gure (.' are the states in the vicinity of
the nodes of the mesoscopic d-wave superconductor. At energies further away from EF,
the density of states is higher; these are the states near the maximum energy gap ) that
provide most of the condensation energy. For " > #, the energy of the states with orbital
magnetic moment anti-parallel (parallel) to the magnetic +eld is increased (decreased).
Correspondingly the supercurrent, which is carried by these states, depends on the
details of level crossings and avoidings. !e main contribution to the supercurrent arises
from the occupied levels closest to EF, because the contributions from the lower-lying
states tend to cancel in adjacent pairs.

As the highest occupied state shi!s with increasing .ux to lower energies, the current
in the square loop +rst increases for small " (+gure (.(), then decreases, when the highest
occupied level with an orbital moment opposite to the applied magnetic +eld starts to
dominate. With increasing .ux this state approaches EF. For s-wave rings this “Doppler
shi! energy” (cf. Ref. [(']) corresponds to the critical value of the super.uid velocity, for
which the indirect energy gap closes. For d-wave loops, the order parameter is protected
by the numerous states that form the “lobes” of the d-wave gap parameter.
For loops with d-wave and other unconventional order parameter symmetries, the

states in the vicinity of the nodes evolve with increasing .ux as for s-wave rings in the
“small gap” regime. !ey do not necessarily cross EF (+gure (.') due the hybridization
of the respective states above and below EF. Nevertheless, a state with one direction of
current is replaced by a state of opposite direction (+gure (.&). !e current carrying
states of the condensate are thereby continuously changing near the extrapolated crossing
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' Flux Periodicity in Superconducting Square Frames

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Current distribution in a square loop of 40#40 lattice sites. The current expectation value
of the occupied state closest to EF = 0 is shown for flux $ = 0.17 (top panel, the state is
marked with ‘a’ in figure 5.4) and for $ = 0.21 (bottom panel, marked with ‘b’ in figure 5.4).
The color encodes the projection of the current onto a square path around the loop
whereby red presents a counterclockwise and blue a clockwise circulation. The maximal
current is Jmax = 0.15t/!0 for (a) and 0.13t/!0 for (b). The current distribution of each of
the two states has strong spatial variations and does not fulfill the continuity condition
which, however, is restored for the total current.

points. As a consequence, the energy “parabola” centered at zero .ux is di,erent from
the ground-state energy parabola centered at " = %!" [+gure (.( (a)]. !e deviation from
a parabolic shape near zero .ux is due to the evolution of the near-nodal states; the
vertical o,set of the energy minima at " = n results mostly from the .ux dependence of
the states near the maximum value of the anisotropic gap.

For a .ux value near " = %!' the condensate reconstructs. !e superconducting state
beyond %!' belongs to the class of wavefunctions introduced by Byers and Yang [%#] in
which, for a circular geometry, each pair acquires a center of mass angular momentum"h [$]. Remarkably, in the .ux interval from near %!' to %!", a full energy gap exists also
for d-wave superconductors (+gure (.'). Such a gap is characteristic for mesoscopic
structures and observed also in nano wires with d-wave pairing symmetry [1*, 1'].
Here the circulating current enhances the magnetic +eld; the paramagnetic moment
of the current is parallel to the +eld. !e resulting energy gain is responsible for the
+eld-induced energy gap. !is reconstruction of the condensate is the origin of the0#
periodicity in energy and current.
Our calculations based on the Bogoliubov de Gennes equations show that a d-wave

superconducting loop in square geometry has almost identical properties to a .ux
threaded cylinder. !is is remarkable, because on a closed path in the square frame, the
phase of the d-wave order parameter )d

i rotates by "!, whereas in the cylinder, the order
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parameter rotates with the lattice. !e results demonstrate therefore that while changes
in geometry, the number of transverse channels and elastic scattering by impurities
modify the spectrum and the J(") characteristics in detail, they do not eliminate the0#
periodic component. Such calculations will be discussed in section -.%." in connection
with Josephson junctions. As long as the single particle states are well de+ned, also
electronic correlation e,ects, which are responsible for the renormalization of states and
of coupling parameters, are not expected to bear a strong in.uence on the discussed
phenomena. !e geometrical reduction of the symmetry, here to a four fold rotational
symmetry, stabilizes therefore the spectrum compared to the cylinder geometry, which
may enhance the measurability of the0# periodic current contributions in experiment.
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) Self-Consistent Treatment of the Magnetic
Field

In the literature on superconductivity, the quantization of the magnetic .ux is usually
discussed in two limits [1(]: Rings, or cylinders, with wall thickness D % " or quasi one
dimensional rings with D ' ". In the +rst case, one deals with a penetration layer of
width "where the supercurrent .ows and assumes that the interior of the superconductor
is +eld and current free, which leads directly to the quantization of the magnetic .ux in
multiples of 0#!". In the second case, one neglects the screening +eld generated by the
supercurrent itself. !en the total magnetic .ux is a continuous variable and only the
.uxoid is quantized.

!e crossover between the two regimes is not so easily accessible. !e way to analyze
this problem is to use the Maxwell equation connecting magnetic +eld and current (Biot-
Savart) as a self-consistency equation for the supercurrent, and to solve it iteratively jointly
with the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations in real space. !is is a complete description
free of further parameters and approximations, but numerically demanding, as described
in section &.". One obtains a simpler model assuming an ideal superconducting annulus
showing a 0#!" periodic, piece-wise linear current-.ux relation (saw-tooth pattern).
!is model is equivalent to solving London’s equations on the annulus and leads to an
implicit integral equation, which we solve in section &.% below.

).$ Vector-Potential in an Annulus
A conventional superconducting annulus with inner radius R% > $# has a linear current-
.ux relation in the .ux regime "%!' < "# < %!', where "# is the external magnetic .ux
threading the annulus. !e external vector potential generating "# has the form (in polar
coordinates): A#(r, %) = (#,A#

%(r)) with A#
%(r) = '!"#!r and generates a current of the

form j(r, %) = (#, j%(r)). !e external .ux "# is supposed to be generated by currents
.owing far away from the annulus outside the system and therefore do not enter the
description. In the .ux regime "%!' < "# < %!', supercurrent and total vector potential
A(r) = A#(r) +Ai(r) are linked through a kind of London equation:

j%(r) = "A%(r)
2c , (&.%)
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(." Vector-Potential in an Annulus

where Ai(r) is the potential induced by the supercurrent and 2 is an external parameter
measuring the response of the superconductor to the magnetic .ux [*]. In London’s
theory, it is identi+ed as 2 = m!nse" = '!""!c" where ns is the density of electrons in the
superconducting condensate and " the London penetration depth. In other .ux regimes,
London’s equation is analogous with the .ux replaced as " ! " " q!". !e formula of
Biot-Savart provides an equation for the induced vector potentialAi(r) as a function of
j(r):

Ai(r) = %
c ! d*r" j(r"),r " r", . (&.")

Inserting equation (&.%) into (&.") de+nes Ai
%(r) in polar coordinates:

Ai
%(r) = %

c !
$

#
dr" r" ! !

!! d%
" j%(r")1

r" + r"" " "rr" cos(% " %")
= 2 ! R"

R%
dr" r"A%(r") ! !

!! d%
" %1

r" + r"" " "rr" cos(% " %") (&.*)

= 2 ! R"

R%
dr" r"A%(r").(r, r"), (&.')

where

.(r, r") = 'r"
r + r"F #!" , "

%
rr"

r + r" $ (&.()

and F(a, k) = ! a
# dt 9% " k" sin" t:!%!" is the incomplete elliptic integral. Equation (&.')

is an implicit equation for the induced potential Ai(r) from which we can derive the
self consistent +eld and current distribution in the annulus. To solve equation (&.')
numerically, we replace the integral over r" by a Riemann sum with N terms:

Ai
n = 2d!

m
/Ai

m + A#
m0&nm (&.&)

with Ai,#
n = Ai,#

% (rn), &nm = .(rn , rm) and d = (R" " R%)!N . !is can be written as a
linear matrix equation

*& " 1

d2+Ai +&A# = #. (&.-)

!is equation is not generally solvable, because it has no solution if &A# is not an
eigenvector of the matrix (& "1!d2). !e closest approximation to a solution, which
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( Self-Consistent Treatment of the Magnetic Field

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Self consistent solution for the total magnetic flux $(R) inside a circle with radius R in untits
of 1000a. The external flux concentrated through the annulus is $0 = 0.1 and % = 0.4!0.

becomes a solution in the limit N ! (, can be found with the help of a standard
LAPACK routine which +nds the minimum

min
Ai

J*& " 1

d2+Ai +&A#J . (&.1)

!e solution of equation (&.1) is plotted in +gure &.% for an external .ux "# = #.%
and di,erent parameters, showing the crossover from the “thin-ring” to the “thick-ring”
limit. One clearly sees that the total magnetic .ux " = "# + "i is shielded and decreases
sharply inside the annulus from its initial value of "# = #.% to almost zero in the thickest
annulus. !e penetration depth is essentially equal for all annuli, but the value, to which
" decreases, becomes larger for larger inner radius R% and the shielding is therefore less
e,ective. It is interesting to observe that the .ux, and with it the circulating supercurrent,
does not actually vanish exponentially inside the annulus, as it does in an in+nitely
extended superconductor, but it saturates at a certain value and increases again close to
the outer boundary. !us there are surface currents .owing on the inner as well as on
the outer boundary of the annulus.

In the further .ux regimes, " approaches the value of the corresponding .ux quantum
in the same way as it approaches zero in +gure &.%. !e model solved above displays how
the current and the induced vector potential lead to the quantization of the magnetic
.ux and how discrete .ux quanta emerge from the continuous variable " in thin loops.

).! Lattice Formulation
Here we describe the scheme to solve the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations numerically
including the formula for Biot-Savart (&.") as an additional self-consistency equation for
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(.$ Lattice Formulation

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Self-consistent solution of the magnetic field Bz in a square lattice with open boundary
conditions. (a) A 18 # 18 lattice penetrated by a homogeneous magnetic flux ! = 4!0,
generating four vortices with !0/2 flux lines, and boundary currents. The amplitude
between the vortex cores and the minimummagnetic field is % 5%. (b) A 16 # 16 lattice
with a flux $ = 0.2 threading the central plaquette (white plaquette in the center). This
calculation is done for & = 0.3 (see main text) and not fully converged at the outer
boundaries.

the induced vector potential. !e corresponding discrete Peierls phase factors are

%i
i j = %

"

;<<<<=!k!i Jk,k!i+ j K
ri + r j
" " rkK!% "!

k! j
Jk,k+i! j Kri + r j

" " rkK!%
>????@ , (&.$)

where Ji j is the current .owing from site i to site j and it is recalculated from equa-
tion ('.%') in each self-consistency loop. !e total Peierls phase factors are %i j = %#

i j +%i
i j,

where %#
i j are the external phase factors.

In this way we obtain a fully self-consistent description of the supercurrent Ji j in
arbitrary systems, which accounts for the non-linearities in the current-.ux relation in
nodal superconductors and provides in principle a direct way to calculate the penetration
depth " for complex geometries. When doing the actual numerical calculations, one
encounters however several and severe problems:!e additional self-consistency condi-
tion slows down the convergence dramatically. !e maximum lattice sizes for which this
technique worked was therefore restricted to about '# & '# sites. For reasonable pairing
interaction strengthV , this is not large enough for frames which shield the magnetic .ux
properly. For the description of .ux quantization, our technique is consequently not yet
good enough. Unfortunately, to increase V% in order to decrease " does not help either.
!e shorter " is, the larger the phase gradients in the frame become, which hinders again
the convergence of the supercurrent.
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( Self-Consistent Treatment of the Magnetic Field

A possibility to show that the proposed scheme works in principle is to control the
current response of the square frame to a magnetic .ux through a parameter /: %i j =
%#
i j+/%i

i j. By increasing / from zero to one, we can turn on the self-consistency condition
for the supercurrent slowly from loop to loop.!is trick works quite well to calculate
the self-consistent magnetic .ied in the vortex-lattice phase of a d-wave superconductor
in a constant external magnetic +eld Bz perpendicular to the lattice. In a discrete lattice,
Bz is de+ned on each plaquette of the lattice as the .ux threading the plaquette, which is
explained in detail in appendix C.%. Figure &." (a) shows the distribution of Bz in a %1& %1
lattice with open boundary conditions, threaded by a homogeneous external magnetic
.ux '0#, i.e. eight superconducting .ux quanta. Clearly visible are four0#!"-.ux lines
through the lattice, at the cores of which the magnetic +eld is enhanced. !e second
half of the magnetic .ux does not penetrate the lattice through vortices, but generates
boundary currents circulating at the edge of the lattice. !e amplitude of the increase of
Bz at the vortex cores is * (%, which is in qualitative agreement with exact calculations
of the +eld distribution around a vortex core [1&].

While the modulations in Bz are rather small in the vortex lattice, the +eld gradients
in a .ux threaded square frame are much larger. Because of this, the scheme to achieve
convergence doesn’t work so excellently for the square frame. So far convergence was
achieved only for / % #.*. For this value, " is still much larger than the size of our
test systems. Nevertheless, we can draw a qualitative picture of the shielding of the
.ux from the calculations with / = #.* and compare it to the results obtained for the
annulus. Figure &." (b) shows the distribution of Bz for a %& & %& frame with an exrenal
.ux 0 = #."0# threading the central plaquette (the white plaquette in the center).!e
induced supercurrent generates a magnetic +eld in the frame pointing in the opposite
direction. It decreases sharply –away from the inner edge– and reverses it sign close to
the outer edge of the frame. !is behavior is closely similar to the results in section &.%
for thin annuli, where the total .ux also increases at the outer edge. !e existence of
the boundary currents which cause this increase, as well as the boundary currents in
+gure &." (a), are not primarily due to the self consistency of the current, but they are
rather a consequence of the open boundary conditions. !ey are observed similarly for
a +xed vector potential. Tth total induced magnetic +eld in +gure &." (b) is considerably
too small to compensate the external .ux. Neglecting the induced +eld as we have
assumed in the previous sections is therefore an accurate approximation for systems of
comparable size.
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* Flux Periodicity of Josephson Junctions
Apart from .ux threaded superconducting loops, the energy levels are Doppler shi!ed
in any current carrying system like wires or the surface of bulk superconductors. In
these systems, the phase gradient of the superconducting order parameter usually never
reaches the value necessary to drive the superconductor into a +nite momentum pairing
state with q " #, therefore no .ux periodicity is usually discussed. An exception are
systems with strong inhomogeneities of the order parameter, which act as Josephon
junctions. In the presence of Josephson junctions, the phase gradient accumulates at
the junctions and they react periodically to the phase gradient, as described by the
+rst Josephson relation. Junctions react also periodically to transverse magnetic +elds
renormalizing the phase gradient over the junction. From what we learned about the
.ux periodicity in multiply connected geometries, it looks natural that the Doppler shi!
of nodal states might also in.uence the periodicity of Josephson junctions.
A Josephson junction is intrinsically a much more complicated system as a pure

superconducting loop, with a number of parameters characterizing the junction itself
and the superconducting states on each side of the junction. Most junctions can be
classi+ed either as transparent junctions or as tunnel junctions, regardless of the setup of
the junction: geometrical constriction, potential barrier, normal metal bridge and so
on. !is classi+cation is closely related to the Doppler shi! of single energy levels in the
system, as will be explained below. In the following we will therefore discuss the +rst
and second Josephson relations in both the tunnel and the transparent regime.

*.$ Current-Phase Relation
In this section we analyze the current-phase relation (+rst Josephson relation), which de-
scribes the supercurrent J over a Josephson junction as a function of the phase di,erence
'% of the order parameters on both sides of the junction:

J = Jc sin('%), (-.%)

where Jc is the critical current over the junction, above which the supercurrent breaks
down. !is was predicted by Josephson %$&" [1-] and derives directly from the Ginzburg-
Landau description of the Josephson junction [11]. In the case of transparent junctions,
the sin('%) in equation (-.%) deforms into a saw-tooth pattern analogous to the one
we found for the current-.ux relation in superconducting loops [1$]. It is crucial to
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) Flux Periodicity of Josephson Junctions

Figure 7.1: To model a Josephson junction we choose a discrete square lattice with N sites and
periodic boundary conditions in x-direction, andM sites and open boundary conditions in
y-direction. The junction itself is modeled by one or two lines of potential scatterers (black
points) with a repulsive potential U > 0.

remember that the phase gradient of the order parameter is twice that of the supercon-
ducting wave function (compare with the ansatz for un(r) and vn(r) in section "."). If
the phase di,erence of the order parameter on both sides of the junction is '%, then the
phase di,erence of the wave function is '%!". Because the system has to be "! periodic
in '%!", the periodicity in '% of the energy spectrum of a +nite system is '!, and the
current contributions of each energy level add up to a "! periodic supercurrent only in
the thermodynamic limit. !e assumption that the Doppler shi! of the energy levels
might lead to the same doubling of the periodicity in '% of a junction as is it does for the
.ux periodicity of loops is therefore obvious. !is we analyze in detail in this section.

While for the tunnel regime we rely on a simple linear junction model, we will analyze
transparent junctions by inserting a Josephson junction into a square frame as discussed
above. !is has the advantage of a remarkable stability of the energy spectrum against
the insertion of impurities and lattice defects, as will be seen in section -.%.".

*.$.$ Tunnel Junctions
A simplemodel of a tunnel junction is a square lattice withN sites and periodic boundary
conditions in x-direction, and M sites and open boundary conditions in y-direction.
!e junction itself is modeled by one or two lines of potential scatterers (black points)
with a repulsive potential U > 't in the tunnel regime (+gure -.%). In the absence of a
magnetic +eld, this system is homogeneous in y-direction. It is therefore possible to
Fourier transform it with respect to the y-coordinate, which allows the diagonalization
of much larger systems [$#,$%].

!e Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations introduced in section ' are slightly modi+ed in
this case: !e eigenvalue equation ('.-) for nearest neighbor interaction is here de+ned
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)." Current-Phase Relation

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: Current-phase relation for Josephson junctions in the tunnel regime. (a): N = 18,M = 12,
V1 = 0.3t and U = 4.5t. The usual sin(%') relation is considerably deformed, which is typical
for thin junctions with very few channels. (b): N = 20, M = 200, V1 = t and U = 5t. This
junction has sufficiently many channels to exhibit the usual current-phase relation.

through the actions

t̂unix ky =!
jx
ti jun jx ky + ((ky +Uix)unix ky , (-.")

)̂vnix ky =!
jx
)i jvn jx ,ky + )kyvnix ky , (-.*)

where (ky = ""t cos ky"µ and )ky = )y cos ky. !e index of the eigenvectors un and vn is
here the site ix in x-direction and the wave number ky in y-direction. !e corresponding
self-consistency equations are

)i j = V%
" !

nky
-unix kyv#n jx ky + unjx kyv#nix ky. tanh#En(ky)

"kBT
$ (-.')

if j = i ± x̂, and

)y = V%!
nky

unix kyv#nix ky cos ky tanh#En(ky)
"kBT

$ . (-.()

!e self-consistency equation for the s-wave order parameter )i with on-site interaction
is analogous to (-.(), but without the factor cos ky.

To induce a +nite phase gradient of the order parameter and thus a supercurrent, we
introduce a phase jump '% in the matrix elements ti j for hopping from ix = N " % back to
ix = #, and a jump "'% for the corresponding hopping in the opposite direction. An alter-
native, but physically equivalent choice for the phase of ti j is a constant phase shi! ei% i j

with %i j = '%!N for all hopping processes along the x-direction, which is mathematically
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) Flux Periodicity of Josephson Junctions

Figure 7.3: The highest occupied energy levels of a linear Josephson juntion with N = 18,M = 12 and
V1 = 0.6t as a function of the repulsive potential U on the junction.

identical to a cylinder threaded by a .ux " = '%!'!. In the fully transparent case with
U = #, this leads to a homogeneous phase gradient of )d

i = ()i ,i+x̂ + )i ,i!x̂)!" + )y (or
of )i , respectively), whereas far in the tunnel regime U > 't, the phase drops fully over
the junction. !e current .owing over the junction is calculated as in equation ('.%').
!e results for two typical situations are shown in +gure -.". (a) shows the current-phase
relation of a thin Josephson junction with a width of M = %" sites. !e usual current-
phase relation is considerably deformed in this case, as is typical for junctions with very
few channels [1$]. !e exact form of the current-phase relation is characteristic for each
junction; it depends on the structure of the energy spectrum, which changes strongly
upon increasing or decreasing the system size or adding impurities. For increasingM,
the current-phase relation approaches (-.%), as the level spacing becomes negligible. !is
is the regime of wide junctions, shown in +gure -." (b), which is described well by the
Ginzburg-Landau model.
Our numerical analysis shows that deviations from the +rst Josephson relation (-.%)

become completely invisible for wide junctions in the tunnel regime.!ere is no doubling
of the period detected, even for d-wave superconductors with small energy gap. !e
reason for this is that, along with the suppression of the maximum current Jc over the
junction, the Doppler shi! decreases strongly with increasing repulsive potentialU . In
the tunnel regime U > 't, Jc decreases by a factor %#* and more as compared to U = #.
Because of that, no energy levels (or extremely few in very large systems) approach EF
as a function of '% and consequently, the e,ect of single particle currents reversing
their current direction does not take place. In other words: for tunnel junctions, the
thermodynamic Ginzburg-Landau limit is reached also for d-wave superconductors if
the density of states close to EF becomes quasi continuous, in contrast to the case of a
.ux treaded loop. !e deformation of the current-phase relation in +gure -." (a) in thin
junctions is not due to levels reaching EF, but because the main current is carried by very
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Figure 7.4: For the description of transparent junctions, we choose again the square frame geometry
and model the junction with potential scatterers arranged on a line crossing one arm on
the frame (black points). The current is driven by a magnetic flux threading the frame.

few energy levels, of which each has a period of '!.

*.$.! Transparent Junctions
!e situation in transparent junctions is much more confusing than it is for tunnel
junctions. !e +rst reason for this is the fact that the superconducting states on both
sides of the junction are strongly coupled. It is therefore impossible to choose the
phase of the corresponding order parameters independently, and consequently the phase
di,erence '% is not an adequate variable for describing the current over the junction.
Strictly speaking, there is no second Josephson relation for transparent junctions.!e
second reason is that, as mentioned before, the energy spectrum in a linear junction
changes dramatically upon changing microscopic details of the system, such as the
strength of the repulsive potential U on the impurity sites in this case. !is is illustrated
vividly by +gure -.* showing the wild behavior of the highest occupied energy levels as a
function of U .
!e problems referred to above can be resolved largely by using a square frame ge-

ometry as in section (. Here the Josephson junction is modeled by adding potential
scatterers on a line cutting the frame, as shown in +gure -.', and the current is driven by
a magnetic .ux " threading the frame. For a tunnel junction, this would induce a phase
jump of '!" in the order parameter over the junction and thus a sin("") current-.ux
relation. In transparent junctions, the jump is smaller and vanishes completely in a clean
frame.
For strong enough U , here we take U = %##t, these impurities act as a geometrical

constriction. Figure -.( +nally shows explicitly that the spectrum of a square frame
remains qualitatively invariant upon inserting impurities, even su/ciently strong to
block the current over the impurity site completely. (b) and (c) show the spectra as
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) Flux Periodicity of Josephson Junctions

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7.5: Supercurrent J($) and energy spectrum of a 20 # 20 square frame with a 8 # 8 hole
containing a Josephson junction as a function of flux . The width of the arms for the frame
is six sites. The impurity potential is U = 100t. (a) J($) for one (blue), two (turquoise), three
(green), four (orange) and five (purple) impurity sites. (b) Energy spectrum for two impurity
sites. (c) Energy spectrum for four impurity sites.

function of " for (b) two impurities and (c) four impurities for a "# & "# square frame
with a 1 & 1 square hole. In the presence of impurities, bound states arise at EF in
a d-wave superconductor [-&,-1], which are nearly .ux independent. Otherwise, the
spectrum in (b) is very similar to that of the clean frame discussed in section ( (+gure (.').
Clearly visible is the discontinuity of the spectrum where the condensate reconstructs
to a superconducting state with di,erent winding number q. !e relevance of q is a
characteristic property of transparency and is directly connected to a discontinuity of
the supercurrent, which is visible in +gure -.( (a) for one and two impurities.

For three to +ve impurities, the supercurrent is continuous, as is the spectrum shown
in (c) for four impurities. Nevertheless, the typical features of the square frame spectrum
are still present in (c), in particular the gap in the odd .ux regimes and one energy level
approaching EF in the even q regime. !is level causes the wiggle in the supercurrent
around " = #; its slope and that of a few others remain almost as steep as in a clean frame,
which indicates the existence of channels with free current .ow. !e Doppler shi! of
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nodal states is therefore not negligible in calculating the supercurrent over transparent
Josephson junctions, and it may cause deviations from the sin('!") current-.ux relation
even in the limit of large junctions.
We +nally remark that in the case of +ve impurities, only one channel through the

junction remains, which is almost blocked by the bound state. !us the spectrum
becomes nearly .ux independent, leading to a junction in the tunnel regime. !e
supercurrent does not reproduce the predicted sin('!") current-phase relation, but
rather a sin("!") relation. !is is due to the point-contact like character of the junction
and the extreme limit of the deformation of the current-.ux relation as shown in +gure -.".

*.! Field!readed Junctions
A magnetic +eld threading a Josephson junction adds to the phase di,erence of the
order parameters of the superconductors on both sides of the junction in a characteristic
way, and thus alters the supercurrent over the junction as a function of the +eld.!is
behavior is known as the second Josephson relation and understood well on the basis of a
Ginzburg-Landau description. For a +xed external phase di,erence '%, the current-.ux
relation of a linear junction homogeneous in y-direction forms a Fraunhofer di,raction
pattern [11]. !e current-.ux relation is known under this name, although it deviates
from the Fraunhofer form for all other junction geometries, but it has a characteristic
.ux periodicity of 0#!" for conventional Josephson junctions.!e Fraunhofer pattern
of .ux threaded junctions is therefore a further relation where the Doppler shi!might
cause a doubling of the .ux period.

Here we use again the linear junction model of section -.%.% and +x the phase di,erence
to '% = !!", for which the absolute value of the current over a junction in the tunnel
regime is maximal. In order to introduce a magnetic +eld threading the junction, we
construct the junction from single plaquettes with potential scatterers with a repulsive
potential U on each site of the plaquette. Each plaquette l belonging to the junction
is threaded by a magnetic .ux "l , generating Peierls phase factors %l

i j as described in
appendix C.%. Here, we restrict our discussion to a homogeneous +eld distribution inside
the junction: "l = " for all l . In the presence of a magnetic +eld, the system is not
homogeneous in y-direction, and we have to diagonalize it fully in real space. !is
restricts again the maximum system size which we can analyze.

*.!.$ Current-Flux Relation of Tunnel Junctions
!e simplestmodel of a +eld threaded Josephson junction consists of two lines of impurity
sites as used in section -.%.% (+gure -.%). !e current-.ux relation of such a junction, as
obtained from the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations, is shown in +gure -.& for s and
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) Flux Periodicity of Josephson Junctions

(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: Absolute value of the maximum current over a tunnel junction as a function of the total
magnetic flux , obtained from the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations solved on a lattice
with N = 16, M = 14, U = 5t, and %' = #/2 in units of J(0). (a) s-wave pairing with V0 = t.
(b) d-wave pairing with V1 = 0.7t. Here $ is the flux within the junction, generated by an
external magnetic field.

d-wave junctions with a length of %' sites, or %* plaquettes. Upon +rst glance, the current-
.ux relation of the s-wave junction [+gure -.& (a)] looks indeed like the Fraunhofer pattern
known from the Ginzburg-Landau model of linear Josephson junctions [11], as does the
current-.ux relation with slight deviations for the d-wave junction [+gure -.& (b)]. !e
characteristics are a central peak around " = # of width 0# and side peaks of decreasing
height of width 0#!". !ey display the expected global periodicity of %*0#, enforced by
gauge invariance if each plaquette is threaded by an integer multiple of0#. A closer look
on +gure -.& (a) shows however, that the s-wave junction has one maximum too many in
one period of %*0#, whereas the d-wave junction has not. !e width of the peaks in (a) is
therefore a bit smaller than the expected value0#. We explain this e,ect jointly with an
investigation of the current-.ux relation of inhomogeneous junctions in the following
by analyzing the Ginzburg-Landau model for junctions in lattices.
We consider a two dimensional superconductor which is divided by a thin, quasi

one-dimensional Josephson junction of width d oriented along the y-direction with
d ' ", such that screening currents are negligible. If the junction is threaded by a
constant magnetic +eld Bz(x , y) = Bz, the supercurrent over the junction derived from
the Ginzburg-Landau equations is

J = ! dy jc(y) sin(ky), (-.&)

where k = !Bzd!0#. !e critical current density jc(y) is an arbitrary function of y
controlled by the microscopic structure of the junction. If jc(y) is constant, one obtains
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.7: Current-flux relation of a Josephson junction as in figure 7.6 butwithM = 11 (10 plaquettes)
as obtained from the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations (blue) and from the discrete
Ginzburg-Landau model (turquoise). (a) s-wave pairing: The peak at $ = (M ! 1)/2 of the
current-flux relation (7.9) has the same sign as the peak at $ = 0. (b) d-wave pairing: The
peak at $ = (M ! 1)/2 of the current-flux relation (7.11) has the opposite sign as the peak at
$ = 0.

the well known Fraunhofer pattern

H J(0)
J(#) H = Hsin(!0!0#)

!0!0#
H (-.-)

for the current over the junction, where 0 is the total magnetic .ux through the area of
the junction.

On a discrete square lattice with M lattice sites in y-direction and an order parameter
de+ned on the lattice sites (s-wave), equation (-.&) becomes

J = M!
i=% jc,i sin(kyi). (-.1)

If jc,i is equal for all i, one obtains a .ux dependence similar to the Fraunhofer pattern:

J(")
J(#) = M!

i=% sin(kyi)!(M + %) = sin (k(M + %)!M)(M + %) sin (k!M) . (-.$)

!is formula reproduces the .ux dependence of the supercurrent as obtained from the
Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations (shown in +gure -.-), apart from slight deviations
in the amplitude around the middle peak at " = (M " %)!". It explains naturally the
deviation from 0#!" periodicity: it is an e,ect of discreteness, caused by the fact that
there is a lattice site more in y-direction than the number of plaquettes.

From what we just learned about an s-wave junction, we construct a simple Ginzburg-
Landau analogon for a d-wave junction: in a d-wave superconductor, the order parameter
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7.8: Current-flux relation for a Josephson junction withM = 11 and a inhomogeneous impurity
distribution. The gray plaquettes in the profile of the junction (a) have a scattering potential
U = 100t, while the white plaquettes have U = 2t, thus leaving two transparent channels
through which almost the entire current flows. Blue: Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations
and turquoise: Ginzburg-Landau model for (b) s-wave pairing and (c) d-wave pairing.

is de+ned on the bonds between two neighboring lattice sites. We de+ne the correspond-
ing supercurrent therefore as a current .owing in the middle between two sites, which
leads to

J = M!%!
i=% jc,i sin(k(yi + %!")). (-.%#)

In the case of a constant jc,i , we get

J(")
J(#) = M!%!

i=% sin(k(yi + %!"))!M = sin (k)
M sin (k!M) , (-.%%)

which indeed reproduces almost the0#!" periodic Fraunhofer pattern obtained from
the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations with nearest-neighbor pairing. !e deviations in
the amplitude are larger than for the s-wave junction, which signi+es that the Ginzburg-
Landau conditions are not ful+lled as well as by the s-wave junction.

!e Ginzburg-Landau formulae (-.1) and (-.%#) are suitable also to calculate the super-
current over junctions with an inhomogeneous impurity distribution. It is instructive
to compare it again to results obtained from the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations.
Figure -.1 shows such a comparison for a junction with M = %% and current .owing
only through the two gaps between the white plaquettes in +gure -.1 (a). In the micro-
scopic model, this is achieved by setting strong repulsive potentials U = %##t on the
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sites of the gray plaquettes and a small potentialU = "t on the white plaquettes. In the
Ginzburg-Landau model, we set jc,i = # except for the two transparent channels.!is
system looks quite far from ful+lling the conditions of the Ginzburg-Landau equations.
Nevertheless, for the s-wave junction, the results obtained from the Bogoliubov - de
Gennes and Ginzburg-Landau equations are remarkably close. Even for the d-wave
junction, the simple construction using the Ginzburg-Landau equations reproduces the
same features as the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations, in particular it has maxima for
the same .ux values, but the amplitudes of the single oscillations deviate strongly.
All these considerations together lead to the +nal conclusion that, even for small

junctions where discreteness is pronounced, we do not +nd any indications that the
Doppler shi! has an e,ect on the current-.ux relation of Josephson junctions in the
tunnel regime. !e essential characteristics of the current-.ux relation, especially the
position of the current maxima, agree well with the Ginzburg-Landau model, where
these e,ects are not included.

*.!.! Current-Flux Relation of Transparent junctions
Amagnetic +eld threading a Josephson junction generates a supercurrent circulating
around the junction, similar to a vortex in a type II superconductor, but with the complete
.ux in the junction. If the junction is su/ciently transparent, the order parameter reacts
to the current loop with a phase winding as in a .ux threaded ring, with a winding
number q that minimizes the total energy. !e superconducting state in a transparent
junction is therefore characterized similarly as a loop by the quantum number q related
to a center-of-mass movement of the Cooper pairs and consequently, the supercurrent
over the junction changes sign discontinuously when the condensate reconstructs to
another q.
Remarkably, if the transparency is reduced, the discontinuities vanish smoothly, the

current-.ux relation of the superconducting state with +xed q becomes periodic in ",
and in the tunnel regime, all states with di,erent q become equivalent. !is behavior
is illustrated by +gure -.$, which shows E("), J(") and the spectrum as a function of
" for a uniform junction with nearest-neighbor pairing and U = "t. !e total energy
consists of a series of parabolae, which correspond to di,erent phase winding numbers.
!e kinks in E(") and in the .ux dependence of the spectrum are sharp for small values
of ", but the +nite repulsion on the junction smoothes out the discontinuities in the
supercurrent. Although the Doppler shi! of the energy levels is not strongly pronounced
in the example of +gure -.$, the physical phenomena typical for multiply connected
geometries govern the +eld dependence of the supercurrent over a Josephson junction,
if its transparency is su/ciently high.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.9: Characteristics of a transparent junction as obtained from the Bogoliubov - de Gennes
equations in a system with N = 14 andM = 12 and a homogeneous impurity distribution
with repulsive potential U = 2t.
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+ Conclusions

In part I we established the theory of the crossover from0# periodic persistent currents in
normal metal loops to the 0#!" periodic supercurrent in conventional superconducting
loops. We showed in a momentum-space formulation that for unconventional pairing
symmetry, this crossover is extended to in+nite loop sizes, and that the 0# periodic
current component decays algebraically in the loop size.

!e calculations in momentum space were restricted to rotational symmetric systems
like a cylinder, whose energy spectrum depends sensitively on microscopic details. In
section ( we have provided an analysis of the .ux periodicity in a square frame with d-
wave pairing symmetry analogous to the one in part I for a cylinder geometry.!e results
are amazingly similar, as the energy spectra in +gures *.& and (.' show. Nevertheless,
the real-space calculations contributed decisively to the understanding of the problem
of the .ux periodicity. Firstly, we could prove that the characteristic .ux dependence of
the d-wave energy spectrum is not geometry dependent. Even more, the reduction of
the symmetry stabilizes this features, as calculations on frames containing impurities or
rough boundary conditions showed.

Secondly, within the real-space formulation, we have the freedom to construct and an-
alyze more complex systems than just loops, in particular we investigated the periodicity
of Josephson junctions with and without magnetic +elds for quite a while. !e idea that
the Doppler shi! drives energy levels through the Fermi energy in junctions between
d-wave superconductors, and thereby doubles the periodicity of the current-phase re-
lation, seemed natural, but it turned out to be more complicated.!in junctions with
only a few channels have always a period in the phase di,erence of '! even for s-wave
superconductors, and the Doppler shi! in tunnel junctions is too small to in.uence
the current-phase relation. Only for transparent junctions, the Doppler shi! becomes
important; in this regime the supercurrent over a Josephson junction behaves similar to
the persistent supercurrent in a loop.
!ese observations are valid in the same way for the current-.ux relation of +eld

threaded junctions.!e long and rather laborious investigation therefore did not produce
any new and exciting physics. Nevertheless, it was necessary to realize the connection
between the transparence of a system and the Doppler shi! of the energy levels, and it
provided many improvements in the technique of solving the Bogoliubov - de Gennes
equations. It is notable that the microscopic theory reproduced the results from the
Ginzburg-Landau description of Josephson junctions in such a good agreement, even
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* Conclusions

for nanoscopically small systems with d-wave pairing.
Finally, within the real-space framework of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations, a

self consistent treatment of the magnetic +eld and the induced supercurrent is possible.
Within a simpli+ed annulus model we succeeded to analyze the crossover from .uxoid
to .ux quantization while increasing the thickness of the annulus. !e microscopic
calculations in a square frame tended to con+rm this method, but the technique used
was not good enough to obtain fully converged solutions in large enough systems.
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Part III

Finite Momentum Pairing
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, Introduction

In the description of superconducting loops using the BCS Hamiltonian (%.%#) of sec-
tion %.".%, we chose the pair momentum, or phase winding number, q by minimizing the
energy of the system with respect to all q. !is is necessary not only to determine the
groundstate, but also to ensure gauge invariance of the Hamiltonian.!e requirement
to adjust the Hamiltonian “by hand” for each speci+c value of the magnetic .ux " is a
consequence of the BCS ansatz in which all Cooper pairs have the same center of mass
(angular) momentum q. !is assumption is not a strict requirement for the solvability
of the theory, although it simpli+es the solution tremendously. It is therefore evident to
look for a more general pairing Hamiltonian which naturally conserves gauge invariance
and selects the appropriate pair momenta of the groundstate.
!e BCS ansatz in real space, described by the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations,

provides such a generalization in principle. !e Fourier transformation of the real-space
BCS Hamiltonian leads to a momentum-space Hamiltonian containing a sum over all
pair momenta [equations (%#.%) and (%#.%1)], providing exactly the model required above.
A mathematical formalism to deal with such a model is the set of Gor’kov equations
in their general form. Applying them on an s-wave loop, we found that indeed the
self-consistency condition selects reliably the pair momentum of the groundstate, while
the order parameters for all other pair momenta vanish; the Cooper pairs condensate as
expected into a macroscopic quantum state characterized by the quantum number q.

!e same equations applied on a superconducting loop with d-wave pairing brought
a surprising result: For su/ciently strong pairing interaction strength V%, not only
one pair momentum was selected, but typically two di,erent pair momenta q and "q
simultaneously, both for zero and +nite magnetic .ux. !is result is special for two
reasons: +rstly because +nite momentum pairing without a magnetic +eld is unusual
and secondly because the coexistence of more than one pair momentum contradicts the
established picture of the superconducting condensate. We have found a clearly non-BCS
solution of the Gor’kov equations, which is rather a relative of the inhomogeneous Larkin-
Ovchinnikov state [$"], but in our case without a time-inversion breaking magnetic
+eld.
A superconducting state, in which the pair momenta q and "q coexist, has been

investigated intensively in the last few years in a quite di,erent connection: the “pair
density wave” (PDW) state, which is regarded as a candidate for the superconducting state
observed in some high-Tc cuperates, especially Nd-doped La"!xSrxCuO' [$*,$'] and
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La"!xBaxCuO' for x = %!1 [$(–$$]. !ese systems show a charge stripe order, typically
with a wave length of four lattice constants, that coexists with spin order with a wave
length of eight lattice constants, and superconductivity at su/ciently low temperatures.
!e PDW state is de+ned as a multi-component Ginzburg-Landau order parameter in
real space, in the most common form with two components as )(r) = )qeiq%r+)!qe!iq%r.
It is accompanied by a charge-stripe order with wave vectorK = "q, and charge stripes
perpendicular to q. !ere are more complex forms of the PDW state with, e.g., four pair
momenta in x- and y-direction and a checkerboard charge order, or even a state with
eight pair momenta. !e PDW state is a zero +eld equivalent of the Larkin-Ovchinnikov
state and explicitly constructed to conserve time-inversion symmetry.
So far the PDW state is a pure phenomenological model, analyzed in most detail

by Agterberg et al. [%##–%#"] and Berg et al. [$-, %#*, %#'] in the last few years. !eir
investigations do not incorporate the pairing symmetry of electron pairs, and a theory
which yields the PDW as the groundstate of a microscopic Hamiltonian is lacking.
Developments in this direction were made by several authors, mostly in connection with
the Larkin-Ovchinnikov state [%#(–%#-] or in a multi-band system [%#1]. Here the new
superconducting solutions of the Gor’kov equations come into the focus. We will see that
these solutions are the momentum space equivalents of PDW states, and they emerge
in our model as the groundstate of the extended pairing Hamiltonian, if the pairing
symmetry allows for gap nodes. In this way, the +nite momentum pairing theory for
superconducting loops, which we described in parts I and II, develops in a new exciting
direction completely independent of multiply connected geometries and magnetic +elds;
it leads to a microscopic model for the PDW state.
!e connection between the PDW state and the charge-stripe order observed in the

cuprates is not clearly established yet. Our model does not contain spin correlations,
which are essential for the emergence of the stripe order in La"!xSrxCuO' for x = %!1
and the characteristic wave length of four lattice constants. Spin-ladder models in the
framework of the t–J model, either site or bond centered, proved quite successful in
the description of the spin properties of the striped cuprates [%#$–%%']. !e inclusion
of spin correlations into our microscopic theory is therefore a desirable extension and
a project within the real space formulation of our model. !e solution as presented
here is therefore not meant as a theory for the stripe phase in the cuprates, but it is a
proof of principle that a microscopic pairing Hamiltonian can exhibit a time-inversion
symmetric +nite momentum pairing groundstate in zero magnetic +eld.

In chapter %#, we introduce the formalism of the Gor’kov equations and their solution.
We further show that the model is equivalently solvable by diagonalizing a mean-+eld
pairing Hamiltonian using the Bogoliubov transformation method, or by extending
the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations adequately in real space. A detailed analysis of
the solutions of the model is given in section %% with focus on the striped PDW state
with pair momenta q and "q. In section %" we eventually return to the problem of .ux
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+ Introduction

periodicities of superconducting loops, which we investigate with focus on the new
e,ects emerging from the possibility of coexisting pair momenta. We show that the
realization of PDW states in loops allows for a number of new .ux periodicities, in
particular 0#!' periodicity, and even the emergence of fractional .ux quanta.
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$# Formalism
In the following we introduce the mathematical formalism necessary for the theoretical
description of the coexistence of di,erent pair momenta. We concentrate on the Green’s
function technique for the description of superconductivity, relying on the Gor’kov
equations. !is technique is treated as detailed as necessary for the description of the
characteristic e,ects arising from the coexistence of di,erent pairmomenta in section %#.%.
A derivation of the Gor’kov equations and a collection of formulae for the description
of the PDW state is given in appendix D. In analogy to the solution of the Gor’kov
equations, it is straightforward to extend the well-established Bogoliubov transformation
method for superconductivity with +nite momentum pairing, or the Bogoliubov - de
Gennes equations in real space to allow for di,erent pair momenta. We introduce these
latter techniques in section %#." and more detailed in appendix D.* and D.'.

$#.$ Gor’kov Equations
We start from a tight binding Hamiltonian on a square lattice with N sites and periodic
boundary conditions

! =!
k,s

(kc†kscks + %
N !

q
!
k,k!

!
s,s!

V(k, k", q)c†ksc†!k+qs!c!k!+qs!ck!s . (%#.%)

with an attractive interaction V(k, k", q) and kx , ky, qx , and qy ! ["!, !]. With a nearest
and next-nearest neighbor hopping amplitude t and t", respectively, the single-electron
dispersion has the form

(k = ""t /cos kx + cos ky0 + 't" cos kx cos ky " µ. (%#.")

For the superconducting state with singlet pairing, we use the BCS type mean-+eld
decoupling scheme and approximate (c†k"c†!k+q!c!k!+q!ck!") ! (c†k"c†!k+q!)(c!k!+q!ck!").
!e system is then represented by the spin independent imaginary time Green’s func-
tion "(k, k", )) = "(T)cks())c†k!s(#)), and the anomalous propagators #(k, k", )) =(T)cks())c!k!s!(#)) and ##(k, k", )) = (T)c†!ks())c†k!s!(#)) for s " s". !e Hamilto-
nian (%#.%) allows for other mean-+eld terms which correspond to charge order and
do not appear in standard BCS theory.!ese we neglect in the present formalism and
introduce them in section %#." in a formalism more convenient for this purpose.
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"! Formalism

!e Heisenberg equations of motion for the normal and anomalous Green’s functions
lead to the Gor’kov equations [(1]:

"(k, k",*n) = "#(k,*n) &'kk! "!
q
)(k, q)##(k " q, k",*n)' , (%#.*)

#(k, k",*n) = "#(k,*n)!
q
)(k, q)"("k","k + q,"*n), (%#.')

##(k, k",*n) = ""#("k,"*n)!
q
)#(k, q)"(k + q, k",*n). (%#.()

where "#(k,*n) = [i*n " (k]!% is the Green’s function in the normal state. !e order
parameter )(k, q) is determined by the self-consistency condition

)(k, q) = "T
N !

n
!
k!
V(k, k", q)#(k", k" " q,*n). (%#.&)

)#(k, q) = "T
N !

n
!
k!
V(k, k", q)##(k" " q, k",*n). (%#.-)

!e normal and anomalous Green’s functions have +nite values only under the follow-
ing conditions:

"(k, k",*n) " # if
DEEFEEG
k" = k,
k" = k + q " q" and)(k, q) " #, )(k", q") " #

(%#.1)

#(k, k",*n) " # if k" = k " q and )(k, q) " # (%#.$)
##(k, k",*n) " # if k" = k + q and )(k, q) " # (%#.%#)

Inserting Eq. (%#.') into Eq. (%#.*) leads to a system of coupled equations for the Green’s
function:

"(k + q%, k + q",*n) = "#(k + q%,*n))(k + q%, q%)"#("k,"*n)
& [)#(k, q%)"(k + q%, k + q",*n) + )#(k, q")"(k + q", k + q",*n)]!% . (%#.%%)

In principle, equation (%#.%%) can be solved numerically for all k and *n to obtain exact
solutions of Gor’kov’s equations, but this is a rather extensive task. Assuming that"n "(k, k",*n)' "n "(k, k,*n) for k " k", which will be veri+ed a posteriori, "(k +
q%, k + q",*n) is approximated by keeping only the term proportional to "(k + q", k +
q",*n) in the denominator in Eq. (%#.%%) and the sum over q in (%#.*) – (%#.() drops
out. Within this approximation the Gor’kov equations are solved analytically, as shown
below.
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"!." Gor’kov Equations

To +nd explicit solutions of the Gor’kov equations we choose an ansatz for a self
consistent solution consisting of Q trial vectors q%, . . . , qQ and set )(k, q) = # for all
other values of q " qi . !ereby we test selected combinations of q-vectors for self
consistent solutions. !e Green’s function can then be rearranged as

"(k, k,*n)= #i("i*n " (!k+qi)(i*n " (k)#
i
("i*n " (!k+qi)+!

i
)(k, qi))#(k " qi , qi)#

j!i ("i*n " (!k+q j) ,
(%#.%")

where the products and sums over i and j run from % to Q. !e denominator of
"(k, k,*n) is a polynomial in *n of degree Q + %, whose zeros E,(k), , = #, . . . ,Q,
constitute the energy spectrum of the system. If Q ( *, one can obtain algebraic ex-
pressions for E,(k), which are given in appendix D.".' for Q = ". One obtains the
momentum occupation probability function n(k) by summing over *n, which leads to

n(k) = "T!
n
"(k, k,*n) = "!

,
u"
,(k) f (E,(k)), (%#.%*)

where

u"
,(k) = #i[E,(k) " (!k+qi]

#
0!,

[E,(k) " E0(k)] . (%#.%')

and the products and sums over , and 0 run from # toQ. !e factor " in Eq. (%#.%*) comes
from the sum over spin " and #. Analogously one +nds the anomalous probabilities

ñ(k, qi) = T!
n
#(k, k " qi ,*n) = )(k, qi)!

,
w"

,(k, qi) f (E,("k + qi)) (%#.%()

with

w"
,(k, qi) = " # j!i[E,("k + qi) " (!k+qi!q j]

#
0!,

[E,("k + qi) " E0("k + qi)] . (%#.%&)

!e conventional BCS solution is realized forQ = %with just two quasiparticle bands and
q = 0. Generally, one obtains a set of "Q coupled self-consistency equations for )(k, qi):

)(k, qi)
V#,%

= "T
N !

k!
)(k", qi)ñ(k, qi), (%#.%-)

for an on-site interaction strength V# or a nearest-neighbor interaction strength V%.
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"! Formalism

$#.! Extended Bogoliubov Transformation
!e mean-+eld decoupling scheme used above leads to an extended BCS-type Hamilto-
nian of the form

! =!
k,s

(kc†kck +!
k
!
q
-)#(k, q)c!k+q!ck" + )(k, q)c†k"c†!k+q!. (%#.%1)

Taking the same ansatz for a set of Q pair momenta as for the solution of the Gor’kov
equations, the Hamiltonian (%#.%1) can be written in matrix form using a hermitian(Q + %) & (Q + %)matrix. Because the structure of this formalism is evident already for
Q = ", we present here all equations for Q = ". !e generalization to an arbitrary Q is
given in appendix D.* and D.'. !us we obtain the Hamiltonian

! =!
k
9c†k", c!k+q%!, c!k+q"!:LMN

"(k!* )(k, q%) )(k, q")
)#(k, q%) ""(!k+q%!* #
)#(k, q") # ""(!k+q"!*

OPQ
LMMN

ck"
c†!k+q%!
c†!k+q"!

OPPQ . (%#.%$)

To diagonalize (%#.%$), we use a Bogoliubov transformation of the form

a,(k) = u#,(k)ck" + u%,(k)c!k+q%! + u",(k)c!k+q"! (%#."#)

for , = #, %, ", where we construct fermionic quasi-particle operators a,(k) from one
electron-creation operator and two hole-creation operators and the three coherence
factors u%,",*(k) that we derive from diagonalzing the * & *matrix in (%#.%$). !e Hamil-
tonian (%#.%$) then becomes

! =!
k
/E#(k)a†#(k)a#(k) + E%(k)a†% (k)a%(k) + E"(k)a†"(k)a"(k)0 (%#."%)

with the three bands of eigenenergies E#(k), E%(k) and E"(k). For Q = " one can diago-
nalize the Hamiltonian (%#.%$) analytically. !e eigenenergies E,(k) are thereby given
by the zeros of a polynomial identical to that in the denominator of the Green’s function
in (%#.%"), and are therefore identical to the ones obtained from the Gor’kov equations.
Further, one +nds that u"

,(k) = u"
#,(k) and w"

,(k, qi) = ui,(k)u#,(k). !us the Bogoli-
ubov transformation method is equivalent to the approximated Gor’kov equations.
!e three energy bands E#,%,"(k) are ploted in +gure %#.% for the parameters used for

the PDW solution in chapter %%." and (a) q% = q" = # and (b) q% = (!!*, #) together
with q" = ("!!*, #). In the standard d-wave state (a), E#(k) and E"(k) are identical to
the upper and lower band in standard BCS theory, while E%(k) = (k is identical to the
normal state dispersion. !e coherence factors u,%(k) vanish in this case, therefore the
band E%(k) is unoccupied and physically irrelevant. For +nite q% " q", E%(k) becomes
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"!.$ Extended Bogoliubov Transformation

(a) (b)

Figure 10.1: Eigenenergies E0(kx, ky) (blue), E1(kx, ky) (black) and E2(kx, ky) (turquoise) of the Hamilto-
nian (10.19) with nearest-neighbor pairing as a function of kx for 60 equidistant values of
ky in [!#, #], t# = 0.3t and V1 = t. (a) Standard d-wave state with q1 = q2 = 0. (b) Finite
momentum pairing state with q1 = (#/3, 0) and q2 = !q1.

populated and the three bands intertwine around EF. In (b), E#(k) has minima for
kx = ±!!* for certain values of ky, while the minima of the other ky are at kx = ±!. !e
minima of E"(k) are at kx = # and kx = "!!*. !is indicates a charge density modulation
in real space in x-direction with wave vector K = ("!!*, #) and a corresponding wave
length *a. !e folding of the Brillouin zone is however not complete, because there is no
kx where the derivative !E,(k)!!kx = # for all ky.
By the transformation (%#."#) the anomalous probability function ñ(k, qi) becomes

ñ(k, qi) = (c!k+qi!ck") =!
,
ui,(k)u#,(k) f (E,(k)) (%#."")

for i = %, ", which leads to the same self-consistency equation for the order parameters
)(k, qi) as in equation (%#.%-).
An advantage of the Bogoliubov transformation method is that it is simple to extend

the pairing Hamiltonian (%#.%$) to include a mean-+eld charge order parameter 1(q)
for charge order with wave vector q. It appears naturally as the matrix elements where
the matrix in (%#.%$) has zeros. A detailed derivation of 1(q) is given in appendix D.*.*
together with a corresponding self-consistency equation similar to the one for )s,d(q).

In real space, the analogon of the Hamiltonian (%#.%$) is

! = 9c†" , c!, c!:LMN
"t̂!* )̂% )̂"
)̂#% "t̂#!* #
)̂#" # ""t̂#!"

OPQ
LMN
c"
c†!
c†!

OPQ . (%#."*)

It constitutes together with the self-consistency equation

)l ,i j = V%!
n
!
,
ul,niu#

#,n j f (E,n), (%#."')
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"! Formalism

the set of extended Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations, derived in appendix D.'. With
an order parameter )l ,i j = )i je iql(i+ j)!", one obtains solutions with pair momenta ql ,
equivalent to the ones from the Hamiltonian (%#.%$) in momentum space.
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$$ !e Pair Density Wave Solution
In section %%.% we analyze under which conditions di,erent pair momenta can coexist,
and in particular, which speci+c pair momenta coexist.!e answer depends on a number
of parameters. Most important is the result that stable solutions withQ & " exist only for
unconventional pairing symmetries, here generated by a nearest-neighbor interaction.
For a large range of parameters, one distinct solution is the most stable one: the striped
PDW state with Q = " and pair momenta q% = "q" = (q, #). !e characteristic properties
and stability range of this state are investigated in section %%.", together with an analysis
of why +nite momentum pairing can energetically be favorable.

$$.$ Solutions of the Self-Consistency Equation
At this stage we have to decide what subsets of pair momenta are interesting candidates
for stable solutions of the self-consistency equation (%#.%-). !e order parameters for
di,erent pair momenta compete against each other for the available electrons at the
Fermi surface. Consequently, the chances for +nding a stable solution are better the
smaller Q is. Further, because of the competition, no q should be distinguished from the
others in a particular solution of the Gor’kov equations, and therefore all q should have
the same absolute value in this particular solution, which gives time reversal invariant
combinations of pair momenta. On a square lattice, this leaves only a small number of
possible sets with Q & ":

Q = " ) {(q, #), ("q, #)}, {(#, q), (#,"q)}, {(q, q), ("q,"q)}, {(q,"q), ("q, q)},
Q = ' ) {(q, #), ("q, #), (#, q), (#,"q)}, {(q, q), ("q,"q), (q,"q), ("q, q)},
Q = 1 ) {(q, #) ± (#, d), ("q, #) ± (#, d), (#, q) ± (d , #), (#,"q) ± (d , #)},

for some d ful+lling the lattice-vector condition. !ese are the sets of pair momenta that
have been considered in the Ginzburg-Landau model for the PDW state [%#%]. From the
considerations above we expect the +rst two combinations with Q = " to be the most
stable ones and the one with Q = 1 to be the least stable one, i.e., it requires the strongest
pairing interaction strength to be stabilized.

For the solution of the self-consistency equation (%#.%-), the exact form of the pairing
interaction is crucial. We describe conventional pairing, originating from an on-site
interaction, by a constant interaction V(k, k", q) = V% in momentum space and a cor-
responding conventional s-wave order parameter )(qi). As the simplest ansatz that
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"" #e Pair Density Wave Solution

allows for unconventional pairing, we choose an attractive interaction between elec-
trons on neighboring sites. In the singlet channel this is equivalent to the interaction
V(k, k", q) = Vs(k, k", q) +Vd(k, k", q) in momentum space, with factorizable extended
s-wave and d-wave components Vs(k, k", q) and Vd(k, k", q), where

Vs,d(k, k", q) = V%$s,d(k " q!")$s,d(k" " q!"). (%%.%)

V > # is the attractive pairing interaction strength and $s(k) = cos kx + cos ky and
$d(k) = cos kx " cos ky. !us the order parameter for nearest-neighbor interaction is

)(k, q) = )s(q)$s(k " q!") + )d(q)$d(k " q!"). (%%.")

!e vector q labels mean-+eld solutions which correspond to order parameters in real
space with phase winding numbers qx and qy in x- and y-direction, respectively. Insert-
ing V(k, k", q) into (%#.%-) gives the simpli+ed self-consistency equation for )(qi)

)(qi)
V#

= " %
N !

k!
ñ(k, qi) (%%.*)

and for )s(q) and )d(q), respectively:
)s,d(qi)

V%
= " %

N !
k!

$s,d(k" " qi!")ñ(k, qi). (%%.')

Equation (%%.*) or (%%.') is solved iteratively for each q in a given set. If the interaction
strength V#,% exceeds a certain threshold value, all of the symmetric sets above provide
time reversal invariant solutions with identical )(qi) > # or )s,d(qi) > #, respectively,
for all i and a wide range of di,erent pair momenta q. But, and that is crucial, only for
nearest-neigbor pairing can these solutions be stable against deviations in the initial
values of the order parameters. Namely, for s-wave pairing with constant V#, they
decay into the BCS state with the pair momentum qi that had the largest initial order
parameter. !e PDW solutions in fact correspond to energy maxima of the s-wave
pairing Hamiltonian. !e situation is di,erent for the nearest-neighbor interaction:
Above a critical interaction strength Vc%, the time-reversal invariant PDW solutions
become stabilized against unequal initial values, i.e., they represent local minima in
E = (!) [equation (%%.&)] and become the groundstate for a V% larger than a further
critical interaction strengthVc". As anticipated,Vc% is smallest for the stripe state with pair
momenta (±q, #) or (#,±q) parallel to an axis of the lattice. For the diagonal stripe state,
Vc% is larger, and it is much larger (around three times the value of the stripe state) for the
checkerboard states with Q = ' and the Q = 1 state, because for smaller V%, these states
lie on saddle points of E and decay into a PDW state with smallerQ. Another interesting
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""." Solutions of the Self-Consistency Equation

(a) (b)

Figure 11.1: (a) Total energy E/N = $H%/N for different values of q1 (x-axis) and q2 (note that the y-axis
shows !q2) for ( = 0.8, V1 = 2.4t and t# = 0.3t. For most combinations of q1 and q2, the
order parameter for the pair momentum with larger absolute value is zero, except within
the structure emerging from the diagonal where q1 = !q2. The global minimum lies in
this structure, where q1 and q2 coexist. (b) A finer resolution of the minimum reveals that
there are actually two minima for two pair momenta on both sides of the diagonal.

observation is that for the nearest-neighbor interaction, asymmetric stable solutions of
the PDW type are possible, where )s,d(q) is di,erent for di,erent q. !ese states break
time-inversion symmetry and represent current carrying states. Such solutions appear
in the selfc-onsistency loop preferably for exactly zero temperature and vanish for small
temperatures # < T ' Tc. !ese solutions belong to tiny local minima in E resulting
from the discrete formulation of the tight-binding model (c.f. +gure %%.%).

!e physical properties of the di,erent PDW states are similar. !e presence of more
than one pair momentum leads to spacial inhomogeneity, which gives rise to an extended
s-wave component )s(q) of the superconducting order parameter that rises from zero
for q = # to typically around %#% percents of )d(q) for q = !!". !e PDW state develops
a charge order de+ned by the superposition of all linear charge density waves with wave
vectors K = qi " q j, for which the Green’s function "(k, k +K,*n) is +nite [c.f. (%#.1)
and equation (%%.-) below]. !ese properties and their consequences will be analyzed
in the following on the most common PDW solutions: the symmetric stripe state with
q = (±q, #) along the x-direction and )s,d(q) = )s,d("q).
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"" #e Pair Density Wave Solution

$$.! !e Superconducting Charge-Stripe State
To analyze the properties of the stripe state, we choose parameters typical for the descrip-
tion of high-Tc superconductors, i.e. t" = #.*t and a mean-charge density # = #.1. !e
qualitative behavior of the solution of the Gor’kov equations is however independent
of these choices. To further test the stability of the charge-stripe solution, we solved
Eq. (%#.%-) iteratively for various selected combinations of pair momenta and di,erent
initial values of the corresponding order parameters. In particular, we investigated the
stability of the above solution against decay into the q = 0 state by using an ansatz with
the three center of mass momenta {(q, #), ("q, #), (#, #)}, but for V% > Vc%, the +nite
momentum pairing proves stable.
So far we have veri+ed that stable +nite momentum pairing solutions of the self-

consistency equation exist. !ey refer to local minima of the free energy. To determine
the groundstate at T = #, the global minimum of the total energy

E = (!) =!
k
(kn(k) + %

V%
!
i
/)"

s(qi) + )"
d(qi)0 (%%.()

# Ekin + Epot (%%.&)

has to be determined with respect to all q. Figure %%.% (a) shows the energy E!N = (!)!N
for the two pair momenta (q%, #) (x-axis) and (q", #) (note that the y-axis shows "q").
On the diagonal are the time inversion symmetric PDW states. For most combinations of
q% and q", the order parameter for the pair momentum with larger absolute value is zero
(i.e. no coexistence of di,erent pair momenta), except within the structure emerging
from zero on the diagonal. In this structure the pair momenta q% and q" coexist, and
the global minimum lies in its center, which, for the parameters of +gure %%.%, is close to
q% = "q" = !!*. A +ner resolution of the minimum [+gure %%.% (b)] reveals that for +nite
system sizes and T = #, there are actually two minima for two neighboring discrete pair
momenta on both sides of the diagonal. !is spontaneous symmetry breaking might be
the reason for the emergence of asymmetric solutions at T = #. At small but +nite T , the
two minima blur and merge to a single minimum at q% = "q". In the deep purple regime
of (a), the system is in the normal state.

At cut along the diagonal given by q% = "q" = q of E is shown in +gure %%." (a) for di,er-
ent V%. !e typical q-dependence of E has a minimum at q = # and a further minimum
for q > #. !e minimum at q = # corresponds to the standard d-wave superconducting
state. With increasing V%, the energy of the minimum at +nite q decreases, accompanied
by a shi! to larger q. !is implies the existence of a critical interaction strength Vc",
depending on t" and the mean electron density # = %!N"k n(k), above which the +nite
momentum pairing state is the groundstate. !e optimal q depends sensitively on V%,
t" and #, but it is typically found in between q $ !!1 and q $ !!" for a wide parameter
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"".$ #e Superconducting Charge-Stripe State

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 11.2: (a) Energy E = $H% as a function of the pair momentum q = (q, 0) for different pairing
interaction strengths V1. Calculations were performed for a 384 # 384 lattice with fixed
electron density ( = 0.8 and t# = 0.3t. For these parameters, the finite momentum pairing
state becomes the groundstate for V1 > Vc2 ! 2.2t with q = #/3. (b) Kinetic energy Ekin
and (c) potential energy Epot for the same system.

range. Typically, Vc" increases for deceasing # and is minimal for t" $ #."(t. Whereas
for the parameters chosen above, Vc" $ "."t, one +nds for # = % and t" = # a Vc" $ 't.
For even larger values of V% (*&t), our calculations identi+ed the groundstate to be of a
checkerboard type with Q = ' and with pair momenta {(±q, #), (#,±q)}, or of the type
containing eight pair momenta (V% $ $t).
At +rst glance, the appearance of an energy minimum at +nite q without a magnetic

+eld is surprising and even irritating, because of the cost in kinetic energy inevitable in
the formation of Cooper pairs with +nite pair momentum. A clue for the origin of the
energy gain is provided by the fact that the +nite-q minimum is absent for conventional
pairing and by an analysis of the kinetic energy Ekin and the potential energy Epot [see
equation (%%.&)] separately. Figure %%." (b) shows Ekin as a function of q. As expected, it
has a minimum at q = # and increases for increasing q. But at a certain value of q, Ekin
decreases again. !is decrease is caused by a decrease of the order parameter )d(±q)
and thus by a decrease of the number of paired electrons. !is behavior is normal, even
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"" #e Pair Density Wave Solution

for a conventional BCS superconducting state, because it occupies electron states which
are above EF. In conventional superconductors, the decrease of Ekin is dominated by an
increase of Epot, thus the total energy E grows for a shrinking order parameter.!is is not
so for the PDW state with unconventional pairing symmetry! As shown in +gure %%." (c),
Epot increases barely, or even decreases for increasing q, ifV% is strong enough.!e reason
for this behavior is that for +nite q, the nodes of the order parameters )d(q) and )d("q)
shi! relative to each other in momentum space, and this shi! is maximal for q = !!".
!e condensate represented by )d(q) contains therefore electrons with momenta that lie
at the nodes of )d("q) and cannot be paired in this second condensate, and vice versa.
In this way, more potential energy can be gained from the pairing interaction. Because
this mechanism to increase the gain of potential energy is only possible in the presence
of gap nodes, it becomes evident why on-site pairing cannot sustain a PDW state with
coexisting di,erent pair momenta.
For the +nite-q groundstate solutions the charge density #(r) = "s(c†ri scri s) has an

oscillatory part arising from the o,-diagonal terms of the Green’s function:

#(r) = %
N !

k

;<<<<=n(k) + "!
i! j e

i(qi!q j)%rT!
n
"(k + qi , k + q j,*n)

>????@ . (%%.-)

For the q = (±q, #) state the charge density forms a sinusoidal stripe pattern with wave
number "q. Correspondingly, the charge density varies as

#(r) = # + #% cos("qx), (%%.1)

with an amplitude #%!# $ "% for the parameters used in this section. !is justi+es
the assumption of small charge modulations in the approximation for#(k, k",*n) in
section %#.%. For q = !!*, the wavelength of the stripe pattern is therefore three lattice
constants. For larger # and consequently larger V%, the wave length is shorter and the
amplitude #%!# typically larger.

!e chargemodulation in the superconducting state suggests to include a self-consistent
charge density wave order parameter 1(k) in the mean-+eld decoupling scheme of the
Hamiltonian (%#.%). !is is achieved easiest within the extended Bogoliubov transforma-
tion, as shown in appendix D.*.*, and 1(k) has to be calculated self consistently for each
k. We have analyzed this extension with coexisting order parameters for superconducting
and charge density wave order for selected cases.!e presence of 1(k) in (%#.%) lowers
the total energy E a few tenth of a percent and thus “tends” to stabilize the PDW state.
Compared to )d(q), 1(k) remains small for all k and does not change the solutions
qualitatively.

!e PDW state has further characteristic properties that are at variance with a BCS like
d-wave superconductor (with q = #).!e density of statesD(E) = "k ImG(k, k, E"i#+),
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"".$ #e Superconducting Charge-Stripe State

(a) (b)

Figure 11.3: (a) Density of states D(E) of the groundstate solutions for interaction strength V1 = 2t and
V1 = 2.2t, corresponding to q = 0 and q = #/3, respectively. The other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 11.2. The coherence peaks of the q = 0 state are split due to the van Hove
singularity of the two dimensional tight-binding dispersion. (b) Local density of states for
q = #/3 on a site with higher density (green) and on a site with lower density (purple).

where ImG is the imaginary part of the analytical continuation of" to the real frequency
axis, is shown in Fig. %%.* (a). For q = !!*, the density of states bears little resemblance to
a d-wave like gap. It is +nite for all energies, even at EF, and there are four coherence
peaks, originating from the edges of the three bands E%,",*(k) (compare with +gure %#.%
and +gure D.% in appendix D.".'). A similar splitting is observed for current carrying
d-wave states [**,&1] which originates from the Doppler shi! of the +nite momentum
eigenstates. !e two peaks at energies E < #, as well as one coherence peak for q = #, are
themselves split because of the van Hove singularity which is found at approximately
E $ t in the normal state. Because the charge stripes are three lattice constants wide,
there is a site in the center of the stripe with higher density and on both sides of this a
site with lower density.!e local density of states on these sites is slightly di,erent, as
shown in +gure %#." (b).

Figure %%.' displays the characteristic momentum space properties of the PDW state
for the same parameter set as before and, for comparison, of the d-wave superconductor
with q = #. !e same plots, but for a particle-hole symmetric system with # = % and t" = #,
and for the checkerboard state are shown in +gure %%.(. In the PDW state, the momentum
distribution function n(k) develops structures with sharp boundaries.!ese boundaries
consist of lines in momentum space where E,(k) = #, for , = #, % or " and indicate a
Fermi-surface reconstruction. !e occupation probability of the zero-energy states is
+nite only within a certain range around the points inmomentum space, where the nodes
of the d-wave superconductor lie, and thereby they generate the Fermi-arc like structures
in +gure %%.' (d). For t" = #, the results are similar to those obtained in reference [%#(].
!e pair density P(k) = "i P(k, k " qi), where P"(k, k") = "(c†k"c†!k!!)(c!k!!ck"), clearly
shows that the +ngershaped momentum-space structures of n(k) contain unpaired
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electrons only. !ese structures close and form Fermi pockets for suitable parameters,
as in +gure %%.( (a), (c) and (e). !e overall number of pairs is smaller in the PDW state
than in the q = # state. !is seems to contradict the fact that it has the lower energy. !e
latter, however, consists of both the kinetic energy, which rises in the SC state and acts
against the formation of pairs, and the gain of condensation energy.!e optimal balance
between these two contributions depends on details of the single particle kinetic energy
(k and the interaction potential V(k, k", q) and does not generally favor a larger number
of paired electrons.

$$.% Conclusions
Wehave shown that the extended BCS theorywith attractive nearest-neighbor interaction
provides self-consistent solutions with the simultaneous formation of electron pairs with
center-of-mass momenta q and "q, or, for larger interaction strength V%, four or eight
di,erent pair momenta with equal absolute value. It is a microscopic solution which
constitutes a stable macroscopic state of the PDW type which was proposed to describe
the striped SC phase in hole doped "%' cuprates. !is +nite momentum pairing state is
the groundstate beyond a critical interaction strength Vc". Vc" depends sensitively on
the band +lling # and ranges from Vc" $ %.'t for # = #.& to Vc" $ 't for # = %. !is is
consistent with the result in reference [%#*] that only the uniform phase with +xed q can
be the groundstate of the BCS Hamiltonian in the weak coupling limit.

Our results demonstrate as a proof of principle that stable groundstate solutions of the
pairing Hamiltonian (%#.%) exist with coexisting +nite momentum pairing amplitudes
for center-of-mass momenta q = (q, #) and "q; these solutions are absent for an attrac-
tive contact interaction. Due to the concomitant striped charge density modulation
with wave vector K = "q, a connection to the striped superconductor La%(!1Ba%!1CuO'
appears tempting. However, in these materials spin correlations are essential because
of the presence of spin-order patterns, and as a source of the characteristic %!1 doping
anomaly [%%"] and the charge order wave length of four lattice constants.
Because the most relevant correlations are not diagonal in momentum space, an

extension of the present model in this direction is most convenient in the third ap-
proach described in section %#.": the extended Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations in real
space. !e inclusion of correlations leading to spin order in the Bogoliubov - de Gennes
equations has been used widely in the connection of magnetization appearing around
impurities or in vortex cores [-(,-1,1#,1%] of high-Tc cuprates. Of particular interest is
the inclusion of an on-site repulsion term of the formU"i(ni"c†i!ci! + ni!c†i"ci") into the
real-space Hamiltonian (%#."*), which is known to generate spin order for large potential
U [%%(], or a mean-+eld order parameter for the magnetization: J""i j#,s s mjc†iscis, where
mi = (ni" " ni!)!' [-(, -$, 1#]. !e formalism is well established in the description
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of d-wave superconductors. However, the generation of a PDW state by an iterative
solution of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations is nontrivial, even in the absence of
spin correlations. While in momentum space the pair momentum of the order parameter
)s,d(ql) is +xed, in real space ql is selected only by the initial phase gradient eiql %(i+ j)!"
of )l ,i j. !ere is a tendency, which grows for larger valuesV% and ql , that the system does
not converge into the PDW state, but into the homogeneous d-wave state. Nevertheless,
we have con+rmed the existence of the energy minimum for +nite q above a critical
interaction strength Vc" in the same range as obtained in momentum space. Also the
general dependence on the mean-charge density # has been con+rmed, but we have
not yet succeeded to reproduce the results from momentum space systematically over
a large parameter range. !e establishment of a solid microscopic description of the
PDW state including spin correlations is an ongoing and future project, which should
explore the parameter space V% – U – J and hopefully provides a basic understanding of
the superconducting stripe state in cuprates.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11.4: Momentum space properties of the finite momentum pairing state with q = #/3 and
the same parameters as in Fig. 11.3 (right panels) and for comparison the d-wave
superconductor for q = 0 (left panels). (a), (b): Occupation probability function n(k).
(c), (d): Density of states with zero energy ImG(k, k, 0 ! i%) (here: % = 0.04t). (e), (f): Pair
density P(k).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11.5: Same as in figure 11.4, but for different parameters. Left panels: q = #/2, V1 = 4t ( = 1
and t# = 0. Right panels: Checkerboard state with the same parameters as above, except
V1 = 6t.
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$! Unusual Flux Periodicities in
Superconducting Loops

At this point it is worthwhile to return to back to “the” initial problem which originally
motivated this work: What mechanism might be responsible for the appearance of .ux
oscillations with periodicities other than 0#!" in SQUIDs, or generally in superconduct-
ing loops made of unconventional superconductors? We have discussed thoroughly the
origin of a 0# Fourier component arising in d-wave loops, but the observed oscillations
with shorter wave length remained unexplained, apart from the somewhat unsatisfactory
models for the formation of electron quartets or droplets mentioned in the introduction.
Here we introduce a much simpler ansatz for a theory of higher .ux periodicities

that bases exclusively on the pairing Hamiltonian (%#.%) of the extended BCS theory.
Although it is far from being an established theory, it shows that allowing the coexistence
of di,erent pair momenta gives rise to a rich variety of possible .ux periodicities in
superconducting loops.
!ere are actually two distinct mechanisms leading to higher .ux periodicities.!e

+rst ansatz follows from the Ginzburg-Landau model of the PDW state [%##–%#", %#'],
and provides a possibility for a 0#!' .ux periodicity. In these publications it was shown
that the Ginzburg-Landau functional for a composite order parameter of the form
)(r) = )q(r)ei!q%r + )!qe!iq%r contains terms of the form )'e(r) = )q(r))!q(r), which
corresponds to a charge-'e superconductor where electron quartets emerge from non-
linear coupling between the order parameters for pair momenta q and "q. !e pure
charge-'e superconducting state, where only )'e contributes, shows .ux quantization in
0#!', but exists only in special circumstances [%#']. A more realistic scenario seems to
be the emergence of0#!' vortices, which occur naturally at dislocations of charge stripes
in the PDW state [%#%]. In this context, the combination of more than two di,erent
pair momenta (such as the checkerboard state with four pair momenta or a state with
three pair momenta in a triangular lattice) can lead to other fractional .ux quanta. Our
microscopic model contains the coupling between the order parameters for di,erent
pair momenta and should therefore be able to describe0#!'-vortices, e.g., by generating
stripe dislocations in the solution of the extended Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations in
real space.
!e second ansatz is a straightforward extension of the cylinder model we used in

part I. By solving the generalized pairing Hamiltonian (%#.%) on a cylinder geometry, we
investigate which combination of pair momenta is the groundstate for di,erent values
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Figure 12.1: Total groundstate energy E($) and supercurrent J($) calculated in a 40 # 40 lattice with
V1 = 3t and half band filling. In (a), in the flux regimes underlaid in blue, the groundstate
is a d-wave superconductor, whereas in the regimes underlaid in pink, it is a mixed state
with the two pair momenta of the neighboring d-wave states. The supercurrent shown in
(b) has four jumps in one flux period at the flux values, where the groundstate changes
the pairing type.

of the magnetic .ux " threading the cylinder. In particular, one might guess that for
" = %!', where in the BCS superconductor changes the pair momentum q from zero to
one, the coexistence of q = # and q = % could be the groundstate. !is mechanism would
produce an additional minimum around .ux values ("n + %)!', n ! Z and thus generate
an 0#!' .ux periodicity.

To test this idea, we take the simplest possible kinetic energy (k(")with t" = #, and half
+lling with µ = #. To verify the possibility of the coexistence of di,erent pair momenta
in certain .ux regimes, we select the groundstate energy E(") out of two candidates:
the d-wave superconductor with pair momentum q(") as in part I, and the mixed state
with pair momenta q and q + %. !e result is shown in +gure %".% for pairing interaction
strength V% = *t. For integer and half-integer values of ", the groundstate is the d-wave
superconductor with pair momentum q = "". But between these .ux values, there
appear additional minima in E(") which belong to the q and q + %mixed state, where q
is the pair momentum of the neighboring d-wave regime to the le!. For increasing V%,
these new minima are lowered considerably in energy and the .ux regime where the
mixed state is favored grows. For V% % 't, we expect the groundstate to be of the PDW
type for all values of ". It is interesting to notice that the mixed state minima appear not
at .ux values ("n + %)!', but are shi!ed a notch towards the nearest integer. !e .ux
regimes with a d-wave groundstate are underlaid n blue in +gure %".% (a) and the .ux
regimes of the mixed state in pink.
At the .ux values where the condensate reconstructs to a di,erent pairing type, the

supercurrent J("), shown in +gure %".% (b), is discontinuous. !e four jumps in one
.ux period of 0# are not distributed equally, which might be an e,ect of small system
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size. Nevertheless this kind of saw-tooth pattern has a dominant Fourier component
corresponding to 0#!' periodicity.

Of course a much more thorough analysis is required to predict the e,ective ground-
state of nodal superconducting loops for all .ux values and parameters. But this one
example proves that additional minima in the total energy can emerge in the groundstate
of an extended pairing Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor pairing, which leads to higher
.ux periodicities in .ux threaded superconducting loops and even generate fractional
.ux quanta – a concept that deserves further analysis in a future project.
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$% Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, we investigated novel properties of unconventional superconductors, which
arise from nodal states for electron pairing with +nite center-of-mass momentum. In
the following we summarize the two +elds which developed in the course of this thesis,
present an outlook on the questions that remained unsolved, and suggest future projects
to tackle them

Flux periodicities in superconducting loops:
!e initial motivation of this work was to +nd the origin of unusual .ux oscillations
observed in YBCO SQUIDs, which cannot be explained by the standard theory of super-
conducting loops and Josephson junctions. !e reason why these +ndings are important
may be traced to a large part to the historical development of the theory of superconduc-
tivity andmore generally to the gauge invariance of quantummechanics.!e observation
of .ux oscillations with periodicities di,erent from hc!"e in unconventional supercon-
ductors proved the incompleteness of the initial evaluations of the .ux periodicity in the
BCS theory, or even the presence of a non-BCS type of superconducting state in the case
of fractional .ux periodicities.
!e focus of our analysis turned mostly on the phenomenon of hc!e periodic oscil-

lations of the supercurrent in loops with d-wave pairing symmetry. !is periodicity is
typical for the .ux dependence of persistent currents in clean normal metal loops, as we
have discussed in chapter % and is fundamental for all multiply connected systems with
electronic charge carriers. We introduced a one dimensional model in momentum space
for the supercurrent which intuitively describes the crossover from the hc!e periodic
normal metal loop to the hc!"e periodic superconducting loop. From this model we
learned in particular that a superconducting loop is strictly hc!"e periodic only in the
limit of an in+nite loop radius. However, for a conventional s-wave superconductor,
the hc!e periodic part of the supercurrent vanishes exponentially if the loop radius is
larger than the superconducting coherence length $. If this condition is ful+lled, the
energy spectrum is fully gaped for all values of the magnetic .ux threading the loop.
Consequently, the occupation probability of each quasi-particle state is independent of
the .ux, which is the decisive condition for the supercurrent to be hc!"e periodic.

In superconducting loops with a nodal gap structure, there is no characteristic length
scale for the loop size like the coherence length $, above which the occupation probability
is .ux independent. !e density of states is +nite arbitrarily close the Fermi energy EF for
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nodal superconductors, and allows for a .ux dependent occupation probability. Because
the number of energy levels close to EF is di,erent for even and odd multiples of the
superconducting .ux quantum hc!"e, the number of states reoccupied as a function of
the .ux is also di,erent in the corresponding .ux regimes, leading to a hc!e periodic
contribution to the supercurrent. !e fraction of reoccupied states becomes smaller the
larger the radius of the loop is, but it does not vanish. To calculate the exact dependence
of the hc!e periodic part of the supercurrent in large loops, we therefore developed
an analytical model using a continuum approximation for the density of states of a
superconducting cylinder. !e model calculation reveals that the relation between the
+rst Fourier component J% of the supercurrent and the second Fourier component J",
corresponding to hc!e and hc!"e periodicity, respectively, is J%!J" ' %!R, where R is the
loop radius. !is behavior is a direct consequence of the linear density of states in a
d-wave superconductor close to EF.

An analysis of the .ux dependence of the supercurrent is possible also in a real space
description by solving the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations in a square frame geometry.
!e results are identical to the ones obtained for small systems in momentum space, but
the square geometry has an energy spectrum that is much more stable against variations
in the number of lattice sites, or the addition of impurities. !is allowed us to verify the
stability of the hc!e periodic supercurrent in systems with impurities and systems with
lower symmetries.

!e real space formulation is suitable to investigate also the in.uence of the gap nodes
on the periodicity of the current-phase relation of Josephson junctions. !is turned out
to be a rather complex analysis for several reasons. !e analysis of the results of di,erent
types of junctions led to the conclusion, that for the current-phase relation of Josephson
junctions in the tunnel regime, the reoccupation of energy levels is negligible, because
the Doppler shi! of the levels as a function of the .ux is proportional to the current over
the junction and therefore too small. Transparent junctions however behave similar as
superconducting loops and consequently, the nodal states are relevant for the current-
phase relation. !e same behavior is found in the current-.ux relation of Josephson
junctions penetrated by a transverse magnetic .ux. Although the current-.ux relation
of d-wave junctions in the tunnel regime deviates from the simple Fraunhofer pattern,
these deviations originate only from the order parameter symmetry and are explainable
within a Ginzburg-Landau model. In the transparent regime, the e,ects observed in
loops are present once more, this time in the form of supercurrents circulating in a vortex
structure around the center of the junction.
We conclude that the emergence of hc!e periodicity in nodal superconductors is a

property of systems which react periodically to a magnetic +eld also in the normal state.
It is caused by the reoccupation of nodal states, which belong to the superconducting
condensate, and is therefore not an e,ect of normal conducting quasi-particle excitations!
We have presented a detailed analysis of the origin of hc!e oscillations and consider
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the problem as solved. Nevertheless, there remain open questions:

%. !e .ux-dependent minima of the groundstate energy depend on the center-of-
mass angular momentum q of the Cooper pairs – where q may be identi+ed with
the winding number of the order parameter phase around the superconducting
loop. !e shi! of the energy minima of the even and odd q superconducting
states relative to each other depends on microscopic details of the energy spectrum
and we have not identi+ed the physical factors controlling the shi!. Juričić et
al. [*(] gave a solution on the basis of a quasi one-dimensional model, but the fully
self-consistent problem is more complicated.

". We introduced a procedure to +nd a self consistent treatment of the magnetic +eld
in superconducting loops. An extension of this technique is obviously necessary to
succeed to calculate, e.g., the di,erence of the penetration depth " for even and
odd q states or di,erences in the current distribution for varying magnetic +elds
as in SQUIDs.

*. For the direct comparison of our +ndings with the experimental results obtained
from SQUIDs, the numeric simulation of a dc SQUID containing two Josephson
junctions is necessary. Apart from the di/culties arising in the description of an
isolated junction, calculating the groundstate of the SQUID from the Bogoliubov -
de Gennes equations is a problem. In the dc SQUID geometry, the phase gradient
of the order parameter of the superconducting state in both parts of the SQUID can
be di,erent, which leads to almost degenerate states of the system with di,erent
current .ow. To calculate these states and classify them correctly is the challenge
in determining the .ux periodicity of a d-wave SQUID.

'. All the calculations, which we described in this thesis were performed in the grand
canonical ensemble, in which the BCS theory is originally formulated. It is known
that in nanoscopic systems, conservation of the particle number has an in.uence
on the superconducting state [%%&,%%-]. A formalism to test the periodicity crossover
described in chapter " in a canonical ensemble was developed and a conclusion of
this analysis might be possible in the future.

!e outset of this work was motivated mostly by the attempt to explain the fractional
.ux periodicities observed in YBCO SQUIDs, which pointed in the direction of electron
quartets and interaction between Cooper pairs. !is attempt has not been pursued far
within this thesis, becausemore fundamental problems had to be solver +rst. In chapter %"
we introduced a novel concept of fractional .ux periodicities and quanta, which relies
exclusively on a pair interaction and unconventional pairing symmetry. In connection
with further investigations of the PDW state, this concept shall be further analyzed and it
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is expected to give an insight into the amazing variety of the .ux periodicities in d-wave
SQUID experiments.

Finite momentum pairing in zero magnetic -eld:
In the couse of the analysis of superconducting loops, we developed an extension of the
BCS theory using a pairing Hamiltonian which allows for the simultaneous formation
of di,erent pair momenta. !is was originally motivated by the desire to construct an
explicitly gauge invariant theory for the loops that automatically selects the ground state
pair momentum for all .ux values. For conventional s-wave pairing, this theory provided
the expected results, but for a d-wave pairing type, we found unexpected solutions: for
su/ciently large pairing interaction strength, di,erent pair momenta coexist in the
ground state with zero magnetic .ux!
!ese +ndings for unconventional pairing symmetries proved highly relevant, inde-

pendent of multiply connected geometry, because they provide a solution for several
fundamental problems in superconductivity, namely a microscopic theory for the “pair
density wave” state. In the PDW state, the pair momenta q and "q coexist, which leads
to a stripe pattern of the pair density with wave vector q and a striped charge order with
wave vector "q, and it is phenomenologically equivalent to the Larkin-Ovchinnikov
state.

Once this connection was realized, the development and analysis of our PDWmodel
became the main focus of this thesis. We introduced distinct formulations of the model,
even a real-space formulation on the basis of extended Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations,
and analyzed, the stability of the PDW solution for a number of di,erent parameters. It
was recon+rmed that a conventional on-site interaction cannot sustain a stable PDW
solution independent of the interaction strength. However, for a nearest-neighbor
interaction, the ground state of our model is the PDW state with pair momentum
q = (q, #), if the interaction strength exceeds a critical valueVc", which typically decreases
with decreasing mean charge density #. For # = #.1, we +nd Vc" $ ".'t, and a ground
state pair momentum q = !!*, leading to a charge order with a wave length of three
lattice constants and an amplitude of * "% of #. If the interaction strength is smaller
than Vc", the ground state is the d-wave superconductor with q = #. Some characteristic
momentum-space properties of our model are worth mentioning: Whereas the d-wave
superconductor has four nodal points in momentum space, the PDW solution has a
partially reconstructed Fermi surface, which leads to Fermi surface arc-like structures
and a +nite density of states at the Fermi energy. !e regions of momentum space
enclosed by the arcs contain only unpaired electrons and they close to Fermi pockets in
a certain parameter range.
As the source of the energy gain in the PDW state with +nite pair momentum, we

identi+ed the shi! of the nodes in the order parameters for q and "q, which increases
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the potential energy gain from the creation of electron pairs.!e existence of gap nodes
is therefore a crucial precondition for the formation of a +nite momentum pairing state.
Our theory does not have a characteristic value for q in the ground state; it changes

smoothly as a function of the system parameters. It does not show any anomalies
for certain band +llings either. To establish a connection of the charge ordered state
emerging from our model and the charge stripe state observed in some high-Tc cuprates,
in particular in La%(!1Ba%!1CuO', the model is still lacking crucial ingredients. Most
importantly we have not included yet spin correlations, which seem to be essential for
the observed width of four lattice constants of the charge stripes.!is sets the direction
for the future development of the theory.

!e inclusion of spin correlations into our model is most convenient in real space, as
discussed in section %%.". !e technique for the solution of the extended Bogoliubov -
de Gennes equations for +nite momentum pairing is not fully established yet and more
work has to be done. To focus on real-space calculations is necessary also to analyze the
in.uence of impurities or further charge correlations on the PDW state. An intermediate
goal is the determination of a phase diagram with respect to the nearest-neighbor pairing
interaction strength V% and an on-site repulsion U , which is known to support spin and
charge order in connection with impurities.
We conclude that so far we have shown as a poof of principle, that di,erent pair

momenta can coexist for nearest-neighbor pairing in the ground state of a BCS type
mean-+eld theory. !is result is important for the on-going research in the +eld charge
ordered superconductors and provides a natural basis for the continuation of work in
this direction.

We have shown that novel phenomena emerge from combining unconventional elec-
tron pairing with the formation of electron pairs with +nite center-of-mass momentum.
Such phenomena are found in nature in rich varieties and have become a major +eld in
the experimental and theoretical research on superconductivity.
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A Current

A.$ Continuity Equation
Here we derive an expression for the gauge invariant current operator on a discrete
square lattice from the continuity equation. Since the total current in two dimensions is
a simple linear combination of the current in x- and y-direction, it is su/cient to use the
one dimensional continuity equation

d
dt #i +*i Ji = #, (A.%)

for spinless fermions, where #i = e(#̂i) = e(c†i ci) is the charge density at the lattice site i.
!e current Ji is de+ned as the average of the currents Ji!%,% and Ji ,i+% de+ned on the two
neighboring bonds of the lattice site i:

Ji = %
" (Ji!%,i + Ji ,i+%) = " %" (Ji ,i!% " Ji ,i+%) . (A.")

In the same way, the discrete derivative of the current is de+ned as the di,erence of the
two bond currents Ji!%,i and Ji ,i+%

*i Ji = %
" (Ji!%,i " Ji ,i+%) = " %" (Ji ,i!% + Ji ,i+%) . (A.*)

!e time derivative of #̂i is given by the commutator of #̂i and and the kinetic energy!#.
!e electron-electron interaction term!I commutes with #̂i and does not contribute to
the current. It follows that

d
dt #̂i = i"h /!#, c†i ci0 = i"h /!#, c†i 0 ci + i"h c†i [!#, ci] . (A.')

Using the identities [c†i c j, c†k] = ' jkc†i and [c†i c j, ck] = "'ikc j, we +nd for the commutators

/!#, c†i 0 = "t!
j
-ei% j , j+%c†j c j+% + ei% j , j"%c†j c j!%, c†i .

= "t 9ei% i"%, i c†i!% + ei% i+%. i c†i+%, : (A.()
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and in the same way

[!#, ci] = t 9ei% i , i+%ci+% + ei% i , i"%ci!%: . (A.&)

Inserting these results into the continuity equation (A.%), we get a de+ning equation for
the current Ji :

d
dt #i = et"h R9e!i% i"%, i c†i ci!% " e!i% i , i"%c†i!%ci: " 9e!i% i , i+%c†i+%ci " e!i% i+%, i c†i ci+%:S

= "Ji!%,i + Ji ,i+% = "*i Ji (A.-)

where the current Ji j per bond is given by

Ji j = "et"h Be!i% i j(c†j ci) " e!i% ji(c†i c j)C . (A.1)

A.! Current in Momentum Space
Inserting equation (A.1) into equation (A.") gives

Ji = et"h 9ei%(c†i ci+%) " e!i%(c†i+%ci) + e!i%(c†i ci!%) " ei%(c†i!%ci): (A.$)

= et"h /9*i(c†i c j): ei% " 9* j(c†i c j): e!i%0Ti= j
= "et"h /(*i "* j)G(i , j)0 ei% i j Ti= j , (A.%#)

where % = %i ,i+% = "!R for a one dimensional ring with radius R, threaded by a magnetic
.ux ". G(i , j) = (cic†j ) is the time independent Green’s function in real space. In a
homogeneous system, as the one dimensional ring, G(i , j) # G(i " j) depends only on
the di,erence of i and j, thus Ji becomes space independent:

Ji = "t e"h /G(%)ei% "G("%)e!i%0, (A.%%)

In momentum space, this equation becomes

J = "T et
hR !

n
!
k
/"(k,*n)e!i(k!")!R ""(k,*n)ei(k!")!R0

= "T e
h !

n
!
k

""t
R sin 2k " "

R 3"(k,*n)
= T e

h !
n
!
k

!(k
!k "(k,*n) = e

h !
k

!(k
!k nk . (A.%")
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A.% Free Energy

Figure A.1: Supercurrent J(T) as a function of temperature T . For T # Tc, J(T) is constant, then decays
linearly to almost zero at Tc, where it changes to an exponential decay in T .

A.% Free Energy
In the main part of this work we determined the groundstate by minimizing the internal
energy E = (!) with respect to the pair momentum q. !is formalism is ideally suited
to obtain the groundstate pair momentum q at T = #, but for T > # we actually have
to minimize the free energy F, or rather the grand potential 4 in the grand canonical
ensemble. Would this modify the analysis of the .ux periodicity of the supercurrent? In
fact, not for T ' Tc or for T close to Tc, as we show below.

In the formalism of the second quantization, the current is given by J = et!"h(Ĵ), where
Ĵ is the (unitless) current operator. With the Hamiltonian! = "k (kn̂k +!I, where the
interaction term!I is .ux independent, and Ĵ = ""k(!(k!!")n̂k, the thermal average
becomes

J = (Ĵ) = Tr 9Ĵe!0!:
Tr 9e!0!: = ""k"nk B !(k

!" nke!0!C
"k"nk e!0!

= "!4!" (A.%*)

with 0 = %!T and the grand potential 4 = "%!0 ln 9"k"nk e!0!:. Using the thermody-
namical relation TS = 0!4!!0 for the entropy S, we obtain the correct relation between
the internal energy E and J for T > #:

!E
!" = !

!" (4 + TS) = "J + 0 !
!0

!4
!" = "J " T !J

!T . (A.%')

!e general dependence of J(T) in the superconducting state is known [&-] and shown
in +gure A.%. We consider the two limits:
T ' Tc: In this regime, !J!!T = # and it follows that !E!!" = "J, as for T = #.
T $ Tc: In this regime, J(T) decays exponentially in t: J(T , ") = Te(Tc!T)!, J̃("), where
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the .ux dependence is contained in J̃(") and , is a characteristic decay constant. It
follows that

!E
!" = "J̃ *% + T !

!T + e(Tc!T)!, ' "J . (A.%()

In these two limits, the kinks of E(") are therefore at the same values of " where J(")
has discontinuities, which means that the periodicity of E(") and J(") is the same. In
the temperature range where J(T) decays linearly, E(") and J(") [or 4(")] can have a
di,erent .ux dependence.
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B Doppler Shi" and Nodes of the Hankel
Function Ansatz

!e ansatz for un(r) and vn(r) with two Hankel functions (equations (".%*) and (".%'))
solves the normal state Schrödinger equation for the annulus as well as the BdG equations
in the superconducting state with integer and half-integer .ux values. In this appendix
we show that it is not possible to construct an approximate analytic solution for the
superconducting annulus that includes the e,ect of the Doppler shi!. In this case un(r)
and vn(r) have the independent eigenenergies ("h"!"m) (+un)" and ("h"!"m) (+vn)".
For this purpose we analyze the relation between the Doppler shi! of the eigenfunc-

tions of the annulus in the normal state () = #) and the shi! of their nodes with respect to
the radial coordinate, using the following asymptotic form for the Hankel functions [%%1]:

H(%,")
l * l

cos x+ =
7

"
! l tan x exp2±i *l tan x " l x "!'+3, (B.%)

which approximatesH(%)!(")
l for l % %. Choosing x = arccos(l!+r) leadswith tan(arccos x) =%

% " x"!x to

H(%,")
l (+r) =

7
"
! l &*+rl +

" " %'!%!' & exp
;<<<<=±i

L
Nr
7

+" " l"
r" " l arccos l

+r " !
'
O
Q
>????@ . (B.")

!us equation (B.") approximates H(%,")
l (+r) for +r % %. Inserting equation (B.") into

the boundary conditions (".%&) determines the constants c,n and +,n :

c,n = exp 2"i *D,
n(R%) " !

'+3 = exp 2"i *D,
n(R") " !

'+3 , (B.*)

with

D,
n(r) = r

7
(+,n)" " l",

r" " l, arccos l,
+,nr

. (B.')
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B Doppler Shi, and Nodes of the Hankel Function Ansatz

!e wave functions un(r) and vn(r) (equations (".%*,".%')) become

un(r) = un
7

1
! lu

&*+unrlu +" " %'!%!' ei$Du
n(R%)+ !

' % sin [Du
n(r) " Du

n(R%)] , (B.()

vn(r) = vn
7

1
! lv

&*+vnrlv +" " %'!%!' ei$Dv
n(R%)+ !

' % sin [Dv
n(r) " Dv

n(R%)] . (B.&)

!e vanishing of the wavefunction for r = R" therefore implies that

D,
n(R") " D,

n(R%) = "!# (B.-)

for an integer #, which determines +,n . In the limit of a thin annulus (R% % R" " R%), we
expand D,

n(r) in %!r and +nd

D,
n(r) " D,

n(R%) $ (r " R%) &+,n " l",
"+,nrR%

' . (B.1)

With this asymptotic form the boundary condition (B.-) becomes a quadratic equation
in +,n :

(+,n)" " !#
R% " R"

+,n " l",
"R%R"

= #, (B.$)

which has the positive solution

+,n = %
"

;<<<<<=
!#

R% " R"
+
4556* !#

R% " R"
+" + l",

"R%R"

>?????@
. (B.%#)

!is is the simplest possible approximation for the eigenenergies of the uncoupled
equations () = #) of the annulus containing the Doppler shi!, which is controlled by l",.
!e .ux " enters luand lv with di,erent signs (see equation ".%%)). !us, if +un decreases
as a function of ", +vn increases. Since q " "" < % in the groundstate, the Doppler shi!("h"!"m)[(+,n)"(q " "") " (+,n)"(#)] is linear in leading order in (q " "")!%R%.

We further +nd the nodes rnm of un(r) and vn(r) by setting expression (B.1) equal to
!m, where m is a positive integer, and solving it for r > #:

rnm = %
"

;<<<<=R% + l",
"(+,n)"R%

" !m
+,n

+
4556#R% + l",

"(+,n)"R%
" !m

+,n
$" " "l",(+,n)"

>????@. (B.%%)

!e shi! of the nodes rnm(q " "") " rnm(#) as a function of .ux is again linear in(q " "")!%R% to leading order. !us both the Doppler shi! and the nodes of un(r) shi!
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linearly with " and conversely when compared with the Doppler shi! and the nodes of
vn(r).

!e coupled equations (".%() for ) " # resulting from the ansatz (".%*,".%') with non
integer (or non half-integer) .ux can be solved only by wave functions un(r) and vn(r)
with the same r-dependence. To obtain a solution of this problem, one can expand the
wave functions as a sum of Hankel functions and numerically solve for the coe/cients
or directly solve the coupled di,erential equations numerically.
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C !e Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

C.$ Magnetic Field in Discrete Lattices
To describe a magnetic +eld in a discrete discrete system, it is necessary to clarify some
de+nitions regarding +eld and vector potential. We are dealing here with a two dimen-
sional square lattice and a magnetic +eld Bz(r) perpendicular to the lattice plane. !e
vector potentialA(r) generating Bz(r) is a vector +eld in the plane. Both quantities have
to be replaced by discrete objects.
!e straight forward discretization scheme would be the replacements Bz(ri)! Bi

and A(ri)! (Ax
i ,A

y
i ). With the discrete derivation*ix fi = %!"( fi!x̂ " fi+x̂), the +eld Bi

is given by

Bi = *ix A
y
i "*iyAx

i = %
" -Ay

i!x̂ " Ay
i+x̂ " Ax

i! ŷ + Ay
i+ ŷ. . (C.%)

!is de+nition is not ideal for our purpose, because we identify the magnetic +eld on
site i by the non-local object on the right hand side of equation (C.%). What is more,
the vector potential in the form (Ax

i ,A
y
i ) does not enter the Hamiltonian in real space

directly. A more suitable way to de+ne a discrete vector +eld is to integrate it along a line
connecting two arbitrary lattice sites i and j, as is done for the Peierls phase factor, and
express it through

%i j = e"hc !
j

i
dr !A(r). (C.")

!e phase factors %i j can be understood as a kind of “super potential” in the lattice, from
which we derive the vector potential by a discrete derivative: Ax

i = %!"(%i ,i!x̂ " %i ,i+x̂)
and Ay

i = %!"(%i ,i! ŷ " %i ,i+ ŷ). Inserting these into (C.") gives
Bi = %

'/%i!x̂ ,i!x̂! ŷ " %i!x̂ ,i!x̂+ ŷ " %i+x̂ ,i+x̂! ŷ + %i!x̂ ,i!x̂+ ŷ
"%i! ŷ,i! ŷ!x̂ + %i! ŷ,i! ŷ+x̂ + %i+ ŷ,i+ ŷ!x̂ " %i+ ŷ,i+ ŷ+x̂0 (C.*)

= %
'/%i!x̂ ,i!x̂! ŷ + %i!x̂! ŷ,i! ŷ + %i! ŷ,i! ŷ+x̂ + %i! ŷ+x̂ ,i+x̂
+%i+x̂ ,i+x̂+ ŷ + %i+x̂+ ŷ,i+ ŷ + %i+ ŷ,i+ ŷ!x̂ + %i+ ŷ!x̂ ,i!x̂0 (C.')

= %
'!!S %i j, (C.()
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C." Magnetic Field in Discrete Lattices

(a)
(b)

Figure C.1: On a discrete square lattice, themagnetic field perpendicular to the lattice plane can either
be defined (a) on a site i as the average of magnetic flux threading the surface S containing
the four neighboring plaquettes, or (b) on a single plaquette as the flux threading the
surface s of the plaquette.

where !S contains all pairs of nearest neighbor lattice sites which lie on the boundary of
the surface S constituted by the four neighboring plaquettes of site i [+gure C.% (a)]. In
this sceme, Bi is given by the magnetic .ux through the area S divided by four.
!e de+nition above of the magnetic +eld is obviously not the best possible. !e

best resolution of the +eld is achieved if we de+ne it not on lattice sites, but on single
plaquettes as the magnetic .ux threading each plaquette:

Bl =!
!sl

%i j, (C.&)

where sl is the area of the l-st. plaquette. We therefore obtain a consistent vector
arithmetic in a discrete two dimensional lattice by identifying a vector +eld in the plane
by the objects %i j, the rotation of %i j by summing it over the boundary of a plaquette,
and the +eld perpendicular to the lattice plane by Bl de+ne on plaquette l as the rotation
of %i j.
!e strength of this discrete formulation is that one can easily derive the “super

potential” %i j for arbitrary +eld distributions Bl . A typical situation is a +eld Bl = B
which is constant on all plaquettes. In analogy to the Landau gauge for a constant
+eld Bz: A(r) = (#,"Bz , #), %i j can be written in the form %i j = "!B( jy " iy)ix . !is
choice has been used widely to study vortex lattices [-',--,-$–1%], but it is problematic
in connection with open boundary conditions because the Landau gauge describes a
constant +eld in+nite in all directions. Cutting the system at its boundaries generates
additional +elds on the boundary of the system.

A di,erent ansatz allowing for the description of arbitrary +eld distributions solves this
problem. A vector potential of the from A(r) = "!B!,r,"(y,"x , #) generates a singular
magnetic .ux B concentrated at r = 0. !e discrete analogon is

%l
i j = Bl arctan

;<<<=
ı̂x !̂y " !̂xı̂y
ı̂x !̂x + ı̂y !̂y

>???@ , (C.-)
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C #e Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

where ı̂ = i " l " x̂!" " ŷ!", which generates a .ux Bl through the plaquette l centered
half a lattice constant to the right and above the site l . !e phase factor %i j = "l %l

i j
generates therefore a magnetic +eld distribution with .ux Bl through each plaquette.

C.! Mean-Field Hamiltonian in Real Space

We de+ne the Hamiltonian ! in the tight binding model on a square lattice with N
lattice sites, including a kinetic energy!# and a spin singlet interaction term: !I:

!# = !"i , j#,s ti jc
†
isc js , (C.1)

and

!I = V#!
i
c†i"c†i!ci!ci"

+ V%
' !"i , j# /c

†
i"c†j!c j!ci" + c†i!c†j"c j"ci! " c†i"c†j!c j"ci! " c†i!c†j"c j!ci"0, (C.$)

with an on-site interaction of strength V# and a nearest-neighbor interaction of strength
V%, ti j = tei% i j and %i j the Peierls phase factor for the vector potential.
To obtain an e,ective mean-+eld Hamiltonian, we insert the replacement

cisc js! $! (cisc js!) + 9cisc js! " (cisc js!): , (C.%#)

c†isc†js! $! (c†isc†js!) + Bc†isc†js! " (c†isc†js!)C , (C.%%)

into the interaction term!I and assume that the deviation ' = (cisc js! " (cisc js!)) from
the mean-+eld value is small. Keeping only terns linear in ', we obtain

V#!
i
c†i"c†i!ci!ci" = V#!

i
/(c†i"c†i!)ci!ci" + (ci!ci")c†i"c†i! " (c†i"c†i!)(ci!ci")0

=!
i
2)#i ci!ci" + )i c†i"c†i! " %

V#
)#i)i3 , (C.%")
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C.% Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

and

V%
' !"i , j# /c

†
i"c†j!c j!ci" + c†i!c†j"c j"ci! " c†i"c†j!c j"ci! " c†i!c†j"c j!ci"0
= V%

' !"i , j# -(c
†
i"c†j!)c j!ci" + (c j!ci")c†i"c†j! " (c†i"c†j!)(c j!ci")

+ (c†i!c†j")c j"ci! + (c j"ci!)c†i!c†j" " (c†i!c†j")(c j"ci!)" (c†i"c†j!)c j"ci! " (c j"ci!)c†i"c†j! + (c†i"c†j!)(c j"ci!)
" (c†i!c†j")c j!ci" " (c j!ci")c†i!c†j" + (c†i!c†j")(c j!ci").

= V%
" !"i , j# - B(c

†
i"c†j!) " (c†i!c†j")C ci!ci" + 9(c j!ci") " (c j"ci!): c†i"c†j!

" %
" B(c†i"c†j!) " (c†i!c†j")C 9(c j!ci") " (c j"ci!): .

= !"i , j# 2)
#
i jc j!ci" + )i jc†i"c†j! " %

V%
)#i j)i j3 , (C.%*)

with the mean +eld order parameters

)i = V(ci!ci"), )#i = V(c†i"c†i!) (C.%')

and
)i j = V%

" 9(c j!ci") " (c j"ci!): , )#i j = V%
" B(c†i"c†j!) " (c†i!c†j")C . (C.%()

!e resulting mean-+eled Hamiltonian takes the form

! = !"i j#,s ti jc
†
isc js +!

i
/)#i ci!ci" + )i c†i"c†i!0 + !"i , j# -)

#
i jc j!ci" + )i jc†i"c†j!.

" %
V#

!
i
)#i)i " %

V#
!"i , j#)

#
i j)i j.

(C.%&)

C.% Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations
C.%.$ Diagonalization
!e Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations incorporate an equation de+ning the Bogoliubov
transformation which diagonalizes! , and a self-consistency equation for )i and )i j,
respectively. For their derivation, the constant terms %!V#"i )#i)i and %!V%""i , j# )#i j)i j

%*(



C #e Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

in (C.%&) are unimportant. We therefore continue with the Hamiltonian! " which does
not include these terms.
De+ning the vectors c", c!, c†" and c†! as

c" = LMN
c%"+
cN"

OPQ , c! = LMN
c%!+
cN!

OPQ , (C.%-)

c†" = 9c†%",,, c†N": , c†! = 9c†%!,,, c†N!: , (C.%1)

and the matrices t̂, )̂ and )̂† as 9t̂:i j = ti j, 9)̂:i j = )i j and 9)̂†:i j = )#i j, the Hamiltonian
! " takes the form

! " = c†" t̂c" " c! t̂†c†! + c!)̂†c" + c†!)̂c†! = 9c†" , c&!:# t̂ )̂
)̂† "t̂†$# c"c†!$ . (C.%$)

We diagonalize ! " using the unitary "N & "N-matrix Û de+ned by the eigenvalue
equation

# t̂ )̂
)̂† "t̂†$#un

vn
$ = En #un

vn
$ . (C."#)

!e matrices û and v̂ are given by the +rst N eigenvectors: (û)ni = uni , (v̂)ni = vni . !is
transformation de+nes the fermionic quasi-particle operators ans and a†as through

# a"a†!$ = Û† # c"
c†&!$ = #û†c" + v̂†c†!"v̂c" + ûc†&! $ (C."%)

in which the Hamiltonian is diagonal:

! " = 9a†" , a&!:#Ê #
# "Ê$# a"

a†&!$ =!
n
En /a†n"an" " an!a†n!0 , (C."")

where Ê is diagonal. !e inverse transformation is

# c"c†!$ = Û # a"a†!$ = #ûa" " v̂†a†!
v̂a" + û†a†!$ , (C."*)

leading +nally to the transformation for the operators ci ,s:

ci" =!
n
/unian" " v#nia†n!0 , (C."')

ci! =!
n
/unian! + v#nia†n"0 , (C."()

where the sum runs over the +rst N eigenvectors of ! ", corresponding to positive
eigenenergies En.

%*&



C.& Current

C.%.! Self-Consistency Equation
We insert now the transformations (C."') and (C."() into the de+ning equations for the
order parameters )i and )i j, which constitute together with the eigenvalue equation
(C."#) the Bogoliubov - de Gennes equations. For the on-site order parameter we +nd

)i = Vo(ci!ci")
= V#!

nn!
/uniun! i(an!an!") " v#niv#n! i(a†n"a†n!!) + univ#n! i(an!a†n!!) " univ#n! i(a†n"an!")0

(C."&)

Using the known expectation values for fermionic operators within a diagonal Hamilto-
nian (a†asan!s!) = 'nn!'ss! f (En), (ansa†n!s!) = 'nn!'ss![%" f (En)] and (ansan!s!) = (a†asa†n!s!) =
#, we obtain

)i = V#!
n
univ#ni [% " " f (En)] = V#!

n
univ#ni tanh(En), (C."-)

where we used that if (un , vn) is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue En, then ("v†n ,u†n) is
the eigenvector for the eigenvalue "En, and that % " " f (E) = " tanh(E). For the d-wave
order parameter we +nd

)i j = V%
" 9(c j!ci") " (c j"ci!):

= V%
" !

nn!
/unjun! i(an!an!") " v#n jv#n! i(a†n"a†n!!) " unjv#n! i(an!a†n!!) + v#n jun! i(a†n"an!")
" unjun! i(an"an!!) + v#n jv#n! i(a†n!a†n!") " unjv#n! i(an"a†n!") + v#n jun! i(a†n!an!!)0= V%!

n
/univ#n j f (En) " unjv#ni[% " f (En)]0

= "V% !
n,En>#

/univ#n j + unjv#ni0 tanh(En). (C."1)

!e Hamiltonian (C.%&) gives +nite pairing amplitudes only for spin singlet pairing.
!e nearest-neighbor order parameter can therefore alternatively be de+ned as )i j =
V%(c j!ci"), since the spin-triplet component drops out on inserting the Bogoliubov trans-
formation (C."*).

C.& Current
In appendix A we have found the current Ji j per bond to be

Ji j = "et"h !
s
Be!i% i j c†jscis " e!i% ji c†isc jsC , (C."$)

%*-



C #e Bogoliubov - de Gennes Equations

where i and j are nearest neighbor sites.
To calculate the expectation value of the current operator, we insert the Bogoliubov

transformation [equation (C."*)] into (C."$) and obtain

(Ji j) = "et"h !
nn!

-e!i% i jBunju#
in!(a†n"an!") + v#n jvin!(an!a†n!!)

+ unju#
in!(a†n!an!!) + v#jnvin!(an"a†n!")C

" e!i% jiBuniu#
jn!(a†n"an!") + v#niv jn!(an!a†n!!)

+ uniu#
jn!(a†n!an!!) + v#inv jn!(an"a†n!")C.

= "" et"h !
n
-e!i% i j 9unju#

ni f (En) + v#jnvin (% " f (En)):
" e!i% i j 9uniu#

n j f (En) + v#inv jn (% " f (En)): .
= "' et"h !

n
Im /9unju#

in f (En) + v#n jvin (% " f (En)): e!i% i j0
= "1 et"h !

n
Im 9unju#

ine!i% i j: f (En), (C.*#)

where we again used that ("v†n ,u†n) are the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues"En.

C.' Internal Energy
!e internal energy E = (!) is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in (C.%&). Using
the diagonalized form of! " [equation (C."")], one +nds

E = (! ") " %
V#

!
i
)#i)i " %

V%
!"i , j#)

#
i j)i j

=!
n
En f (En) " %

V#
!
i
)#i)i " %

V%
!"i , j#)

#
i j)i j. (C.*%)
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS!eory

D.$ Nearest-Neighbor Pairing Interaction
D.$.$ Pairing Interaction in Momentum Space
!e interaction between electrons is naturally de+ned in real space by the interaction
Hamiltonian

!I = !"i , j#Vi jc†i c†j c jci , (D.%)

where the sum ""i , j# contains all pairs of lattice sites, between which there is a +nite
interaction Vi j. In our case, i and j are either equal, leading to conventional s-wave
pairing, or nearest neighbor lattice sites, which leads to

!I = V%
" !

i
-c†i c†i+x̂ ci+x̂ ci + c†i c†i!x̂ ci!x̂ ci + c†i c†i+ ŷci+ ŷci + c†i c†i! ŷci! ŷci. , (D.")

with an attractive interaction strengthV% < # and where x̂ and ŷ are unit vectors in x- and
y-direction, respectively. !e Fourier transformation of the +rst term in equation (D.")
gives

!
i
c†i c†i+x̂ ci+x̂ ci = %

N" !
i

!
k% ,...,k'

ei(k%+k"!k*!k')i e i(k"!k*)x̂ c†k%c†k"ck*ck' (D.*)

= %
N !

k% ,k" ,k*
ei(k"!k*)x̂ c†k%c†k"ck*ck%+k"!k* (D.')

= %
N !

k,k!
!
q
ei(k!k!)x̂ c†kc†!k+qc!k!+qck! , (D.()

where we used that %!N"i e iki = 'i# and the substitutions k% = k, k" = "k + q and k* ="k" + q. With analogous transformations of the remaining three terms of equation (D."),
we obtain the interaction Hamiltonian in momentum space:

!I = %
N !

k,k!
!
q
V(k, k")c†kc†!k+qc!k!+qck! (D.&)
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

with

V(k, k") = V% /cos(kx " k"x) + cos(ky " k"y)0 . (D.-)

In standard BCS theory, V(k, k") is decomposed into product form with a symmetric
and an antisymmetric contribution:

V(k, k") = V% /cos kx cos k"x + cos ky cos k"y + sin kx sin k"x + sin ky sin k"y0 . (D.1)

!e symmetric cos-terms are associated with spin-singlet pairing and d-wave symmetry,
whereas the antisymmetric sin-terms represent spin-triplet pairing with p-wave sym-
metry. Here we consider only singlet pairing, for which the antisymmetric terms don’t
contribute, and obtain the interaction in product form

V(k, k") = V% /cos kx cos k"x + cos ky cos k"y0 . (D.$)

D.$.! Gauge invariance
!e decomposition of V(k, k") in equation (D.1) is not unique. Adding a constant vector
q" to both k and k" leaves V(k, k") invariant. A more general decomposition is

V(k, k")! V(k, k", q") = /cos(kx " q"x) cos(k"x " q"x) + cos(ky " q"y) cos(k"y " q"y)0 .
(D.%#)

In a BCS like mean-+eld theory, this vector q" cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but it is
locked by gauge invariance to the center of mass momentum q of the pair amplitude(c!k+qck) with lowest energy.

For our purpose, it is easiest to discuss gauge invariance in a one dimensional ring, as
in chapter %. Gauge invariance demands that this system is invariant upon replacing the
magnetic .ux threading the ring by " ! " ± % and the pair momentum by qx ! qx ± ".
One +nds that the self-consistency equation [see appendix D."."] is invariant under the
replacement above only if the order parameter )(k, q) depends on k and q as )(k"q!").
!is requires that q" = q!" in equation (D.%#) above.

Finally we decompose the interaction as

V(k, k", q) = Vs(k, k", q) +Vd(k, k", q) (D.%%)

with an extended s-wave component Vs(k, k", q) without sign change in real space, and
a d-wave component Vd(k, k", q):

Vs,d(k, k", q) = V#,%$s,d(k " q!")$s,d(k" " q!"). (D.%")

with $s(k) = cos kx + cos ky and $d(k) = cos kx " cos ky.
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D.$ Gor’kov Equations

D.! Gor’kov Equations
D.!.$ Equations of Motion
We start from the tight-binding interaction Hamiltonian on a square lattice with N sites
and periodic boundary conditions used in chapter %#:

! =!
k,s

(kc†kscks + %
N !

q
!
k,k!

!
s,s!

V(k, k", q)c†ksc†!k+qs!c!k!+qs!ck!s . (D.%*)

In the Heisenberg picture, the creation and annihilation operators depend on the imagi-
nary time ) = iT as cks()) = e)!ckse!)! . With the help of this de+nition, we de+ne the
Green’s function of the superconducting state as follows:

G(k, k", )) = "(T)cks())c†k!s(#)). (D.%')

For complete characterization of the superconductor, we need additionally the two
anomalous Green’s functions

F(k, k", )) = (T)cks())c!k!s!(#)), (D.%()
F#(k, k", )) = (T)c†!ks())c†k!s!(#)) (D.%&)

for s " s". To derive a self consistent set of equations for G(k, k", )), F(k, k", )) and
F#(k, k", )), we use theHeisenberg equation ofmotion for the operators cks: !cks())!!) =[!()), cks())]. Applying this on G(k, k", )), we +nd
!
!)G(k, k", )) = "([!()), cks())] c†k!s(#)) " '(#)'kk! (D.%-)

= "(kG(k, k", ))"!
q
!
k!!

V(k, k", q)(c†!k+qs!())ck!!s())c!k+qs!())c†k!s(#)) " '(#)'kk!
(D.%1)

For the superconducting state with singlet pairing, we use the BCS type mean-+eld
decoupling scheme and approximate

(c†k"())c!k!+q!())ck!"())c†!k+q!(#))! (c†!k+q!())c†k"(#))(c!k!+q!())ck!"())). (D.%$)

Here we introduce now the superconducting order parameter

)(k, q) = " %
N !

k!
V(k, k", q)F(k", k" " q, #), (D."#)

)#(k, q) = " %
N !

k!
V(k, k", q)F#(k" " q, k", #). (D."%)
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Inserting the decoupling scheme from equation (D.%$) and )(k, q) into equation (D.%1),
we obtain the Gor’kov equation for the Green’s function:

!
!)G(k, k", )) = "(kG(k, k", )) "!

q
)(k, q)F#(k " q, k", )) " '(#)'kk! . (D."")

To solve equation (D.""), it is convenient to change to frequency space through the
Fourier transformation

G(k, k", )) = T!
n
"(k, k",*n)e!i*n) , (D."*)

where *n = ("n " %)!T is the Matsubara frequency for the +nite temperature T . With
analogous Fourier transformations, the order parameters in frequency space become

)(k, q) = "T
N !

n
!
k!
V(k, k", q)#(k", k" " q,*n), (D."')

)#(k, q) = "T
N !

n
!
k!
V(k, k", q)##(k" " q, k",*n), (D."()

which leads to the +nal form of the Gor’kov equation for the Green’s function:

"(k, k",*n) = "!%
# (k,*n) &'kk! "!

q
)(k, q)##(k " q, k",*n)' , (D."&)

where "#(k,*n) = [i*n " (k]!% is the Green’s function in the normal state. With the
same procedure we +nd the Gor’kov equations for #(k, k",*n) and ##(k, k",*n) in
frequency space:

#(k, k",*n) = "#(k,*n)!
q
)(k, q)"("k","k + q,"*n), (D."-)

##(k, k",*n) = ""#("k,"*n)!
q
)#(k, q)"(k + q, k",*n). (D."1)

D.!.! Self-Consistency Equation
Solution of the Gor’kov equations in frequency space:

For the nearest neighbor interaction from appendix D.%." the order parameter has the
structure

)(k, q) = )s(q)$s(k " q!") + )d(q)$d(k " q!"), (D."$)
)#(k, q) = )s(q)$s(k + q!") + )d(q)$d(k + q!"), (D.*#)
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D.$ Gor’kov Equations

with a component )s(q) for extended s-wave pairing and a d-wave component )d(q);
for an on-sight interaction one obtains the k-independent s-wave order parameter )(q).
!e vector q labels mean-+eld solutions which correspond to order parameters in real
space with phase winding numbers qx and qy in x- and y-direction, respectively.

!e normal and anomalous Green’s functions have +nite values only under the follow-
ing conditions for k and k":

"(k, k",*n) " # if
DEEFEEG
k" = k,
k" = k + q " q" and )(k, q) " #, )(k", q") " #

#(k, k",*n) " # if k" = k " q and )(k, q) " #
##(k, k",*n) " # if k" = k + q and )(k, q) " #

Inserting Eq. (D."-) into Eq. (D."&) leads to a system of coupled equations for the Green’s
function "(k, k",*n):
"(k + q%, k + q",*n) = "#(k + q%,*n))(k + q%, q%)"#("k,"*n)

& [)#(k, q%)"(k + q%, k + q",*n) + )#(k, q")"(k + q", k + q",*n)]!% . (D.*%)

In principle, equation (D.*%) can be solved numerically for all k and *n to obtain ex-
act solutions of Gor’kov’s equations, but this is a rather extensive task. Reinserting
##(k, k",*n) and "(k, k",*n) iteratively into equation (D.*%) leads to a powerseries in
)(k, q)"(k + q,*n) times the diagonal Green’s function "(k, k,*n). For Q = %, only
the zeroth order exists. For Q & ", the +rst order corresponds to charge order in real
space and all higher orders to higher orders of the amplitude of the charge oscillations.
!is amplitude is typically much smaller than the mean charge density #, as we have
shown in section %%.". It is therefore a good approximation to keeponly the +rst order
terms equation (D.*%), which is equivalent to reinsert only the diagonal Green’s function
"(k, k,*n) into (D.*") for f #(k, k",*n) and skip the sum over q otherwise. Within this
approximation the Gor’kov equations are solved analytically, as shown below.

Inserting equation (D.*") into equation (D."&) leads to an explicit expression for the
diagonal part of the Green’s function

"(k, k,*n) = &"!%
# (k,*n) +!

q
)(k, q)##(k " q, k,*n)"!%(k, k,*n)'

!%

= &"!%
# (k,*n) +!

q
)(k, q))#(k " q, q)"#("k + q,"*n)'

!%

= &i*n " (k +!
q

)(k, q))#(k " q, q)"i*n " (!k+q '!% . (D.*")
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

Inserting (D.*") into equations (D."&) and (D."-), we obtain the approximate anomalous
Green’s functions

#(k, k " q,*n) = "#(k,*n))(k, q)"("k + q,"k + q,"*n)
= )(k, q)
i*n " (k

;<<<<="i*n " (!k+q +!
q!

)("k + q, q"))#("k + q " q", q")
i*n " (k!q+q!

>????@
!%
,

(D.**)

##(k " q, k,*n) = ""#("k + q,"*n))#(k " q, q)"(k, k,*n)
= )#(k " q, q)"i*n " (!k+q

;<<<<=i*n " (k +!
q!

)(k, q"))#(k " q", q")"i*n " (!k+q!
>????@
!%
. (D.*')

Inserting equations (D.**) and (D.*') into equations (D."') and (D."() yields the self-
consistency equations for )(k, q) and )#(k, q):
)(k, q) = "!

k!
V(k, k", q))(k", q)

& T!
n

%
i*n " (k!

;<<<<="i*n " (!k!+q +!
q!

)("k" + q, q"))#("k" + q " q", q")
i*n " (k!+q!!q

>????@
!%
,

(D.*()

)#(k, q) = "T!
n
!
k!
V(k,"k" + q, q)F#("k","k" + q,"*n) (D.*&)

= "!
k!
V(k,"k" + q, q))#(k", q)

& T!
n

%
i*n " (k!

;<<<<="i*n " (!k!+q +!
q!

)("k" + q, q"))#("k" + q " q", q")
i*n " (k!+q!!q

>????@
!%
,

(D.*-)

where we replaced k ! "k + q and *n ! "*n in (D.'%) for )#(k, q). With the pairing
interaction V(k, k", q) de+ned above, the equations for )(k, q) and )#(k, q) become
identical, which leads to the simpli+ed self-consistency equation

%
V%

= "!
k
$"s,d(k " q!")T!

n

%
i*n " (k

;<<<<="i*n " (!k+q +!
q!

)"("k + q, q")
i*n " (k+q!!q

>????@
!%
. (D.*1)
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Analytic summation over !n:

To +nd explicit solutions of theGor’kov equations we choose an ansatz for a self consistent
solution consisting of Q trial pair momenta q%, . . . , qQ and set )(k, q) = # for all other
values of q " qi . !ereby we test selected combinations of q-vectors for self consistent
solutions. !e Green’s function can then be rearranged as

"(k,k,*n)= #i("i*n " (!k+qi)(i*n " (k)#
i
("i*n " (!k+qi)+!

i
)(k, qi))#(k " qi , qi)#

j!i ("i*n " (!k+q j) ,
(D.*$)

where the products and sums over i and j run from % to Q. !e denominator of
G(k, k,*n) is a polynomial in *n of degree Q + %, whose zeros E,(k), , = #, . . . ,Q,
constitute the energy spectrum of the system. If Q ( *, one can obtain algebraic ex-
pressions for E,(k), which are given in appendix D.".' for Q = ". One obtains the
momentum occupation probability function n(k) by summing over *n, which leads to

n(k) = "T!
n
"(k, k,*n) = "!

,
u"
,(k) f (E,(k)) (D.'#)

where

u"
,(k) = #i[E,(k) " (!k+qi]

#
0!,

[E,(k) " E0(k)] . (D.'%)

and the products and sums over , and 0 run from # to Q. !e factor " in Eq. (D.'#)
comes from the sum over spin up and down. Analogously one +nds the anomalous
distribution

ñ(k, qi) = T!
n
#(k, k " qi ,*n) = )(k, qi)!

,
w"

,(k, qi) f (E,("k + qi)) (D.'")

with

w"
,(k, qi) = " # j!i[E,("k + qi) + (!k+qi!q j]

#
0!,

[E,("k + qi) " E0("k + qi)] . (D.'*)

!e conventional BCS solution is realized for Q = % with just two quasiparticle bands
and q = 0. Generally, one obtains a set of "Q coupled self-consistency equations for
)s(qi) and )d(qi):

)s,d(qi)
V%

= "T
N !

k!
$s,d(k" " qi!")ñ(k, k " qi), (D.'')
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

or for the conventional s-wave order parameter

)(qi)
V#

= "T
N !

k!
ñ(k, k " qi). (D.'()

D.!.% Solution with Two Finite Order Parameters
!e content of this appendix is of course fully contained in the general formulation above.
It is meant as a collection of formulae and examples useful for calculations involving
the most common PDW state with Q = " and the pair momenta q% and q". !e Green’s
function (D.*$) then becomes

"(k, k,*n) = ("i*n " (!k+q%)("i*n " (!k+q")/(i*n " (k)("i*n " (!k+q%)("i*n " (!k+q")+ )"(k, q%)("i*n " (!k+q") + )"(k, q")("i*n " (!k+q%)0
(D.'&)

= ("i*n " (!k+q%)("i*n " (!k+q")[i*n " E%(k, q%, q")][i*n " E"(k, q%, q")][i*n " E*(k, q%, q")] , (D.'-)

where E,(k, q%, q") are the zeros of the denominator in equation (D.'&), given in ap-
pendix D.".'. In the following, we will use the abbreviation E,(k) # E,(k, q%, q").
Summing over *n, we +nd

n(k) = T!
n
"(k, k",*n)

= u"
% (k, q%, q") f (E%(k)) + u"

"(k, q%, q") f (E"(k)) + u"
*(k, q%, q") f (E*(k)).

(D.'1)

where

u"
,(k, q%, q") = [E,(k) + (!k+q%][E,(k) + (!k+q"]#

0!,
[E,(k) " E0(k)] , (D.'$)

From equation (D.'-), the anomalous Green’s function is found to be

#(k, k " q%,*n) = )(k, q%)(i*n " (k!q%+q")["i*n " E%("k + q%)]["i*n " E"("k + q%)]["i*n " E*("k + q%)] ,
(D.(#)

#(k, k " q",*n) = )(k, q")(i*n " (k!q"+q%)["i*n " E%("k + q")]["i*n " E"("k + q")]["i*n " E*("k + q")] .
(D.(%)
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D.$ Gor’kov Equations

Summation over *n leads to

ñ(k, q%) = )(k, q%)/w"
% (k, q%, q") f (E%("k + q%)) +w"

"(k, q%, q") f (E"("k + q%))
+w"

*(k, q%, q") f (E*("k + q%))0, (D.(")

ñ(k, q") = )(k, q")/w"
% (k, q", q%) f (E%("k + q")) +w"

"(k, q", q%) f (E"("k + q"))
+w"

*(k, q", q%) f (E*("k + q"))0 (D.(*)

where

w"
,(k, q%, q") = " E,("k + q%) + (!k+q%!q"#

0!,
[E,("k + q%) " E0("k + q%)] . (D.(')

D.!.& !e Zeros of the Green’s Function in the Two-q State

!e denominator of the Green’s function G(k,*n) in the state with +nite order parame-
ters )(k, q%) and )(k, q") is given by the polynomial

P(z) = (z " (#)("z " (%)("z " (") + )"
%("z " (") + )"

"("z " (%), (D.(()

where

z = i*n , (# = (k , (%," = (!k+q%," , )%," = )(k, q%,"))#(k " q%," , q%,").
P(z) has the three real zeros

E% = %
%" 2a + "bc + "c3 , (D.(&)

E" = %
%" 2a " 9% + i

%
*: bc " 9% " i

%
*: ""!*c3 , (D.(-)

E* = %
%" 2a " 9% " i

%
*: bc " 9% + i

%
*: ""!*c3 , (D.(1)
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure D.1: (a) Upper (turquoise) and lower (blue) energy band in a d-wave superconductors with
Q = 1 and pair momentum q = 0 for a particle-hole symmetric systemwith µ = 0 and t# = 0
and fixed order parameter #d = 0.2t. The energy spectrum of the same system in the PDW
state is shown in (b) for q = #/20, in (c) for q = #/4 and in (d) for q = #/2 with (blue) E0(k),
(black) E1(k) and (turquoise) E2(k).

where
a = '((# " (% " (") (D.($)

b = "'!* /("# + ("% + ("* + (#(% + (#(" " (%(" + * 9)"
% + )"

":0 (D.&#)

c = A" 9(*# " (*% " (*": + * 9("#(% + ("#(" " (#("% " (#("" + ("% (" + (%("": + %"(#(%("

+ $(# 9)"
% + )"

": " $ 9(%)"
% + (")"

": + %1 9(%)"
" + (")"

%:
+ & " b*

' + /$)"
%((# " (% + "(")

+ ((# + "(% " (") 9$)"
" + "("# " (#(% " ("% + ((#(" + (%(" + "(":0"'

%!"U%!*
. (D.&%)

!e resulting energy spectrum is shown in +gure D.% for di,erent pair momenta
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D.% Bogoliubov Transformation Method

q% = "q" = (q, #) for a particle-hole symmetric system with µ = # and next-nearest
neighbor hopping t" = # (compare to +gure %#.% in section %#."), and a +xed order
parameter )d(q%,") = #."t. (a) shows the spectrum of a standard d-wave superconductor
with q = # and bands E#(k) and E"(k) identical to the upper and lower bands obtained
from conventional BCS theory with Q = %, and the unoccupied band E%(k) = (k is
not shown. (b) - (d) show the mixing if the bands around EF for q " #, which is most
pronounced for q = !!".
D.% Bogoliubov Transformation Method
D.%.$ Hamiltonian
We start again with the generalized interaction Hamiltonian (D.%*) which reduces to the
BCS type mean +eld Hamiltonian

! =!
k,s

(kc†kscks +!
k
!
q
-)#(k, q)c!k+q!ck" + )(k, q)c†k"c†!k+q!.

"!
k
!
q
V(k, k", q)(c†k"c†!k+q!)(ck+q!ck"), (D.&")

with the order parameters

)(k, q) =!
k!
V(k, k", q)(c!k+q!ck"), (D.&*)

)#(k, q) =!
k!
V(k, k", q)(c†k"c!k+q!) (D.&')

and a pairing interaction as de+ned in appendix D.%. !e constant terms on the second
line of (D.&") is again irrelevant in the process of diagonalization. We proceed therefore
with the Hamiltonian! " which does not include these terms.

Taking the same ansatz for Q trial pair momenta q%, . . . , qQ as in appendix D."." and
setting)s,d(k, q) = # (or)(q) = #, respectively) for all other values ofq, theHamiltonian
! " can be written in matrix form as

! " = %
Q + %!k c†(k)H(k) c(k), (D.&()

where the vector c(k) is de+ned through

c#(k) = ck", (D.&&)
ci(k) = c†!k+qi! for i = %, . . . ,Q (D.&-)
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

and the matrix H(k) is

H(k) =
LMMMN

(k )%(k) , )Q(k)
)#%(k) "(!k+q% , #+ + - +
)#Q(k) # , "(!k+qQ

OPPPQ
. (D.&1)

Here, the order parameters are de+ned as )i(k) = (Q + %))(k, qi) and )#i(k) =(Q + %))#(k, qi).
Diagonalization of H(k) using the unitary transformation matrixU(k) leads to the

diagonal Hamiltonian

! " = %
Q + %!k !

,
E,(k)a†,(k)a,(k), (D.&$)

where , ! {#, . . . ,Q} and the vector a(k) contains the fermionic operators obtained
through the Bogoliubov transformation

a(k) = U†(k)c(k) %& c(k) = U(k)a(k). (D.-#)

D.%.! Expectation Values
In general, the eigenvalues E,(k) and the eigenvectors u,(k) of the matrixH(k) can not
be obtained analytically, but they can be calculated easily by numerical diagonalization
of H(k). Using the Bogoliubov trnasformation U(k), it is straight forward to calculate
all desired physical quantities. !e products of the fermionic operators with +nite
expectation value seem to be the following the following:

(c†k"ck") = (c†#(k)c#(k)) = %
Q + %!,0 u#,(k)u#0(k)(a

†
,(k)a0(k))

= %
Q + %!, u"

#,(k) f (E,(k)). (D.-%)

In the same way we +nd

(c†!k+qi!c!k+qi!) = (ci(k)c†i (k)) = %
Q + %!, u"

i,(k) f ("E,(k)), (D.-")

(c†!k+qi!c!k+q j!) = (ci(k)c†j (k)) = %
Q + %!, ui,uj,(k) f ("E,(k)) (D.-*)
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D.% Bogoliubov Transformation Method

and

(c!k+qi!ck") = (c†i (k)c#(k)) = %
Q + %!, ui,u#,(k) f (E,(k)), (D.-')

(c†k"c†!k+q j!) = (c†#(k)ci(k)) = %
Q + %!, u#,ui,(k) f (E,(k)) (D.-()

for i , j ! {%, . . . ,Q}. !e self-consisteny equation for the Q order parameters becomes

)i(k) =!
k!
V(k, k", q)!

,
ui,(k")u#,(k") f (E,(k")). (D.-&)

We can identify u,(k) = u#,(k) and w"
,(k, qi) = ui,(k)u#,(k), which shows that the

above expectation values derived from the mean-+eld Hamiltonian (D.&") using a Bo-
goliubov transformation is indeed identical to the solutions of the approximated Gor’kov
equations. Because the two formulations of the extended BCS theory must be mathe-
matically identical, the existence of higher order terms in "(k, k", q) proves that there
exist more combinations of the creation and annihilation operators which have +nite
expectation values. !ese occur because the quasi-particle operators a,(k) and a0(k")
can create quasi-particles with identical spin and momentum even for k " k", if Q & "
and q% " q". How the detect such expectation values and how to calculate them remains
unclear in this formulation, but they can be computed from the Gor’kov equations if
necessary.

Charge Density and Density of States:
Because the Hamiltonian (D.&() can be formulated equivalently with inverted spins, the
expectation values (c†k!ck!) and (c†k"ck") have to be equal. !e momentum distribution
function is therefore given by

n(k) =!
s
(c†kscks) = "!

,
u"
#,(k) f (E,(k)) (D.--)

from which follows the charge density in real space

#(r) = %
N !

k,k! ,s
e i(k!k!)r(c†ksck!s)

= %
N !

k
!
,

;<<<<=u
"
#,(k) f (E,(k)) +!

i! j e
i(qi!q j)rui,(k)uj,(k) f ("E,(k))

>????@ . (D.-1)

!e di,erential density of states becomes

D(E) = "!
k
!
,
u"
#,(k) f "(E " E,(k)). (D.-$)
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

Pair Density:
We de+ne the density of paired electrons by

P"(k, k") = (c†kckc†!k!c!k!) " (c†kck)(c†!k!c!k!), (D.1#)

which is the di,erence of the probability that a Cooper pair with total momentum k " k"
is occupied and the probability that the free electron states k and k" are occupied, but
not correlated. Using the mean-+eld decomposition

(c†kckc†!k!c!k!)$! (c†kck)(c†!k!c!k!) + (c†kc†!k!)(c!k!ck), (D.1%)

we +nd

P"(k, k") = (c†kc†!k!)(c!k!ck) =
DEEFEEG
(c!k+qi ck)(c†kc†!k+qi

), k" = k " qi

#, otherwise
, (D.1")

thus

P"(k, k " qi) = & %
Q + %!, ui,(k)u#,(k) f (E,(k))'

"

. (D.1*)

!e total pair density in momentum space is obtained by summing P"(k, k") over k":
P"(k) = &!

i
P(k, k " qi)'

" = & %
Q + %!i !

,
ui,(k)u#,(k) f (E,(k))'

"

. (D.1')

Internal Energy and Supercurrent:
!e inner energy E of the superconducting state is the thermal average E = (!) of the
Hamiltonian (D.&"):

E = (!) =!
k
(kn(k) "!

k
!
q
V(k, k", q)(c†k"c†!k+q!)(ck+q!ck")

=!
k
(kn(k) "!

k
!
q
&)"

s(q) + )"
d(q)

V%
+ )"(q)

V#
' . (D.1()

!e expression for the supercurrent J in two dimensions is the analogous to appendix A.":

J = e
h !

k
n(k)!k(k (D.1&)
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D.% Bogoliubov Transformation Method

D.%.% Charge Order Parameter
In the mean-+eld decoupling of the interaction Hamiltonian (D.%*) we so far included
only the BCS type pairing order parameters. For a charge ordered system, as the +nite
momentum pairing state with Q = ", there are more possibilities for +nite mean-+eld
terms, corresponding to charge order.!ese terms are

!C = !
k,k!

!
q
V(k, k", q)/c†k"ck!"(c†!k+q!c!k!+q!) + c†!k+q!c!k!+q!(c†k"ck!")0. (D.1-)

!e expectation values (c†k"ck!") and (c†!k+qc!k!+q) are +nite only if k" = k, or is k" =
k +q"q" and both )(k, q) and )(k, q") are +nite. Because of the symmetry in the spins
both terms in (D.1-) contribute equally to the charge density, thus!C becomes

!C = !
k,k!

!
q
V(k, k", q)c†k"ck!"(c†!k+q!c!k!+q!) (D.11)

=!
k
!
q
/V(k, k, q) +V(k,"k + q, q)0c†k"ck"(c†!k+q!c!k+q!) (D.1$)

!e +rst line of (D.1$) contains terms diagonal in momentum space.!ese do nothing
more that renormalize the chemical potential µ and are not relevant for charge order;
we therefore neglect them. !us the charge order Hamiltonian can +nally be written as

!C =!
k
!
i! j 1i j("k + qi)c†kck+qi!q j =!

k
!
i! j 1i j(k)c†!k+qi

c!k+q j (D.$#)

with the charge order parameter

1i j(k) = /V("k + qi , k, qi) +V("k + qi , k " q j, qi)0 (c†!k+qi
c!k+q j) (D.$%)

= /V("k + qi , k, qi) +V("k + qi , k " q j, qi)0!
,
ui,(k)uj,(k) f ("E,(k)).

(D.$")

!e order parameters 1i j(k) have to be solved self consistently for all k, whereat they
enter into the matrix H(k) at the positions where the form (D.&1) has zeros. We give
here as an example the * & *matrix for Q = ":

H(k) = LMN
(k )%(k) )"(k)

)#%(k) "(!k+q% 1%"("k + q%)
)#"(k) 1"%("k + q") "(!k+q"

OPQ . (D.$*)
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D Formalism of the Extended BCS#eory

D.& Real Space: Extended Bogoliubov de Gennes
Equations

!e pairing Hamiltonian (D.%*) with nearest-neighbor interaction is the Fourier trans-
form the real space pairing Hamiltonian

! " = !"i , j#,s ti jc
†
isc js +V% !"i , j#!s,s! c

†
isc†js!c js!cis . (D.$')

Using the usual BCS mean-+eld decoupling for the spin singlet interaction terms gives
the real space BCS Hamiltonian

! " = !"i , j#,s ti jc
†
isc js + !"i , j# -)i jc†i"c†j! + )#i jc j!ci". . (D.$()

with the bond order parameter )i j = V%(c j!ci"). Equation (D.*%) can be written in the
usual matrix form

! = (c†" , c!)# t̂ )̂
)̂# "t̂#$#c"c†!$ , (D.$&)

as de+ned in appendix C.*.%. !is " & "matrix structure is however not unique. We can
expand it to a (Q + %) & (Q + %) matrix structure analogous to the momentum space
formulation of equation (D.&1):

! = (c†#, c†% , . . . , c†Q)
LMMMMN

"
Q+% t̂ )̂% , )̂Q
)̂#% " "

Q+% t̂# , #+ + - +
)̂#Q # , " "

Q+% t̂#

OPPPPQ
LMMMN
c#
c%+
cQ

OPPPQ
(D.$-)

with arbitrary matrices )̂l ful+lling the condition"l )̂l = )̂, and c#i = ci" and cl i = c†i!
for l = %, . . . ,Q. !is ansatz leads to an extended version of the Bogoliubov - de Gennes
equations with a Bogoliubov transformation of the form

ci" =!
n
!
,
u#,nia,ni , (D.$1)

ci! =!
n
!
,
u#
l,nia†,ni (D.$$)

for any l ! {%, . . . ,Q} and , ! {#, . . . ,Q}. !e coe/cients u0,ni are given by the
eigenvalue equation

LMMMMN

"
Q+% t̂ )̂% , )̂Q
)̂#% " "

Q+% t̂# , #+ + - +
)̂#Q # , " "

Q+% t̂#

OPPPPQ
LMMMN
u#,n
u%,n+
uQ,n

OPPPQ
= E,n

LMMMN
u#,n
u%,n+
uQ,n

OPPPQ
(D.%##)
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D.& Real Space: Extended Bogoliubov de Gennes Equations

With the transformations (D.$1) and (D.$$) we obtain the self-consistency equation

)l ,i j = V%(c†l jc#i) = V%!
n
!
,
ul,niu#

#,n j f (E,n) (D.%#%)

for the elements of )̂l . We further obtain the spin or charge densities

ni" = (c†i"ci") = (c†#i c#i) =!
n
!
,
,u#,ni ," f (E,n), (D.%#")

ni! = (c†i!ci!) = (c†l i cl i) =!
n
!
,
,ul,ni ," f (E,n). (D.%#*)

To describe the +nite momentum pairing solution found in section %%, we solve the
Bogoliubov - de Gennes equation on a N &M lattice with periodic boundary conditions
for Q = ". We start the self-consistency loop with initial order parameters of the form

)%,i j = )i je"!iq(xi+x j)!"N (D.%#')
)",i j = )i je!"!iq(xi+x j)!"N (D.%#()

with constant order parameters )i j with d-wave symmetry and phase gradients in
x-direction such that the phase shi! over the whole system is a multiple of "!, corre-
sponding to a pair momentum q. !en let’s hope that the system indeed converges into
a superconducting state with order parameters with phase gradients as chosen above...
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E Solutions of the Laplace Equation in a Square
Frame

Here follows a selection of the most esthetic eigenfunctions of the free Schrödinger
equation (Laplace equation) for a particle con+ned in a square frame geometry. Shown
is the probability density (absolute square of the wave functions) in di,erent multi-
valued color codes designed to reproduce most clearly the special structures to the
eigenfunctions.

Page %(- & %&#: Solutions in a "#1 & "#1 frame with a centered -" & -" square with
enhanced chemical potential (which reduces the probability density)
and a && square hole at the center.

Page %(1 & %($: Solutions in a "#' & "#' frame with a *" & *" hole in the center.
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Publications
• F. Loder, A. P. Kampf, T. Kopp, J. Mannhart, C. W. Schneider and Y. S. Barash.
Magnetic -ux periodicity of h!e in superconducting loops. Nat. Phys. &, %%" ("##1).

• F. Loder, A. P. Kampf and T. Kopp. Crossover from hc!e to hc!"e current oscilla-
tions in rings of s-wave superconductors. Phys. Rev. B *+, %-'("& ("##1).

• F. Loder, A. P. Kampf, T. Kopp and J. Mannhart. Flux periodicities in loops of
nodal superconductors. New J. Phys. $$, #-(##( ("##$).

• F. Loder, A. P. Kampf and T. Kopp. hc!e Periodicity in loops of nodal superconduc-
tors. Physica C ("##$), doi:%#.%#%&/j.physc."##$.%".#%'.

• F. Loder, A. P. Kampf and T. Kopp. Superconducting state with a .nite-momentum
pairing mechanism in zero external magnetic .eld. Phys. Rev. B +$, (R)#"#(%%
("#%#).

• F. Loder, A. P. Kampf and T. Kopp. Flux periodicities in loops and junctions with
d-wave superconductors. Eur. Phys. J. Special Topics $+#, %$% ("#%#).

Some parts of the articles listed above, containing longer calculations and discussions
of numerical results, are included in this thesis without major revisions.!ese are:

• !e discussion of the periodicity crossover in a multi-channel s-wave ring in
Phys. Rev. B *+, %-'("& ("##1).

[Part I, Chapter "."]

• !e derivation of an analytical description of the supercurrent in a d-wave loop
and the comparison to numeric results in New J. Phys. $$, #-(##( ("##$).

[Part I, Chapter *]

• Parts of the discussion of the properties of the striped “pair density wave” state
in Phys. Rev. B +$, (R)#"#(%% ("#%#).

[Part III, Chapter %%."]
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